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Wednesday, 10 November 1993

THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko) cook the Chair at 2.00 pm. and read prayers.

PARLIAMENT HOUSE - VISITORS
Abbott. Anthony, British Consul General

THE SPEAKER: In the Speaker's Gallery is Mr Anthony Abbott, British Consul
General in Western Australia. I welcome you to the House today.
[Applause.]

PETITION - ORANGE GROVE PRIMARY SCHOOL, REMAIN OPEN
DR WATSON (Kenwick) [2.05 pm]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
The following parents. children, ex-students and supporters of the Orange Grove
Primary School request that no action be taken to close the school and further
seek an explicit assurance that the school will remain open as part of the
community.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 208 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 200.1

PETITION - CITY OF PERTH, PERTH CITY COUNCIL CHANGES
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park) [2.07 pmj: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned petitioners, residents of Western Australia and electors of the
City of Perth, strongly oppose any moves to change the boundaries of the City of
Perth without full consultation with the electors.
We also oppose any move to dismiss our elected representatives on the Perth City
Council and replace them with Commissioners or Administrators.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 855 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 201.]

PETITION - TRANSPERTH, FARE INCREASES
MRS HALLAHAN (Armadale) [2.08 pm]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned call on the Government -
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(1) Not to increase concession fares for Transpenth
(2) Investigate the effect of increased fares on the use and revenue base of

public transport
(3) Review the likely impact on the increases on the recently electrified

Railway Line.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray ta you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 113 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the standing orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 202.]

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - BY THE MINISTER FOR WOMEN'S
INTERESTS

Western Women Financial Services Pry Ldi, Settlement
MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Mlinister for Women's Interests) [2.10 pm]: I seek
leave to make a ministerial statement.
Mr RIPPER: The Opposition will grant leave on this occasion, although I point out that
the statement, a copy of which has been given to the Opposition, is excessively political
in its tone. In my view, if such statements are to be used simply as attacks on the
Opposition, the Government runs the risk that the Opposition will use its privilege to
refuse leave.
[Leave granted.]
Mrs EDWARDES: Late last month, hundreds of investors in the failed Western Women
group received payment from a $3.77m joint settlement. This followed formal settlement
on 14 October which involved me, representing the State Government, representatives of
the Legal Aid Commission, the R & I Bank, the National Australia Bank and the Western
Women liquidator. As a result of all 655 investors agreeing to that settlement, all but
seven of the 655 investors have by now received payment of 66o in the dollar. Of the
total settlement, $1.6m was put forward by t State Government, an amount which was
determined by a range of factors including the number of claims by those investors who
were induced to invest by the perceived links between Government and Western Women.
The total cost to Government of establishing and operating the Western Women unit at
the Legal Aid Commission was $357 500.
There were some very sound reasons for providing an ex gratia payment to compensate
investors for financial losses suffered in the Western Women group of companies and to
settle all potential legal claims against the State by individual investors in the Western
Women group. Those reasons were -

the large number of potential cases;
the many cases which might have involved collateral actions against the R & I
Bank;
the fact that the law does not provide for any procedure for a class action whereby
all the claimants could be grouped in the one vase;
a test case was not practicable due to the differences in the factual circumstances
of each investor's case; and
the potentially very large cost of litigation given the likelihood of the State
funding the investors' legal bills and then having to mount its own defence.

In short, the investors alleged identifiable Government action as influential and, in some
cases, decisive in their decision to invest money through or in the Western Women
group, namely -
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the presence of the Western Women group on the premises of the Women's
Information and Referral Exchange;
advertisements of the Western Women group in Government publications such as
the Western Australian Directory of Services for Women, with a foreword written
by the then Premier, Mr Dowding;
involvement of the Western Women group in seminars conducted by the South
West Development Authority and TAFE, both of which are State
instrumentalities; and
promotion of the Western Women group through the Women's Advisory Council,
including the commissioning of Robin Greenburg to write the Women's
Investment Guide.

These apparent links have largely been confirmed by the inquiry into WIRE conducted
by the Public Service Commission, by the Legal Aid Commission's investigations and by
evidence given to the Legislative Council standing committee chaired by Hon R. Pike,
MLC. In particular, the Public Service Commission inquiry identified a failure by the
Office of Women's Interests, which was under the ministerial control of the now Leader
of the Opposition, Dr Carmen Lawrence, to properly monitor the continued presence and
conduct of the Western Women group while it was permitted to hold a privileged
position at the WIRE premises.
While the links between previous Administrations and Robin Greenburg have been
placed under the spotlight, it should be pointed out that the Lawrence Labor Government
had to be dragged kicking at every step of the way in order to undertake an inquiry of any
son. In the end, the Public Service inquiry was limited in its scope and powers, which
ensured that it was unable to resolve the critical discrepancy in evidence and failed to
address the underlying basis of the links between the Western Women group and WIRE.
Even then, the establishment of the Public Service inquiry occurred only after we, when
in Opposition, raised the matter in the House and asked for an independent inquiry. It
:was only after we, when in Opposition, consistently aked about an independent judicial
inquiry that the then Premier, Dr Lawrence, indicated the Government would pass the
matter to an independent barrister for assessment.
True to form, however, it was only then after five months of questioning as to when the
banrister would be appointed that Dr Lawrence indicated that the Labor Government
had - surprise, surprise - changed its mind and decided to appoint the Legal Aid
Commission to investigate the matter. That was interesting because the Legal Aid
Commission at the time of the announcement had not been formally advised. In the end,
it was only through the standing committee in the upper House that the real truth of the
links between the Western Women group and WIRE and other agencies of Government
was uncovered. The Leader of the Opposition, when Premier, continued to deny that
there was any relationship between the Government and Western Women. Among the
many questions asked, the four most common have always been -

(1) Why was Robin Greenburg given the privileged position that she had in giving
financial advice from the offices of WIRE? The now Opposition always claimed
that Robin Greenburg and Western Women gave only financial counselling and
not financial advice from the offices of WIRE.

(2) Did WIRE or the Office of Women's interests check Robin Greenburg's
credentials?

(3) Did WIRE know that she had been a bankrupt?
(4) Why was the policy of three referrals for investment advice not followed when

Western Women was the only company that women were often referred to?
Mr Marlborough interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Peel!
Mss EDWARDES: I will address these issues. When we camne into Government, we
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wanted to put an end to the procrastination and the inaction of the previous Government
over the whole issue of Western Women.
Mr Marlborough interjected.
Thie SPEAKER: Order! Thke member for Peel will come to order.
Mrs EDWARDES: I immediately asked for all files on Western Women and, although
advised that all the material, except for a number of recent files, was with the standing
committee in the other place, I have managed to elicit some interesting information.
Mr Marlborough interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Peel.
Mrs EDWARDES: The information clearly shows that the then Minister for Women's
Interests, Hon Judyth Watson, had misled the people of Western Australia. When the
Minister was being interviewed -

Withdrawal of Remnarkc
Mr M. BARNETT: Mr Speaker, I draw your attention to the comment made by the
Minister in her statement to the House at page 9, the last paragraph. I put to you that
under Standing Order No 132 it is highly improper for the Minister to take this action by
way of a statement to the House. it is possible for her to take action in this way only with
a substantive motion. I suggest that you should rule, Mr Speaker, that she should
withdraw her comment entirely and that she should refrain from any others that may be
included in her ministerial statement.
The SPEAKER: Order! I agree with the member for Rockingham. I do not think that it
is appropriate to make an accusation of misleading the people of Western Australia in the
way that it is being done here. I ask the Minister to withdraw that. If she wishes to take
that course of action, she must do it by a substantive motion.
Mrs EDWARDES: I withdraw that statement.

Ministerial Statement Resumed
Mrs EDWARDES: When the Minister was being interviewed by Alan Hird, ABC
television news reporter on Sunday, 7 April 1991, he asked her whether, if WIRE had
known that Ms Greenburg was bankrupt, it would have had the same approach. The
response from the then Minister, and that which was broadcast, was "I doubt it."
On Monday, 8 April 1991, a memo was faxed from Lynley McGrath, formerly of the
Office of Women's Interests, to the then Minister, Hon Judyth Watson. This memo
advises that when Robin (Jreenburg, then known as Robin Rickards, was introduced to
WIRE staff, she was working with the Women's Investment Network. She came to
WIRE with four or five other WIN staff.
Several members intetjected.

Point of Order
Mr C.J. BARNETT: With statements, ministerial statements and brief ministeriail
statements, it is certainly the convention of this House that members be listened to. All
that we have had is continual interjection. The Opposition has a right of reply. We will
listen with courtesy to the right of reply.
The SPEAKER: Order! There are too many inceijections. I have been forced to call one
member formally to order. As a result of a member raising a point of order, I have had
the Minister delete a portion of her statement which is out of order. Every member in
this place is entitled to be heard. I urge members not to interject in the way that they
have been doing, either in the quantity or at the level of interjection.

Ministerial Statement Resumed
Mrs EDWARDES: She came to WIRE with four or five other WIN staff, and it was
clearly stated at that first meeting, which would have been some time in 1987-88, that she
had had a personal experience of bankruptcy through marriage. Yet when on Tuesday, 9
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April 1991 the ABC suggested to the Minister that she had contradicted herself from
Sunday's interview by acknowledging that she now knew of the bankruptcy, the member
for Kenwick said she did not see any contradiction.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mrs EDWARDES: The Minister, knowing that she had been advised that WIRE knew
that Robin Greenburg had been bankrupt, and in saying that if WIRE had known the truth
that Ms Greenburg was bankrupt she doubted WIRE would still have had the same
approach, never corrected the public statement. Knowing full well the truth, the Minister
was prepared to allow the misleading statement to remain uncorrected.
Several members inerjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mrs EDWARDES: Also the memo clearly identified that the staff at WIRE had
considerable discussions which centred around WIRE's use of or WIRE being used by
conmmercial interests. In formulating a policy WIRE staff weighed up the possible
benefits to women as well as the degree to which a given commercial interest was merely
gaining easy access to a market which to some extent had a stamp of acceptability by
being on WIRE's database.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Morley. Order!
Mrs EDWARDES: The staff had identified the problem and took no action to put in
place proper checks and balances. They were prepared to take the risk on the basis of
feminist ideology. The whole approach by the Opposition when in Government on this
issue was to continue to reiterate the line that Robin Greenburg was giving only
budgeting survival advice and so the fact of the bankruptcy was not applicable. Again,
the statement totally contradicts the facts. Robin Greenburg was welcomed with open
arms into WIRE. In May 1986 an advertisement headed "Financial advice" stated -

WIRE has been fortunate enough to have financial adviser, Robin Grecnburg,
offer fr-ee advisory sessions to women on Wednesday and Thursday afternoons.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Cockburn.
Mrs EDWARDES: The advertisement continues -

Robin is an experienced adviser, who can assist in the widest possible of financial
questions from the tiniest budget to a lottery's win. Ring WIRE 325 7777 for an
appointment.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mrs EDWARDES: I am also aware that a letter was received on 29 May 1991 from
Christine Jones addressed to Michael Wood, Public Service Commissioner, copied to the
then Minister, advising that she had first hand experience of the history of the Western
Women companies and that she was in a position to tell the facts. She advised in her
letter that the relationship between the two organisations came about because of an
extremely close relationship between Robin Greenburg and an employee of WIRE, one
Mabs McDougall. She went on to say that Mabs supported Western Women because it
was owned by Robin Greenburg. Her support extended to the point of an exclusive
agreement to allow Western Women advisers to counsel WIRE clients.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Fremantle.
Several members interjected.
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The SPEAKER: I formally call to order the member for Fremantle.
Mrs EDWARDES: She also offered any further information that: would be required by
the Government, and she indicated chat she was willing to give them any assistance chat
she could. She described herself as being Robin Greenburg's right hand for several years
and that the only person to know more about the company would have been Greenburg
herself.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Deputy Leader of the Opposition.
Mrs EDWARDES: Yet neither the Public Service Commissioner nor the Minister
endeavoured to find out what information Christine Jones had.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Morley. I urge members
not to interject in this way. You may not like what is being said, and I take it that you do
not -

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Kenwick, It is not
appropriate to inteaJect when I am on my feet. There is an opportunity to intrject in a
way that fits with the delivery of a ministerial statement, but what has been happening
does not fit.
Mrs EDWARDES: Christine Jones gave evidence to the standing committee in the upper
House that the Public Service Commission report had blatantly lied about the failed
Greenburg group and the Women's Information and Referral Exchange when the Public
Service Commission report concluded that there was no special relationship between
WIRE and Western Women and also by stating that WIRE always referred to at least
three advisory services. Christine Jones told the parliamentary committee that women
visiting WIRE were always referred exclusively to Western Women and that clients
would get the names of the other firms only if they pressured the WIRE official with
whom they were dealing.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mrs EDWARDES: Ms Jones said of the Public Service report conclusion that there was
no special relationship between WIRE and Western Women that "(it) is a blatant lie and
outright lies".
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mrs EDWARDES: This is another example of how there was resistance at every step
and a major cover up of that special relationship between Western Women and WIRE
and the Government, even to the point of not asking the questions that needed to be
asked. Also significant is die analysis of the two versions of the draft of the Public
Service Commission report. On page 20 under "other findings" of the final draft of 11I
June 1991 there is significant difference when compared with the draft of the same
section under "other findings" on page 19 of the version dated 17 May 1991. This draft,
dated 17 May 1991, was sent to Hon Judyth Watson, Minister assisting the Minister for
Women's Interests, on that same day, and was the subject of discussions between the
then Premier and the Public Service Commissioner, Dr Wood, on 23 May 1991. In the
draft of 17 May 1991 dhe section reads -

However, OWl was cognisant that the service was needed in the short term.
There was insufficient cause to cease the service at that time.
OW! was also conscious of the reaction of the termination of such a service by
the various women's factions. The then Minister concurred with this view.
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Several members intetJected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mrs EDWARDES: In the final draft of I I June 1991 it reads -

However, OWl was cognisant that the service was needed and could not be
replaced in the short term.
OW! was also conscious of the reaction of the termination of such a service by
the various women's groups.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! T'he member for Rockingham.

Point of Order
Mr M. BARNETT: It is difficult for me to hear whether the Minister is reading directly
from the statement, a copy of which I have.
The SPEAKER: Are you referring to page 18?
Mr M. BARNETT: I assume she is, because the few words I can hear coherently from
this position indicate that. Although there is no one statement over the last couple of
pages which one could point to and say that that specifically is an indication of improper
conduct by a member of this House, I submit that the whole of what has been said over
the last two pages is in fact precisely that. It is improper for the Minister to take this
avenue to make those sorts of allegations. It is open to the Minister at any time to move a
substantive motion, if she feels that some improper practice has been embarked on by
any member of this House. It is wrong in the extreme for her to hide behind the cover of
a ministerial statement and make the sorts of allegations she is now making.
The SPEAKER: As you know, on your previous point of order I immediately agreed
with what you said. As you have indicated in your own comments, it is not quite as clear
now. I think at present I would not be in a position to uphold your point of order, as I did
on the previous occasion. I do not accept the point of order at this moment in a
generalised way.

Ministeria Statement Reywned
Mrs EDWARDES: Members will remember the removal of the name of the then
Minister for Women's Interests, Hon Kay Hallahan, from the repon. That was
investigated by the Parliamentary Commissioner for Adnministrative Investigations -

Several members interjec ted.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Fremantle should come to order.
Mrs EDWARDES: The change is significant in that it identified again the deletion of a
reference of any knowledge or acceptance or otherwise by any Minister.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Morley.
Mrs EDWARDES: Why was any indication of ministerial responsibility deleted? Then,
despite her constant denials, Dr Lawrence showed that she had direct knowledge of
Western Women's involvement with WIRE when this was exposed by the letter she
signed in response to a complaint by Sandra Leeder. The fact is that the Lawrence Labor
Government did nothing about the concerns about the company, did nothing about
puffing in place proper checks and balances, even though this was the subject of legal
advice, and did nothing to end the relationship between WIRE and Western Women.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Morley.
Mrs EDWARDES: Why? Only those sitting opposite know the answer to that. We have
never had a response from the then Premier, Dr Lawrence, about the shredding of
documents. I remind the House of the original Western Women's documents addressed
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to the Premier's Department with the pencilled word "shred" annotated with a question
mark on the top right hand side. It camne from Minister Kay Hallahan's office relating to
a complaint. There has been no satisfactory answer 10 why the notation "shred?" was
placed ihere, and it is a matter that I have -

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Rockingham.

Point of Order
Mr M. BARNETT: I submit that the first three paragraphs of the top of page 20 of the
Minister's statement, which have just been read to the House by the Minister, are entirely
inappropriate and, in fact, point up the statement I made to you only a moment or so ago
that this Minister is hiding behind the guise of this ministerial statement to make
allegations against specific people in this House in a most improper way. I do not
dispute that she should and could have the right to make such statements. However,
there is another means for her to do it and that is that the standing orders allow her to
move a substantive motion. If she did that, all members of this House would have the
right to rebut the allegations she is making. However, her choice of this action denies the
right of members of this House to defend themselves against these scurrilous allegations.
The SPEAKER: I think the member for Rockingham will agree that this is a grey area.
However, it is not as grey as the last time and I do not think it is as black and white as
was the first case. It goes to the question of whether not revealing details about the
shredding of documents is an improper motive. I think it could be interpreted that way.
It would be appropriate, therefore, if the Minister withdrew the paragraph referring to the
lack of response by the former Premier, Dr Lawrence, on the shredding of documents and
the paragraphs that contain the comments relating to the word "shred". I ask that those
paragraphs be withdrawn because there could be a case for people to suggest that there is
an improper Motive.

Before I sit down, I ask the people who are ignoring my calls for order to begin heeding
them. The member for Rockingham has raised already three points of order, two of
which have been agreed to by me. However, members are not giving other members the
opportunity to hear what is being said. The member for Rockinghamn and I are having
difficulty in hearing what the Minister is saying. It is not appropriate behaviour for
members of this House to deny another member the right to be heard irrespective of
whether they like what is said and particularly while I am agreeing with the suggestion
that these are matters of improper motive. Members are giving me a very difficult task
by not allowing the person making the speech to be heard.
Mrs EDWARDES: I will withdraw the paragraphs. I want to point out that this has been
a matter of some discussion and the subject of a question on notice. I am happy to
comply with your request, Mr Speaker.
Mr Taylor: Withdraw.
The SPEAKER: She has withdrawn. She said that at the beginning.
Mrs EDWARDES: I have withdrawn.
Mr Marlborough: You have blown it, sit down.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Peel will come to order.

Ministerial Statement Resumed
Mrs EDWARDES: It is obvious that this is the true story behind Western Women and
the fact that taxpayers' money had to be spent. Members opposite do not like hearing
this. The procrastination and the inaction by the previous Labor Government on the
whole issue of Western Women has been appalling.
Mr Mc~inty inteiJected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Fremantle for the second
time.
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Mrs EDWARDES: This Government has approached the issue responsibly in stark
contrast to the previous Lawrence Labor Government which spent all its time trying to
cover up the matter or denying links to the Western Women group and Robin Greenburg.
I am extremely pleased that this Government has been able to bring the matter to a
conclusion and see a reasonable payment made to the investors concerned, a group who
suffered too much for too long as a direct consequence of the previous Government's
ineptitude.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) (2.36 pm]:* Unlike some
other members of the House I had the oppontunity to read in full the statement that has
just been used as a device by the Attorney General to deflect attention from the very
serious problems she faces as Attorney. It is clear to me that the device the Attorney
chose to use for this purpose, which she attempted to use a week ago -
Mrs Edwardes: I would have raised it two weeks ago.
Dr LAWRENCE- The Attorney could have done it at any time. We insisted that it be in
the correct form. Clearly, on the points of order that have been taken and even on this
occasion, the Attorney was not able to get it right because she included observations
about members of this House that were, as you ruled, Mr Speaker, more correctly
addressed by way of substantive motion enabling all members - several wer 'e criticised -
to correct the record that the Attorney General has, on many occasions, sought to distort.
It is an issue over which she has had some political success. I am sure that is why she is
returning to it now in her hour of difficulty. The Attorney General is under scrutiny, and
quite properly, by this Parliament and by the Opposition.
Mr Court: Under no more scrutiny than you are.
Dr LAWRENCE: Whether the Attorney General likes it or not and whether the Premier
likes it or not, she is under scrutiny by the community, by the Opposition, by the media
and I hope by all right minded people in this State because principally she has failed to
answer questions properly put to her in this place about her associations with Dr Wayne
Bradishaw, her links with certain events in the City of Wanneroo and her statements made
publicly in defence of a private citizen quite contrary -

Mr Court: Come on! You could not even remember a PICL deal in Cabinet.
Mr Taylor: You could not even remember whether you balanced your Budget.
Dr LAWRENCE: It is quite clear to members opposite that that is the sole purpose of
this exercise. The Minister is feeling a little ill at ease. She does not particularly like the
attention that has been directed to her she does not like some of the observations that
have been made in this House; she feels uneasy about the criticism that has been made
about her, and yesterday when an opportunity was given to her to address some of the
concerns by way of a substantive motion, that was denied by the Government, I am
afraid I have little sympathy with the Attorney General's concerns about this matter and
certainly I have no sympathy at all with the device that she has used today to attempt to
deflect attention from her own difficulties. The most effective remedy for the Attorney
General's problems, I would suggest, is for her, in a very open way, to answer the
questions that have been put to her about, for instance, contacts she has had with Dr
Wayne Bradshaw through third parties. If she answered that question and clearly
examined the conflict in which she is placed by the statements that she has made about
the alleged weakness of the Kyle report and her role of Attorney General - if she
confronted those issues more directly - she would not be faced with the embarrassment
that she faces now and with one of her own Ministers, the Minister for Local
Government, saying very clearly within the hearing of anyone who had ears to hear, "I
don't know why I should have to be the Attorney General's keeper.' I do not know why
he should have to be the Attorney General's keeper either. He said, "What do they
expect? Do I have to check with the Attorney General every time I appoint someone to
do an inquiry?" I do not think he should have to either. Furthermore he said, "I don't
know what her husband's been up to, but I'm sick of having to cover for her." I agree
with the Minister and I do not think the Parliament should be used as a device to cover up
the Attorney General's incompetence.
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The Attorney General has had many opportunities, and can create opportunities, to debate
the matters she raised by way of ministerial statement as a substantive motion in which
she can criticise any member of this House and allow him or her the opportunity to reply.
However, the Attorney General is quite clearly using this as a device to divert attention
from her current difficulties. She is refusing to answer questions in this place and has not
seen fit to stand aside because she has a clear conflict of interest in relation to the matters
raised about her husband who is quite entitled to challenge Mr Kyle and his report.
However, the Attorney General is not entitled to take the view of a private citizen about
matters that would require her to defend Mr Kyle and his report. That is a matter she has
not yet addressed and both the Attorney General and the Premier keep trying to flick that
aside. I simply conclude my remarks because the Opposition does not deign to reply to
the sort of nonsense that was part of the statement today. The Attorney General's attempt
today was totally transparent to everybody in this House and to the media. It is as
transparent as a pane of glass and when we look through it, we can see who is lurking on
the other side - the Attorney General.

[Questions without notice taken.]

MOTION - CONDOLENCE
Burt, Richard Paull Septimus

MR COWAN (Merredin - Deputy Premier) [5.14 pm]: I move -

That the House records its sincere regret at the death of Richard Paull Septinius
Burt and tenders its deep sympathy to his family.

Mr Bun was a respected member of this House who joined the Liberal Party in 1948
when it was then the Liberal and Country League. He was elected as member for
Murchison in 1959 and subsequently was elected as the member for Murchison Eyre in
1968 after the redistribution of seats in 1966.
Mr Burt worked in a number of different fields before becoming a member of Parliament,
including crayfishing, station work, pearling and tin mining. As a parliamentarian, Mr
Burt represented the Western Australian branch of the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Association at its general conference in Lagos, Nigeria in 1962. He was also Secretary of
the Parliamentary Liberal Party from 1968 to 1971. He was a member of the Standing
Orders Committee from 1968 to 1971 and was also the chairman of the all party
committee inquiring into the gold industry in 1964.
Mr Burt was a director of several companies, including Rosenthal Jewellery Corporation
Limited, and was also Chairman of Australian Consolidated Minerals Limited and
Chairman and Director of Mountain View Gold NL from 1948 to 1970. Mr Burt was also
a member of the Hannan Club and the Weld Club, and was honorary treasurer of the
Arthritis Foundation from 1972 to 1987. For his services to the community, Mr Burt was
awarded the OAM.
On behalf of the Premier, who regrets that he had to be absent from this condolence
motion because of an urgent trip to the Eastern States, and all members of this
Parliament, I express our sincere regret at Mr Burt's death last Sunday and extend our
sympathy to his wife, Mrs Pauline Burt, and family.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [5.17 pmn]: The
Opposition joins with the Government in this condolence motion. I do not think that
there are any members on our side of the House who have any personal knowledge of Mr
Burt. Nonetheless, from his record, it is clear that he made a very substantial
contribution to local government as well as to the State Parliament. In addition, as was
outlined by the Deputy Premier, he had substantial interests in business across all
spheres, rural and manufacturing. He represented the people of the Murchison area, an
area with which he had a long association for most of his parliamentary career. With his
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association dudies, he obviously had an interest in matters
that went beyond the Parliament of Western Australia. He obviously continued for a
very long time doing substantial work for the community, particularly with those people
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suffering from arthritis. I join with the Government in expressing our sympathy to Mrs
Pauline Burt and family.
MR BLAIKIE (Vasse) (5.18 pm]: I wish to make some comments to recognise the
passing of Richard Paull Septimus Burt. Dick Burt was no longer a member of
Parliament when I entered the Parliament in 197 1. However he was a member who was
very highly regarded and very highly respected. I knew him after he served his time in
Parliament. Dick Burt was one of those people whom I would put in the category of
being a very, very respected gentleman.
This afternoon, when I heard that this condolence motion was being moved, I spoke to
Peter Coyne, who was a former member for Murchison Eyre and who succeeded Dick
Burt in that seat. Peter passed on to me his comments and his sympathy to the family.
His comments were that Dick Burt was one of the most loved and respected persons with
whom he had ever been associated. Throughout the Murchison Eyre electorate he was
held in the highest and widest of regard. Peter's comments were that be was a true
gentleman of the old school in the most revered terms.
It is very interesting to look back on the record of Dick Bun. He contested elections and
one of the people whom he defeated in 1962 was the late Tom Hartrey, who later became
the member for Kalgoorlie. Tom was a very colourful person. Notwithstanding the
connections Tom lIartrey had within the mining area, Dick Bunt roundly defeated him.
In 1968, Dick was elected unopposed to the seat of Murchison-Eyre. He enjoyed the
total confidence of his electorate. When he finally left the Parliament in 1971 he did so
of his own volition to pursue his private interests. I join with other members to place on
record the service Dick Burt gave to the Parliament and the standards he maintained
within Parliament. I extend to his family my deepest sympathy.
MR LEAHY (Northern Rivers) [5.21 pm]: I join with other members of the House in
passing on my deep regret to the family of Richard Burt, better known as Dick Bun. I
represent part of the area Dick represented in Murchison-Eyre. Although I never had the
privilege of meeting him I concur with the member for Vasse that he was certainly held
in high regard throughout the Murchison region, both in local Government, in social
circles and in the mining sector. He is always spoken of with affection and, as have
others, I pass on my deep regrets to his family.
MR CJ. BARNETT7 (Cottesloe - Leader of the House) [5.23 pm]: I also join in this
condolence motion. I support the comments made by the Deputy Premier, and
particularly the member for Vasse, and thank the member opposite for his comments. I
knew Dick Bunt in only a fairly peripheral way over the past couple of years. Members
may not know that Dick was a resident of the Sundowner Centre in Cottesloe. When I
gained preselection for the seat of Cottesioe in 1990, Dick Burt was one of the first
people to contact me and immediately gave me some very fatherly advice on what I
needed to do to win the seat. He took responsibility for the campaign for the seat of
Cottesloe within the Sundowner Centre. Once the vote had been counted for that centre
through the mobile booth, I think the Liberal Party recorded 98 votes out of the 102.
When Dick asked me to visit him he said that my vote was 98 out of 102. 1 thanked him
for his help to which he replied, "Yes, Colin, but I am talking to the other four; it will be
better next time."
Those who knew Dick Burt late in his life, knew he was very badly crippled by arthritis.
Despite that physical impairment his humour, wit and intellect were in no way impaired.
On the several times I visited the Sundowner Centre, Dick was always there to meet me.
With his ability to create humour and inspire people who were feeling down or not well
he was very much the character and personality. Always his attention was on helping
those around him and his own physical problems were put to one side. Although I knew
him in only a fairly peripheral way he was obviously a person of great commitment to the
community and one whom I know will be very sadly missed by the other residents of the
Sundowner Centre.
Question passed, members standing.
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VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AND ANIMAL FEEDING STUFFS
AMENDMENT BILL

Returned
Bill returned from the Council with an amendment.

QUESTION TIME
Conclusion - Point of Order

MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [5.26 pm]: In relation to
the disappearance of question time today, the Opposition had the opportunity of asking
but one question. My understanding is that question time is at the discretion of the Chair.
If the Chairman chooses, as of now, not to allow question time to continue, once again
with the support of the Chair this Government will have escaped the opportunity of
further scrutiny from the Opposition in question time. I emphasise that question time is
at the discretion of the Chairman, not according to the will of the Government on the
other side of the House. It is high time question time continued so that we can put the
questions we intended to ask.
MR CJ. BARNETT' (Cottesice - Leader of the House) [5.27 pm]: I suggest that is
not a point of order. Question time is at the discretion of the Speaker and he has clearly
ruled that question time today has come to an end. For the record, a number of questions
were asked but members opposite did not ask them properly.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The situation is that question time is at the discretion of the
Speaker or whoever else is presiding at the time. The difficulty is that, although I can
understand members' concern at not being able to ask perhaps the normal number of
questions - I guess there are a number of circumstances if members reflect on why that
may have happened - the ruling has been given for the day that question time is finished.
I invite the Deputy Leader of the Opposition to take up the matter with the Speaker at a
convenient time.

BILLS (6) - INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
1. Business Franchise (Tobacco) Amendment Bill (No.2)
2. Business Franchise (Tobacco) Amendment Bill (No.3)

Bills introduced, on motions by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House), and read
a first time.

3. Meat Industry Legislation (Amendment and Repeal) Bill
4. Sheep Lice Eradication Fund Repeal Bill
5. Bee Industry Amendment and Repeal Bill
6. Plant Diseases Amendment Bill

Bills introduced, on motions by Mr House (Minister for Primary Industry), and
read a first time.

JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON DELEGATED LEGISLATION
Membership

On motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -

T'hat the member for Thornlie be discharged from the Joint Standing Committee
on Delegated Legislation and the member for Marangarno be appointed in her
place.

CITY OF PERTH RESTRUCTURING BILL
As to Committee Stage

MR OMODEX (Warren - Minister for Local Government) [5.34 pm]: I move -
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That the Deputy Speaker do now leave the Chair and the House resolve itself into
a Committee of the Whole for the purpose of considering this Bill.

MR MARLBOROUGH (Peel) [5.35 pm]: I am opposed to the Minister's motion to
move this Bill into Committee now. Mr Deputy Speaker, I suggest to you that the
Government's activities today are a prime example of its disregard for this House. The
way in which the Minister for Local Government is treating this Bill is another example
of what this House must put up with. The Opposition has had no notice of the
Government's proposed amendments to this Bill. The amendments, most of which are
the Minister's and some of which are from the member for Floreat, run into seven pages.
I am the shadow Minister for Local Government and the Minister has not attempted to
discuss any of the Government's proposed amendments with me.
The member for Floreat can make her own comments, but in discussion with her I found
that she approached the Minister yesterday about some of her concerns. Around
lunchtime today he advised her of certain amendments he will move in Committee.
The Minister responsible for the passage of this Bill and the Minister for Planning have
been responsible for the disfranchising of the electorate of the Perth City Council.
However, the Minister for Local Government has not made any attempt to draw the
Opposition's attention to the amendments he is proposing. The Opposition has not had
the time to look at the amendments. I arrived at this place today at 2.00 pm.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Get to work early. Get your act together and find out what is on the
Notice Paper.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I get to work very early and my constituency is more than happy
with the hours I put into it. The Opposition had no prior knowledge of the amendments.
The show of force based simply on numbers and led by the Leader of the House - the
show of force which has no regard for the democratic processes of government - is
reflected in the Minister for Local Government's attitude to drive this Bill into
Committee without consultation with the Opposition.
The Bill should be debated properly. I predict that if this House has not dealt with the
amendments of the Government, the member for Floreat and the Opposition within a
time frame of eight hours, the Leader of the House will guillotine the debate. That is part
of bypassing the proper processes of government. I can find no excuse for the Minister
moving this Bill into Committee now. Neither he nor his officers havc approached the
Opposition to discuss the Government's proposed amendments and I have not had the
opportunity to discuss the Opposition's proposed amendments with the Minister. I
suggest to the Minister that he reconsider moving this Bill into Committee to allow the
Opposition time to consider the amendments which he proposes to move and those the
member for Floreat proposes to move. By allowing the Opposition that time this part of
the exercise of destroying the City of Perth will be done correctly - the other part of it
certainly has not been done correctly.
The attitude of this Minister to the Perth City Council is, with a stroke of a pen, to
dismiss all of the elected councillors, make redundant the Perth City Council, and put in
abeyance the views of the electors of Perth on future planning issues and the running of
the city and their lifestyles, until this Bill is passed. Even when this Bill is passed, the
best we can expect is five faceless men to run the Perth City Council and the new towns
until May 1995. When the Minister is given the opportunity to get right at least one of
his actions at the Committee stage of the debate, where we should be able to, step by step
and clause by clause, question the Minister about the philosophy that is behind the
changes that he is proposing, he treats this House with the same contempt with which he
is treating Perth City Council and its councillors.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I ask the member to take his seat. The question
before the Chair is that I do now leave the Chair and that the House resolve itself into a
Committee of the whole to consider this Bill. The difficulty I have is that the debate
should pertain to that motion. I have given the member for Peel six minutes, and words
have been spoken which do address the motion, but I must ask the member not to go to
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other matters and perhaps even canvass same of the details of the Bill, because that is
what the Committee stage is for.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Thank you for that guidance, Mr Deputy Speaker. We have
here more evidence of the contempt in which this Government holds this House and the
public of Western Australia. The Cowrt Government has taken no notice of the strong
recommendation of the royal commission that this House put the Government under
greater scrutiny and ask it appropriate questions. We had an occasion earlier today where
that process was stopped, because the Leader of the House was not happy with certain
questions and the Speaker would not allow appropriate questions to be asked. That is a
sign of what we have to live with in this Chamber, where the democracy of local
government and State Government has gone out the window. The Government's actions
demonstrate clearly where it intends to take democracy in the future.
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park) [5.43 pm]: Let us be absolutely clear about the position
being put by the Opposition in this motion. We have before us an important piece of
legislation which will change completely the nature of local government in the area
currently called the City of Perth. The central argument that the Opposition has put
consistently on this matter is that the basis upon which the Government has made this
decision and developed this legislation is faulty in respect of both the financial
information that the Government was given in the Carr-Fardon report and the
assumptions made in that report about issues related to the planning of the City of Perth.
The detailed nature of this legislation is based upon faulty analysis.
When I was about to enter this Chamber today just before question time to ask questions
of the Government, a member of the parliamentary staff gave me a range of amendments
to this Bill. Some of those amendments we knew about, because the member for Floreat
had been talking to the Opposition about certain amendments that she wished to move.
Another of those amendments related to a change to the boundaries of the proposed town
of Shepperton. I had been drafting that amendment myself in order to move it in this
Parliament. The wording of the Minister's amendment was dissimilar to the wording that
was given to me by the parliamentary draftsperson who had been working on it. I wanted
to work out whether the amendment that I had been drafting was proper or whether the
amendment that the Minister had drafted was proper. That required me to consult
various people. However, this Bill was to be debated in Committee immediately after
question time. Therefore, I had no opportunity whatsoever to talk to interested parties
and to people who know something about how the boundaries should be drawn and to
whether the Minister's amendment is proper.
At least we knew about that amendment because the Minister told the Parliament
yesterday that he intended to move it. However, the Minister did not invite the
Opposition into his office to talk to his staff about the other amendments which he
proposed to move so that we would know what they were. The Minister did not give us
time to consult people in the community who are interested in those amendments. The
Minister has slipped up. The Opposition has not slipped up. That is Mnother example, as
the member for Peel said, of the Government's not taking into account the interests of the
other side of the House. Had the Government done so, the process of dealing with
legislation would be much smoother.
The member for Floreat has had the decency to talk to the Opposition about her
amendments. We know in general terms what they are, and we are in a position to talk
about them. The Minister told the House yesterday that he proposed to move an
amendment to the boundaries between the town of Shepperton and the City of Perth.
However, I would like to know whether the words of that amendment deal precisely with
that issue. The Minister has given the Opposition no notification about other
amendments which he proposes to move. That is a very bad practice, and it is certainly
not a practice that was engaged in when I was a Minister. For that reason, we are makting
an important point of principle and practice about the way in which we deal with
legislation in this House.
MR THOMAS (Cockburn) [5.48 pm]: The question before the Chair is that the House
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resolve itself into a Committee of the whole for the purpose of considering this Bill. We
should not do that, because the House is not properly prepared. Proper notice has not
been given of amendments proposed to be moved by the Government. This Government
has established a practice of moving amendments in Committee when proper notice has
not been given to members. How can members of this House deal intelligently with
amendments to a Bill when proper notice is not given? We have only to remember the
industrial relations legislation to see an example of legislation, which will have a
profound effect on the rights of people in this State, carried by the use of the guillotine,
where amendments were put in Committee which were not notified properly to members
of the House. The Leader of the House says, "Come to work early and look at the Notice
Paper." Some of us do come to work early, but have other things to do, I was involved
in a committee meeting which went through until the sitting commenced.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: The next time the Government wants to do something, do you want us
to check with your appointment secretary? You are so ridiculous over there. You need
to be seen in the community for what you are.
Mr THOMAS: How does the Leader of the House expect members to vote on
propositions that the Government is putting before the House if they have not -

Mr C.J. Barnett: We expect you to have the capacity to be able to speak on an issue that
has been on the Table for over a week.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr THOMAS: The Leader of the House is proposing to put before the Committee 12
amendments, no notice of which has been placed before members of the House. Some
members have had other things to do. In addition, we have, in effect, been misled.
Someone who would have come here earlier in the day to find out the business that
would be put before the House would look at the Notice Paper. However, the
amendments are not on the Notice Paper because they were not ready in time. This piece
of paper was never given to me. It was not at my place in the House. How am I
supposed to know that the Government will be moving amendments?
Mr CiJ. Barnett: You are meant to be able to do your job as a member of Parliament. As
a shadow spokesman you are supposed to know about the Bill.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! We cannot have a situation where five people are
interjecting at once across the Chamber. There have been some interjections which have
added to the debate. The member for Cockburn has solicited an interjection and he has
accepted it. That is reasonable. Could we have one interjection at a time and consider
the decomum of the House.
Mr THOMAS: The Leader of the House needs to understand that mental telepathy is a
very inefficient means of communication. How on earth are we supposed to know that
the Government intends to move amendments if they are not physically put before us?
The Leader of the House is suggesting that we should go along with the amendments in
one way or another, depending on the lines which are adopted by a shadow spokesman.
As I understand it, our shadow spokesman had no notice of the amendments. How is he
supposed to form a view on them? I suggest that Government members do not know
what the amendments are either. They will vote for them because they will be told to do
SO.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr THOMAS: Uninformed consent is not real consent. The Leader of the House is not
an experienced parliamentarian. That has been well established Quite clearly he is
treating this Parliament as another organ of the Executive or of the Government. It is
not; it is a Legislature. We have a duty to those people who elect us to consider properly
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propositions put forward to change legislation, particularly so in the case of important
legislation. Here we have legislation which will radically alter the local authority that
governs the capital city of this State and will create three new local authorities. It is
proposed that that Bill be amended in Committee this evening with most members not
having sighted those amendments. It is an outrageous way to treat the Parliament, and I
suggest that we should not resolve into the Committee phase until all members have had
an opportunity to consider the proposed amendments.
MR CATANIA (Balcatta) [5.53 pmn]: I oppose going into the Committee stage.
Mr C.J. Barnett: You cannot cope either, gee, what a pity!
Mr CATANIA: When did the Leader of the House give us these amendments? I heard
both the Leader of the House and the Minister for Local Government state that there are
changes to this legislation and that we should accept the changes. I do not mind changes,
but let us look at them. What is the point of the legislation? It is about the distribution of
assets, and the Government has 12 amendments that deal with that distribution of assets.
Does it or does it not know that? Did some bureaucrat do this for the Government and it
does not know? Does the Leader of the House know before he mouths off in this House?
No; he does not.
Mr C.J. Barnett: If I were the shadow spokesman, I would know what the Bill had in it.
Mr CATANIA: The changes include the insertion of a completely new clause 41. It
deals with endowment of lands. I am surprised that the member for Eloreat is sitting next
to the Leader of the House because it is in her interests to know what the changes are.
The Government has dealt with the changes in that it has 12 amendments on the Notice
Paper and it is telling us -

Several members inteijected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr CATANIA: What is wrong with Government members? Does the Leader of the
House call that responsibility? He is pointing a finger at us. All we want to do is act
responsibly, to go through these financial changes and be able to scrutinise them. That is
our responsibility and duty, and we do not want a Government like this one to tell us
what are our responsibilities and duties. We know what they are and we want to take
them on.
The amendments deal with parts of endowment land and with the parking facilities fund.
The argument relating to the splitting of the town is comprised within clauses, as are
those relating to the splitting and allocating of assets. The Government wants to change
them. Clause 41 deals with a change to the power and the extent of the power of the
Minister. The Government proposes a complete change to the City of Perth parking
facilities fund. It defines the expenditure after temporary control.
Mr Omodei: I thought you did not know what the amendment said. Make up your mind.
Ms CATANIA: It is completely new, and we need to look at it.
Mr Oniodei: You just said you do not know what it is about, yet you have just outlined
what the amendment is about.
Mr CATANIA: The Minister has rushed this through. He and his bureaucrats have
suddenly thought that some changes were needed and they have brought down 12 major
amendments. They have been thrown on the Table for us and we are expected to lie
down so that the Government can walk all over our stomachs. The Government will not
get that with this Opposition. The Leader of the House should understand that by now:
We will not agree to changes unless we have time to look at and scrtinise them. We
will use every tactic to make sure that the Government will not -
Mr C.J. Barnett: And you have, and you are seen for what you are doing: Simply
delaying the passage of this legislation in the House. It has been a shamble and you
ought to be ashamed of yourself.
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Mr CATANIA: We are seen for what we are, which is better than how those opposite
were seen when they were in Opposition.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The member for Balcauta will resume his seat. The
Chair is on his feet. Members know the rules. Once again, I must rise because of not
only the volume but also the number of interjections.
Dr Watson inteijec ted.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The member for Kenwick knows it is highly
disorderly to interject when she is not in her seat.
Mr Omodei: She only brings discredit to herself.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!
Mr CATANIA: I once again state that this Bill is an important and controversial one. It
has created a lot of emotion among the people who live within the City of Perth. It
deserves the attention of this Rouse and its Opposition. This Opposition needs time to
scrutinise especially those areas dealing with the asset distribution of the City of Perth. I
stated earlier that various clauses needed to be looked at very carefully, including
proposed new clause 18 adding new section 41 of the Endowment Act and clause 23
relating to the City of Perth Parking Facilities Act 1956.
We received advice earlier in the day about various other changes, and my conscience
will not allow me to sit here, as a member of the Opposition, and state that I will allow
the Government to go into Committee without properly scrutinising those amendments. I
am surprised that the Leader of the House, who I understood had knowledge of financial
matters, does not appear to have realised the importance of these changes. It is obviously
very easy to forget how important are the assets of an organisation such as the City of
Perth and thus consider them in this way. I implore the House to reconsider ibis question
and give the Opposition time to look at it properly.

Division
Question put and a division taken with the following result-

Ayes (25)

Mr CiJ. Barnett Mr Johnson Mr Shave
Mr Blake Mr IKierath Mr Trenorden
Mr Board Mr Marshall Mr Tubby
Mr Bradshaw Mr Minson Dr Turnbull
Dr Constable Mr Nicholls Mrs van de Klasliorut
Mr Cowan Mr Omodei Mr Wie
Mr Day Mr Osborne Mr Blorfwiich (Teller)
Mrs Edwaides Mr Pendal
Dr Hames Mr Prince

Noes (18)
Mr M. Barneut Dr Gallop Mr Riebeling
Mr Bridge Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper
Mr Brown Mr Kobelke Mr Taylor
Mr Catania Dr Lawrence Mr Thomas
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough Dr Watson
Dr Edwards Mr McGinty Mr Leahy (Teller)

Question thus passed.
Sitting suspended from 6.05 to 730 pm

Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Puince) in the Chair; Mr Omodei (Minister for
Local Government) in charge of the Bill.
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Clause 1.: Short title -
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The very fact that we have this Bill before us indicates the great
difficulty for not only the Opposition but also the residents of the Perth City Council.
One would think the word "restructuring" would be used when one is trying to improve
what is presently in place. We see no evidence that that is occurring with this Bill. We
have heard the Government's rhetoric about the need to have a better planning process
for the centre of Perth, Although many people may have some sympathy for that point of
view we see no evidence in this Bill that that will be addressed. When we look at the
way this whole process has been put in place - underhanded, deceptive and secretive - we
can only ask why this word "restructuring" is used in this Bill at all. When talking about
restructuring one imagines the Government would not only want to improve the present
position but also try to talk to the key people to get the basis of the restructuring correct
from the word go.
Under this Minister's guidance, with a little help from the Minister for Planning, selected
councillors from the City of Perth were spoken to. We know that the mayor, Reg
Withers, the toe cutter, was spoken to at length. He was letting anybody who wanted to
know that he had evidence these change would be brought about. We know that
councillors like Councillor Nautrass had full detailed discussions with this Government
on how the Government intended it to be brought about. This is not simply my rhetoric;
the evidence of that came from the media. The week before the event a reporter from
Channel Nine telephoned me at home to ask whether I knew of certain changes that
would bring about the restructuring of the City of Perth. He had such detailed
information that when I queried the reporter about its source he said that he had just had a
meeting with Councillor Nattrass, who said that he had attended all the meetings with the
Minister that were necessary for him to know exactly what was going on. Out of 27
councillors elected by the ratepayers of the City of Perth only a selected handful were
deemed to have the privilege to speak to the Minister and the Government. Once we get
beyond the councillors we have the senior officers of the council, to whom I and 1 am
sure any sensible person in the City of Perth would have thought this Minister would
speak. This group includes the city manager, Reg Dawson, who has been there many
years; however, he was ignored in this process. He had no knowledge of what was
intended to take place. He has been downgraded by this process from a city manager of
the major municipality in this State to an unknown position in some future body. He is
not awart of where he will end up under what is being proposed. The city treasurer is
another person who was rejected by this Government. Quite honestly, when one looks at
the way the Carr-Fardon report was put together, the sums on the moneys involved are so
out of touch with the real figures held by the Perth City Council that, again, to use the
word "restructuring" is a misuse of the English language. The Opposition is opposed to
this Bill right from clause 1 and it intends to oppose it throughout.
Mr Lewis: Surprise surprise You are opposing it because we thought of it.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is not a surprise. It has nothing to it with that. If the Minister
were so confident in what he was proposing he would have taken his proposition to the
people of Western Australia. The measure is not the rhetoric the Minister uses in this
Chamber. If the Minister is so confident that the measure he is proposing - that is, the
disfranchising of all the electors within the present municipalities of the City of Perth
until May 1995 - which sees the theft of funds from the new towns that will be set up, the
raping and pillaging of all the money held presently within those electorates being taken
into a cenn-al coffer to be run by the five faceless men known as the commissioners -

Dr Constable: One is a woman.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The member for Floreat knows more that I do.
Dr Constable: I am hoping.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The member for Floreat may have some knowledge of which
the Opposition is not aware. I centainly hope that one of the commissioners will be a
woman. However, even if all five commissioners were women they would still be in a
minority when one looks at the process this Government intends in putting together three
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or maybe four committees to run this Perth City Council central block for the next two
years. By definition not one of those places is or can be held by a woman.
It does not matter whether it is the head of the Department of Planning and Urban
Development, the head of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry or the head of any of
the other organisations that the Minister intends putting in place, by definition we know it
will not be a woman. If at the end of the day the Government wants to use its numbers to
crunch this through, and it has the opportunity of redressing the balance, which it has
never achieved in Government because the system in the Liberal Party has never allowed
women to come through in the numbers they deserve, they should appoint five women as
commissioners.
Mr Lewis: You would accept that, would you?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I am not accepting it. I say that it redresses one of the great
imbalances that exist within the Minister's proposition. He is handing it over to the boys'
club. This deal has been done at the bar of the Weld Club and was set in motion well
before the State election. How does the Minister expect us to take him more seriously?
What has the Minister to hide? If the Minister has nothing to hide and this is a genuine
attempt by the State Government to put proper planning options into the Perth CBD,
where is the evidence in the Bill? There is not one mention of how planning will be
improved. The only light one might see at the end of the tunnel is that this will take so
much money out of the new areas of Cambridge, Vincent and Shepperton and place it
into the central coffers of the City of Pernh the Government intends setting up, that if
these five commissioners fail, and the evidence of whether they have succeeded should
be before us within six months, they should be sacked within six months. There should
be a clause in this Bill that says that. If the Government were fair dinkum about wanting
to see the City of Perth be the jewel in the crown of Western Australia and for it to be the
planning utopia that it verbalises it should be, it would have taken its grand plan with
nothing to hide to the people of Perth and Western Australia. When in opposition this
Government constantly called for us to go to the people and hold referendums on this,
that and the other. When Barry MacKinnon was their leader that was the line he was
constantly pushing and he wanted Government by referendum. Under the present Local
Government Act the Government should have taken this to the people by way of
referendum.
The Government is now running away from the section in the present Act, although it put
the section there when it was in government in 1975, and ir is interesting and appropriate
to look at why this Government did that. Under the Tonkin Labor Government from
1972-75, the Premier tried to bring about a rationalisation of some local boundaries to
reduce the inefficiencies in local government and achieve better planning options. This
present Government, then in Opposition, placed in the Local Government Act by way of
amendment in the upper House a section stating that State Governments could not change
local government boundaries unless there was a referendum. If this Government were
fair dinkumn and concerned about its own political crack record, it would put in place
legislation to deal with this issue. This would mean Government could not ride
roughshod over local government and that State Governments would have to recognise
the role that local governments play. State Governments could not come into the House,
because they had a particular political view, and simply move such changes by way of
introducing a Bill.
The Minister gave us nine pages of amendments at two o'clock this afternoon, and we
have had very little opportunity to go through those amendments and do them justice. If
the Government were fair dinkum and understood why it put that clause in the Local
Government Act in 1975, it would take this whole issue to the people. That is what the
Opposition is calling for today. All the public meetings that have been held in the last
three weeks indicate clearly, whether people live in multimillionaires' row in City Beach,
or what will be the very poor suburb of Vincent, or Victoria Park, the cry from all over is
that people do not want to be treated in this way. People axe sick of being treated in such
a high-handed fashion by this Minister and this Government. We oppose calling this
legislation the City of Perth Restructuring Bill; it is an absolute misuse of the English
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language. There is no place in this Bill to talk about restructuring when there is no
evidence chat any planning restructuring will take place. The restructuring that will take
place will make sure that people are severely penalised by what has been taken from
them and it will not be possible to provide the services for them in the communities of
Vincent, Cambridge and Shepperton.
Dr GALLOP: I would like to make some comment about die title of the Bill and then at
this preliminary stage a point about the nature of the Bill we are addressing, as opposed
to the nature of the Bill we should be addressing. If this Government were acting
consistently with the principles of local government in Western Australia, the City of
Perch Restructuring Bill should be called the City of Perth Balkanisacion Act of 1993.
This Government proposes to break up the City of Perth and turn the clock back to before
the First World War when the City of Perth was made up of a number of small
municipalities. In 1914 North Perth and Leederville camne into the city:, in 1917 Victoria
Park came into the city, and then in 1918 the Lime Kilns Estate and the endowment lands
were included. There was an effort then to bring into the City of Perth the areas that we
now know to be the City of Subiaco, the City of South Perch, and the suburb of Mt
Lawley, which eventually went into what is now the City of Stirling, but that greater
Perch movement did not reach the finalisation of the arguments that had been put forward
at that time.
The central truth in the argument was that if we are to have a proper city government, not
only the central business district but also the suburbs that surround that central business
district need to be involved because we cannot plan a city centre in abstraction and in
isolation from the suburbs that surround it. That is commonsense. It is good planning
and this Government, in its desire to appease a very narrow group in our community, is
going against that fundamental planning principle and is Balkanising the City of Perth.
This Bill should not be called the City of Perth Restructuring Bill; it should be called the
City of Perth Balkanisation Bill.
If this Government were true to its principles, if this Government stuck with the
commitments it gave to the people before the election, and if this Government carried out
the philosophies on local government that it espoused for many years, it should not have
brought into this Chamber the City of Perth Restructuring Bill; it should have brought
into this Parliament a Bill to amend the I.ocal Government Act to enable it to do the sorts
of things it is doing here tonight by way of direct legislation. The reason it is not doing
that is that it knows only coo well that the opposition it is currently getting from local
government in our community would be quadrupled. Therefore, it is trying to trick all of
the local government authorities about its true intentions.
I turn now to the Local Government Act in both law and in terms of the principles that
are embodied within it. The Local Government Act is a substantial document. It
embodies a lot of parliamentary argument and an enormous amount of contestation on
the relationship between State and local government in our community. However,
embodied in this Act is a set of principles, clearly expressed, about the relationship
between the State Parliament and local government and the principles for preservation of
the existing boundaries. That is the presumption of the Local Government Act. It says
that the only way to change those boundaries is to follow a certain set of procedures.
Section 12 of the Local Government Act makes no reference to the Government coming
in over the top of the Local Government Act and changing the boundaries. Section 12
allows people within the local government areas to petition the Government for change
and the section then sets up the process for that petition to be dealt with. If there is to be
an alteration in the boundaries that affects two sets of electors in two council areas, the
process, as the member for Peel said, is for a referendum to be called. That was
legislated for in 1975.
The Local Government Act allows for a change in local government boundaries but it
stipulates that if people want to change the boundaries they must follow a set of
principles and those principles are built on two premises: First, that the existing system
needs to be given a degree of respect; and, secondly, that the ratepayers and residents
within that system can call for a referendum if they so desire. This Government has not
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asked this Chamber to change that and then set up a process of change to the boundaries
of the City of Perth. It has brought this Bill into this Chamber to override totally a
quarter of a century of legislative action. I can assure this Government that members in
the upper House who used to be involved in local government and who are held in the
greatest respect in the local government community, such as Hon Bruce Donaldson, will
be reminded of the principles in that Act and I am confident that when this legislation
gets into the other place, decency will prevail in the conservative parties and enough of
them will cross the floor.
A second principle is contained in the Constitution Act. Section 52 of our State
Constitution is headed "Elected Local Government Bodies" and it states -

The Legislature shall maintain a system of local governing bodies elected and
constituted in such a manner as the Legislature may from time to time provide.

That clause was put into our Constitution to give a bit of strength and status to local
government. The Local Government Act makes it clear how boundaries of local
government authorities can be changed; the State Constitution makes it clear that local
government has a status in our constitutional system. If this Government had any
decency, it would have come into this Chamber not with the City of Perth Restructuring
Bill as it is titled in clause 1, but with an amendment to the Local Government Act. The
reason it has not done that is that it knows that it might be able to trick a few people with
the Bill, but if it came in with changes to the Local Government Act, every local
authority and every democratically elected councillor in this State would rise up against
it. They are rising up against this Bill, but it has not dawned upon them yet what is being
done to local government in this State. It is clear that the Constitution of the State and
the Local Government Act have a very clear view about the autonomy and constitutional
status of local government. An implicit degree of autonomy is given to local government
in those two pieces of legislation.
As I said, if changes are to be made to local government boundaries, it would be
appropriate for the Parliament to change the methods for dealing with chose changes. I
would love to see these points tested in the Supreme Court. I would love to see someone
go to the Supreme Court with the sorts of arguments I have used in relation to clause 1
because the current Supreme Court in Western Australia is keen to ensure that the
Executive follows the proper processes. I am sure also that the Supreme Court would
listen to an argument which said that the actions of this Parliament in overriding the
existing Local Government Act so that the Government and the people it represents in
BOMA and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry can get their way is totally against
the spirit of our Local Government Act and our State Constitution. The Minister might
say that parliamentary sovereignty should prevail in respect of local government. If that
is so, why does he not have the guts to change the Local Government Act? He does not
have the guts because he knows that the opposition is is now getting from the community
would intensify.
How can the Minister defend the method that he has chosen to bring about the
restructuring of the City of Perth? How can he defend the City of Perth Restructuring
Bill as opposed to a Bill that would change the Local Government Act and change the
methods by which we deal with changes to boundaries? How can he defend the
procedure he is adopting? Members on this side of the Chamber will not accept an
argument that that would be too messy because those words are an acknowledgment that
this Government does not care for proper process and procedure. When we debate clause
2, I will give all members of this Committee a chance to carry out the commitment they
gave at the last election to hold a referendum. When we see how they vote, members on
this side will tell the people in our electorates what the election promises of the Liberal
Party mean. How can the Minister defend a Bill to restructure the City of Perth when, if
true to the principles of local government, he would be altering the Local Government
Act so that the methods he wants to use in local government become the law in this
State? I think this legislation is illegal. If it went into the Supreme Court, I do not chink
it would be given a good hearing.
Mr Omodei: On what basis?
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Dr GALLOP: I have already given the Minister the basis - the Local Government Act,
the State Constitution and the principles implicit within both of them. Why have we built
the Local Government Act over the years? Why is the Minister ignoring it?
Mr Oniodei: You tell us?
Dr GALLOP: The Minister should tell us. This is not the City of Perth Restructuring
Bill but is the City of Perth "Balkanisation" Bill. If the Government were honest it would
be called the Local Government Amendment Bill, but it does not have the guts to do that.
Mir KOBELKE: I rise also to take up the point made by two earlier speakers; that is, to
call this the City of Perth Restructuring Bill is certainly to misuse the word
1.restructuring". We have come to expect that of this Government, which has become an
expert in doublespeak. It uses words to create an impression but at the samte time they
mean something completely different. This Government is not restructuring to improve
the functioning of local government in this area; it is about cutting up and reorganising so
that the Government can pillage and plunder the money in various assets and miust
accounts. As we go through the clauses of this Bill, that will become perfectly clear.
This Government is not trying to improve local government, but is simply setting about
its design to shift funds from one area to another, and to shift the rate burden from the
central city area to the suburbs.
Mr Omodei: The member for Victoria Park argued the opposite last night. Make up
your minds-
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister is good at misrepresenting what people say and using it as
a smokescreen. The Minister will have his chance to speak and I hope that during this
debate he will be willing to address the issues raised and will answer our questions. flat
will make a change. The issue in clause 1 is that clearly it is a misnomer to refer to this
whole operation as a restructuring of the City of Perth. The whole concept of
restructuring implies an attempt to achieve improvement. The Government in its rhetoric
is suggesting that small is better, and that local government will be closer to the people
with these three tiny towns and, as the member for Victoria Park said, tinsel town at the
central city. Does that fit in with the actions of this Government? Has this Government
in its various actions to date shown it is about getting close to the people? Can we see
any indication that the Government wishes to allow people to have closer contact with
their elected representatives? I cannot think of any such examples.
Mr Shave: You have not been into my electorate, so how do you know?
Mr KOBELKE: I am talking about the Government, not individual members. The
Government has run in exactly the opposite direction from any form of consultation or
direct representation from people. If we were to take this Government's other main
thrust - microeconornic reform, pressures of the marketplace and rational economics - we
would see that it is about efficiencies.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Prince): Order! The problem is the cross-Chamber
conversations. It is difficult for Hansard when the speaker is some distance away and
members are conversing across the Chamber. If members wish to hold conversations,
they should do it behind the Chair.
Mr KOBELKE: The point I make is that this Government in other areas has moved to
create greater efficiencies. It has moved in that restructuring to achieve efficiencies of
scale. It can be seen that this proposal for local government goes in exactly the opposite
direction. The Government proposes to put in place four centres which will need four
chiefs - whether they be town clerks or whatever, four planning departments and four
administrative sections. There are no efficiencies and no cost improvements in
establishing four local government structures in place of one. In the planning area there
will be no improvement in the general structure by the establishment of four planning
authorities where at present there is one. There is simply no argument in favour of this
because we do not have in the new four areas any cohesion within any one of them.
They are al part of the suburban area of Perth. While obviously one must know one's
local area better -
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Mr Oniodeit What was your super planning authority going to cover?
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister wishes to interject on something quite irrelevant. Perhaps
he is trying to put me off.
Mr Omodei: You are talking about a planning authority.
Mr KOBELKE: I was not talking about the central city planning but about planning
within each of the four local government areas which the Government is setting out to
establish. The boundary between the proposed towns of Cambridge and Vincent, for
example, will be quite artificial. Because they are so small, planning matters relevant to
the new town of Cambridge will cross into the town of Vincent. When entities as small
as this are established, planning issues will be taken on too small a scale locally.
Planners will not have the breadth of vision to enable them to consider major planning
issues. It will also have an impact on major road structures. Currently, Government
instrumentalities, such as the Main Roads Department, can go to the City of Perth, and
perhaps the City of Stirling, to resolve major road structure problems in the area north of
the city. In future the Main Roads Department must enter into consultation with the
towns of Cambridge and Vincent, the City of Penh and perhaps the City of Stirling. This
so-called restructuring will not put in place a system that will better address the local
planning issues.
I refer now to the major facilities that are to be provided in those areas. They are
fac iilities used not only by the residents of one town. For instance, in the town of
Cambridge one of the major assets is the Lake Monger reserve. It is a unique and
attractive facility which serves residents from many parts of Perth. It is not there simply
for the residents of the new town of Cambridge. The Perry Lakes complex is the major
athletics area in Perth and the people using it will not be simply the residents of
Cambridge but will be drawn from the whole metropolitan area. Bold Park is a major
attribute of environmental significance, which will not simply be a feature attractive to
the people of the town of Cambridge. The Beatty Park Aquatic Centre is a Pool that
draws people from the City of Stirling and perhaps even from the City of Nedlands.
Some wonderful beaches will form part of the town of Cambridge, such as Floreat and
City Beach. Obviously they will draw people from a much larger area. If one goes past
the Matthews Netball Centre on a day on which competition is taking place one will see
hundreds, if not thousands, of competitors and spectators all drawn from a wide area. At
the adjacent town of Vincent, similarly we can see such facilities as the Velodrome.
Although I note that the glossy brochure put out by the Government suggests that cycling
is one of the main features at the Velodrome, as far as I am aware, cycling has not been
undertaken there for some years. 1 may stand corrected but this brochure is cons iderably
dated. There is now a major cycling facility in the Swan Valley. The Velodrome is no
longer used. It was found to be out of date. However, it is a very important soccer
facility, as is Dorrien Gardens. Those are the facilities available in the town of Vincent
and they will serve a much larger area. Of course, we also have Beatty Park swimming
pool which is presently being remodelled, and which serves the metropolitan area. My
point is that these entities, whether at Cambridge or Vincent, do not stand alone as a
clearly recognisable local government area. They are not. The boundaries which the
Government is trying to forte onto the City of Perth -

Mr Omodei: That is not what your colleague in the upper House says.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister is someone who has great difficulty listening to an
argument and responding- In a moment, I will come to why he and other members of the
Government have great difficulty in takcing up issues on their merits. He must
continually try to distract and misrepresent what is said or to take on another issue in
order to avoid the matters raised.
In the little time left available to me I want to make the point that the Government does
not have a clear establishment of a local government entity with these new boundaries.
The boundaries are artificial borders that have been placed there to serve the real interests
of the Government; that is, to try to shift the assets and the rate burden and to put in place
a system that it can sell through its propaganda, and not to talk to the people about it.
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These local government areas are too small to be really viable local government. They
will draw people from well outside their own area. The new local government
instrumentality, whether the town of Cambridge or any of the others, must foot the bill
for facilities that serve a much wider area.
Mr Omodei: Why is that?
Mr KOBELKE: Take, for example, the City of Nedlands. It has a budget which is lower
than that of a number of other councils of comparable size. Can the Minister name some
of the major public facilities in the City of Nedlands which draw people from other
areas?
Mr Omodei: We are talking about Cambridge, and I asked you why!
Mr KOBELKE: I did not say new facilities; I said the facilities are there and the new
town will have to fund their maintenance. Can the Minister answer my question about
Nedlands?
Mr Omodei: No, I am not interested in Nedlands. We are talking about this Bill.
Mr KOBELKE: My point is that when the Government tries to establish in these new
towns something similar to Nedlands it will find that Nedlands has no major public
facilities which draw people from a much wider area and which the ratepayers of the City
of Nedlands fund and share with other areas. That is very different, as I have tried to
illustrate with this list of facilities. In the new towns of Cambridge, Vincent and
Shepperton there will be a much bigger catchment area using the facilities.
Mr Omodei: It is the same principle as before.
Mr KOBELCE: That is something that has been going on for years; the City of Perth has
been willing to fund them because they are major facilities for the Perth metropolitan
area. The Minister cannot just draw lines on a map and say that the new residents of
Cambridge will fund those facilities; that they will have the upkeep of the parks, gardens
or reserves, which are of benefit to people from a wide area of Perth; and just expect the
small town, through its rates, to cover the cost. It will not work. It does not recognise
the important role that the facilities play and why they must be maintained for the benefit
of people across a range of suburbs - not just within the town.
My comments also apply to the town of Shepperton. McCallum Park has hosted services
since I was a boy. Again, it draws people from a wide area. I refer also to the G.
Edwards Park next to the Burswood Casino. Again, this is another beautiful piece of
parkland which is attractive to people well beyond the town of Shepperton. The member
for Victoria Park reminds me of the Somerset pool. Again, this is an excellent facility
which 1 have used in years past.
Several members interjected.
Dr Gallop interjected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! The member for Victoria Park will come to order,
Mi- Shave: What about the yacht club at Nedlands? People come from all around Perth
to use that.
Mr- KOBELKE: I will come to that. My point is that when the financing of the Somerset
pool was raised in debate a Government member said, 'If the local people do not want to
pay for it, close it down." Why should the people of that area have to fund a deficit on a
swimming pool which people from other areas use? The member was honestly reflecting
the point of view of the Government.
Mr OMODEF: The member for Victoria Park asked how we could defend the Act. It has
been-stated time and again in this place that the Government has decided to restructure
the capital city of Western Australia. Suggestions about such a restructure have been
around since 1986 at least. Last night a number of members referred to many reports in
some way or other. It is the Government's intention to restructure the City of Perth. For
the member to suggest that we are doing anything else but that is something I find very
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hard to accept. The member referred to members in another place, and people who ame or
have been involved in local government in the past, and it is interesting to note that some
of those people who held high positions within the Western Australian Municipal
Association had discussions with members and a variety of Ministers in the previous
Administration about the restructuring of the City of Perth.
I ask the member for Armadale, is it not a fact that she had discussions with the president
and members of WAMA in relation to the restructuring of the Perth capital city?
Mrs Hallalian: There was never any move to do that in any arbitrary way. In 1986 the
Mant report recommended there be a central city planning commission. I was a Minister
after the Mant report was produced. That report did not give any endorsement to the
actions that the Government is taking now.
Mr Omodei: All of the reports talked about a change in some way.
Mrs flallahan: The Mat report does not legitimise the action you are taking.
Mr OMODEI: The reports have referred to changes or restructuring of the CBD and the
capital city of Western Australia. The member for Arm adale was not the only Minister
for Local Government to speak to WAMA. The member for Helena and the member for
Mitchell, as the Minister for Local Government, also spoke to WAMA. Again, the
previous Labor Government has been caught out. The Opposition has been caught out.
The member for Victoria Park has described those people as honourable people.
Mrs Hallahan interjected.
Mr OMODET: Is the member for Annadale referring to the members of the Legislative
Council? The member (or Victoria Park just told us what honourable people they are.
Dr Gallop: They will have a serious look at this when it comes to the upper House.
Mr OMODEI: Those people in local government with whom I come into contact on a
daily basis have shared with me that the then Government discussed the question of the
restructuring of the capital city.
Mrs Hallaban: The Martin report was a credible report.
Mr OMODET: Yes; it consulted extensively about the possibilities and what could be
done to rejuvenate the capital city. What did the then Government do? It did absolutely
nothing. The member for Armadale is opposing a good initiative by this Government
because it is one of those things she did not have the courage or the determination to do
when she was the Minister.
The member for Nollamara wanted me to respond to him in relation to the short title of
the Bill and what he regarded as a misnomer. The creation of a new capital city for
Western Australia and the inclusion of three new towns is a restructuring of the capital
city of this State and the Perth City Council. On that basis I have covered all the points
raised by members of the Opposition.
Mr KOBELKE: I want to take up the issues raised by the Minister, He is clearly
misrepresenting those reports. I do not know whether he is deliberately tryig to mislead
people or whether he has not taken the time to look at them; but they relate largely to
planning. Where they suggested change, the key issues were matters of planning, not of
local government. This Bill makes no mentdon of planning other than what is incidental
to establishing new local government areas. It is not a Bill which takes up the planning
matters in any substantial way. By alluding to these reports and suggesting they
recommended some form of restructuring for the central city area, the Minister is telling
this Chamber something that is not true. A Minister bringing a Bill before the Parliament
should know the simple facts of the matter. He should not come in here and either
deliberately or through his own inability to get down to the facts say things which are not
true. What the Minister has said in that case was not true. Those nine reports covered a
range of issues. One or two of them did make mention of restructuring local government
boundaries, but the key issue was planning. The Minister has tried to lay this at the feet
of the now Opposition when it was in Government, but we were looking at changing the
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planning structure not the local government boundaries in any way at all. We were
looking at establishing some form of contra] city planning commission. Both Sydney and
Adelaide have those types of structures - the Central City Planning Committee in
Sydney. and a planning committee in Adelaide that has been subsumed under the new
State planning legislation, but which still exists as a committee.
Mr Omodei: We were told the oilier night that Sydney's scheme had failed, yet that is
what you are proposing.
Mr KOBELKE: I did not say that. This Minister finds it difficult to listen to what people
are saying and answer the substance of what is being said. That is clearly evidenced
again tonight because he is trying to peddle this paint of view with respect to those nine
reports, and he is stating things which are factually incorrect. The Minister has carriage
of this Bill and this Chamber has a right to expect that the Minister will take some time to
understand what is in those reports. The member for Melville interjected earlier and
suggested that the yacht clubs in the City of Nedlands were public facilities. Are those
private yacht clubs funded in any way by the City of Nedlands?
Mr Shave: I am not sure, but if they are not being funded by the City of Nedlands it is a
good thing, not a bad thing.
Mr KOBELKE: My paint is supported by the interjection by the member for Melville.
because the facilities in the City of Nedlands have not been put there and are not in any
large measure supported by the ratepayers of the City of Nedlands. The excellent yacht
clubs in the City of Nediands - two of which I was a member of in years past- are private
clubs, and are not supported by the City of Nedlands. The McGillivray oval, the major
playing field within the City of Nedlands, belongs to the University of Western Australia
and is not funded in any way by the City of Nedlands. The Superdrome is a State-built
facility - I understand it to be in the area of City of Nedlands - but it is not funded by the
City of Nedlands. Those major facilities have not been built by the City of Nedlands.
They are not maintained and the deficits, if there are any, are not met by the City of
Nedlands, so it has a smaller budget.
However, when one turns to the towns that will be established in this legislation, one sees
there are major facilities which must be supported by ratepayers in these new towns. One
cannot take the attitude, as the Government member who interjected in a previous debate
did, and say that if local operators cannot maintain those facilities they should be closed
down. That is not an option. The original point about the title of the Bill is that this Bill
is not about the restructuring of the City of Perth to improve the facilities available to the
residents of the City of Perth. It is not about putting in place a better local government
system so we can have management which is closer to the people and which is better able
to provide those facilities.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 2: Commencement -

Dr GALLOP: I move -

Page 2, line 7 - To delete 'on the day on which it receives the Royal Assent." with
a view to substituting the following -

on a day fixed by proclamation, which day shall be at least 14 days after
this Act has been approved by a majority of the votes cast in a referendum
by persons entitled to vote for the council of the City of Perth.

This amendment provides an opportunity for every Liberal Party and National Party
member of this Parliament to do what they said they would do in the election campaign
of January-February this year.
Mr Lewis: I never said it.
Dr GALLOP: I will remind the member for Applecross what was said. I refer firstly to
the Western Australian coalition policy for local government dated January 1993 which
states, "More jobs. Better management." I remind members that that was a Liberal Party
13"l4.t
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and a National Party document. Under the heading "Municipality ward boundaries"
appears the following -

The existing requirement that a Poll of electors must be held if requested by the
required number of electors before any change can be made to the external
boundaries of the local government authority, will be retained.

I am not sure whether I have fallen from Mars ini recent days and the English language
does not mean what it says, but I am pretty surm that the external boundaries of the City
of Perth have been altered by this legislation. I am pretty sure that the new City of Perth
that is proposed will be somewhat different from the City of Perth that existed
previously.
Mr Lewis: That is your convenient interpretation of our policy.
Dr GALLOP: No, it is not a convenient interpretation. In schedule I of the City of Perth
Restructuring Bill there is a definition of the boundaries of the City of Perth, and they are
not the same as the ones we have now.
I refer now to a document put out in three electorates. It was in a slightly different form
in each electorate but the basic principle in each was the same. That was a letter
delivered to the constituents of Victoria Park, Glendalough and Perth.
Mr Omnodei: This is about the tenth time we have heard this story.
Dr GALLOP: The Minister will hear it many more times before the night is out. This
letter was sent out on 4 February 1993, two days before the election.
Mr Omodei: Did the electors support that policy?
Dr GALLOP: The Liberal electors certainly did.
Mr Tubby: If they had, you wouldn't be here.
Dr GALLOP: I am pleased to say that in my electorate they did not. The letter from the
Liberal candidate, Ms Ann Kennish, states -

I have received numerous phone calls from residents in St James and East
Victoria Park, who are within the City of Perth boundaries.
They were all concerned about the implications of a change in boundaries in the
Victoria Park electorate, which could result in an increase of $100 or more on
their Rates Bill.
It's not surprising they rang, who could afford any increase today!
This issue concerns me greatly as well. I want to make my position perfectly
clear.
There must be no alteration of Council boundaries without a referendum among
affected ratepayers - on both sides of the boundaries.
This action is supported in the Local Government Act and is Liberal Party Policy.
I will make sure that happens!

That is clearly a commitment given by the Liberal candidate for Victoria Park. A similar
letter went out from the Liberal candidates for Cllendalough and Perth.
I knew something was going on. After the election, being the very politically astute
person that I was, I wrote to the Premier to get his position on the record. In a letter to
the Southern Gazette of 16 February, I stated -

The proposal to set up a separate local government body for the city centre and
hive off Victoria Park, East Victoria Park, Lathlain, Carlisle and St James came
from the Chamber of Commerce and Industry - which spent large amounts of
money actively campaigning for the Liberal Party in the election.
Labor's policy - outlined during the campaign - was to increase state government
involvement in the planning of the city centre to encourage inner-city living and
improve the environment of our capital.
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It would have meant no alteration in council boundaries or increases in rates.
I knew what they were up to, so I wrote to the Premier and also to the local newspaper to
get the record straight. It took the Premier a while to respond. He had to first establish
the new Government and boot out of the bureaucracy all the people who he felt were
Labor sympathisers. In his letter of 17 May 1993, the Premier stated -

You would be aware that this issue was considered by the previous Government
and that no specific action was taken. The matter will now need to be carefully
considered by the new Government and Mr Omodei has indicated that it will not
be rushed.
At this stage my Government has no firm views on this matter, but would be
prepared to consider any proposal on its merits and in accordance with the
provisions of the Local Government Act.

The Local Government Act is very clear on this matter. It makes it possible for there to
be a referendum of the citizens and the ratepayers and residents who are affected by
changes. Let me repeat: On 17 May, the Premier wrote to me saying that if there is to be
any change - he was not sure whether theme would be - it would be in accordance with the
provisions of the Local Government Act. There are two promises there. The first
promise in the election campaign was that there would be a referendum of affected
residents and ratepayers. The second promise was that, if there were to be any changes,
they would be in accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Act.
This amendment makes it possible for all those members opposite in the Liberal Party
and the National Party to fulfil their promise. It makes it the case that, before the
legislation is proclaimed, there will be a referendum which will give the citizens who will
be affected by the legislation a chance to have some input.
Three public meetings have been conducted; one at the Loftus centre, one at St Joachim's
Hall, Victoria Park, and one at the old North Perth town hall. The theme that has come
across from those public meetings is very clear: The people do not like authoritarian
government. They do not like Governments that simply dictate to them about the form of
government that they will have. Just as the Australian Constitution provides that if the
words of the Constitution are to be changed there will be a referendum, those citizens
think that the Local Government Act is their protection from changes in the local
government boundaries. That is what they think and that is what they have said to the
Minister at three public meetings, and in a petition yesterday from the member for
Glendalough, the Leader of the Opposition, and a petition today from me on the matter. I
have a simple request that the Government should consult the people who am affected by
this constitutional change in the system of government under which they must live.
Mr Tubby: Do you support a referendum on Mabo?
Dr GALLOP: I certainly do not. I return to the central point. The referendum was
promised in the election. If democracy is to mean anything at all, the promises given in
election campaigns should be carried through after those elections. Elections are the most
fundamental institution in our democratic system. There are all sorts of other institutions
that assist democracy - the parliamentary scrutiny of the Executive, judicial review,
popular opposition in public meetings, and the media looking in on what happens - but
the most fundamental democratic institution we have is an election. Unfortunately, from
our point of view, the last election removed my political party from the Government
benches. If propositions that are put in election campaigns are not carried out after the
election, the whole basis of miusc and accountability in our system collapses. I call on all
of those very interested and attentive members of the vegetable patch opposite - they are
about as active as they normally are - to look deep into their consciences, those very
highly developed consciences known as the Liberal backbenchers, which I am told exist
in the hearts of Liberal members of Parliament. If they need to take a few tablets to get
the blood flowing a bit that is okay, the member for Maylands will give them one. They
should look deep and ask a simple question: Why would I oppose this amendment when
my political party advocated it in the last election?
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Dr LAWRENCE: I support the amendment moved by the member for Victoria Park with
some passion. Like the member for Victoria Park, I was subjected to the same
misleading campaign by the Liberal Party as were he and the member for Perth. Our
electors received letters before the last election which made it very clear that the Liberal
candidates in our seats were totally opposed to any changes to local government
boundaries inside or outside the existing boundaries, without the holding of a proper
referendum. Our electors were told that we were contemplating changes to the
composition of the City of Perth which would adversely affect them, particularly by
increasing rates. That statement was made very firmly in a letter to all our electors who
fell within the City of Perth. I will read into the Hansard - I have not yet done so - the
letter that went to die people of Clendalough, my electorate. It is headed "MORE PAIN
FOR GLENDALOUGH HOME OWNERS AND TENANTS". It has two photographs,
one in the Perth City Council area and one in Stirling City Council. As a farmer member
of the Stirling City Council, Mr Chairman, you may not be flattered by the comparison
made in this letter. The first photograph is numbered 165 which, according to this letter,
now pays $333.48 in Perth City Council rates. Just across the road, house No 166 now
pays $625.62 in Stirling City Council rates. The letter reads -

Dear Perth Resident,
These two Houses face each other on the Perth and Stirling city boundaries. The
one in Stirling pays about $300* more each year in rates.
Next year you too could be paying $300 more if you vote Labor at the State
election on February 6.
It will happen.
The Premier, Carmen Lawrence wants to abolish the Perth City Council -

That was not correct -

- and set up a separate local government body in the city centre.
That is not correct either.

"The time is fight...
This is supposed to be a quote. The dots are very revealing.

... what happens to rates and funding is another matter," she said.
If her plan goes ahead, the houses in the City of Perth will come under the control
of the Stirling City Council.

Where they got that notion from I do not know, but that is the allegation.
Without big city buildings to help pay the rates, people like you will have to pay
the extra $300 each year.
When I worked out the figures the results were frightening. Throughout the City
of Perth, people like you will be paying big rate increases - as much as 87% more
in some cases. It is just too much to ask. Families and homeowners are
struggling and people who rent will also suffer. Obviously it is the tenants who
pay in the end.
As a concerned citizen:
*1 believe that Labor has no right to impose huge increases on ratepayers

That was certainly not our intention.
But most importantly:
*1 believe that you have the right to be consulted.
If you are concerned. I urge you to contact your local Liberal candidate Michael
Saunders ...

Also in my electorate ratepayers received the same letter as was received in Victoria Park
with the same underlined section. There must be NO alteration of Council boundaries
without a referendum among affected ratepayers - on both sides of the boundaries. The
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residents and ratepayers of our areas could have been forgiven for thinking that if this
Government were elected it would be totally opposed to any arbitrary, outside
interference in boundaries because that was what it appeared to be complaining about in
the letter. In fact if they had known - I am sure some of them had heard and would have
believed those letters represented the coalition policy - they would have known that it
was written in the coalition policy document. The member for Victoria Park has already
quoted the section of the policy relating to municipality and ward boundaries. In the first
pant of the coalition's policy document, following the preamble, the key features of the
coalition policy are described in the following terms -

Recognition and protection of local government under the Constitution of
Western Australia;

The member for Victoria Park has already outlined in his view what that means. Any
reasonable person reading this would have assumed that at least the existing level of
protection under the Local Government Act and the existing laws would provide
protection for local government. Dot point three is the most telling point. It reads -

Protection foi Municipality/Ward boundaries against outside interference and
arbitrary change;

It does not say only those which occur within the existing boundaries of a larger area he
defined as the Perth City Council. We have heard much cute nonsense from the Minister
and others on the other side about why a referendum was not held. It boils down to the
fact that a referendum was inconvenient, that it would have taken too long or that people
might have had a different point of view from the Government. Funny about that! That
is what a democracy is all about. That is why local government provides for the
ratepayers and residents to have a view. It may well be that the Government of the day
would find it more convenient to chop edges off councils, to cut them in half or to
amalgamate them. However, local government as an independent, and I would have
thought respected tier of Government, should have a degree of autonomy that is not
provided for in this Bill. The reason there are boundaries commissions and referendums
following petitions by ratepayers is to precisely ensure that democracy prevails and that
the local government tier of Government is accorded the responsibilities and autonomy
that it deserves. I am referring to autonomy which has often been referred to by members
of the Government when in Opposition.
On at least half a dozen occasions members opposite have read into the flansard in this
House statements which clearly indicate their view that local Government should be
autonomous. In other words, it should make its own determination with its own
ratepayers and electors deciding its fate. For instance the Deputy Premier said on one
occasion that he is a great believer in local government having autonomy. Mr House, the
then Deputy Leader of the National Party, but in Opposition, said that he supported
greater autonomy for local authorities. They deserve greater autonomy in most areas of
operation. I have selected a couple of pieces from Hansard at random and find time after
time that members of the coalition were adamant in their view that interference in local
government of any kind was unwarranted. Yet the Government finds it inconvenient to
have a referendum on this question; it would take too long; it would be too complicated.
In short, people would not agree with the Minister and would say no to the proposition he
was putting forward. That is one good reason not to have a vote. However, in a
democracy it is not a reason that should prove acceptable.
I quoted yesterday from the BOMA magazine which encapsulated the attitude of that
organisation, unfortunately succinctly. It said that wide consultation while possibly
desirable in principle would in practice have jeopardised the change. I have heard the
Minister say similar things such as, "Let us not have a referendum because people will
not agree with what we are doing and we will not be able to get it through.' I have also
heard the Minister say it would take time and would be too complicated. Democracy is
complicated; it takes time. It is necessary for people to be properly informed and to be
consulted. Expressed at its most simple minded and insulting, as it was in his second
reading speech, the Minister said that calls for extensive periods of consultation or polls
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ignored the need for some action to be taken. In other words, if the Government believed
that a poll would not produce the result it wanted, or would take too long, or might prove
a little complicated, a poll should be avoided and ignored.
Mr Thomas: They might lose.
Dr LAWRENCE: Exactly. Everybody in this Scare who knows anything about local
government would know it was a reasonable expectation, if there were any changes to
boundaries or to the composition of councils or shines, that the residents and ratepayers
would have a say. I have also heard the Minister say that one of the reasons for avoiding
a poll for a referendum was because the residents of the City of Perth were not the only
people who had an interest in this matter of a capital city. That is true, but the residents
of Western Australia have not had a say either. It was not a matter that was on the
general political agenda for the lase State election.
In the case of the people of the proposed new towns of Cambridge, Vincent and
Shepperton, they are being asked to accept a whole new world of local government
without being consulted. They are not being asked for their opinion about their pant of
the world, leaving aside the question of a capital city. I do not believe that any
reasonable person reading the Local Government Act, looking at the operation of local
government over the years, knowing that there have been many polls and referendums
and that boundaries have been commissioned, would have expected they would not have
a say. That has been the message most clearly coming from the public meetings. At the
public meeting of people from Wembley, Leederville and Floreat Park, they were as one
in saying that there may be some merit in the elements of the proposal which has been
put forward, but they do not accept that the Government has a right to impose it on them
without a referendum; in other words, without consulting them for their opinion.
Similarly, at the meetings held in Victoria Park and North Perth the same message came
through. People of different political persuasions and with different views about the
dismemberment of the Perth City Council were as one in saying that there must be
consultation with the ratepayers and residents of this area. They expect no less because it
is part of what they believe to be the Constitution of this State and nation and it is part of
what they believe to be provided for them by the Local Government Act.
Those people who were unfortunate enough to receive these letters to which I referred
before the last election would have had more recent confir-mation that it was the coalition
party's policy to provide for a referendum in the event of any change. If the few of them
who had read the policy explicitly had understood it, they would have known that it also
provided for, in a very direct way, protection for municipality ward boundaries against
outside interference and arbitrary change. From who else but the State Government
would there be outside interference and arbitrary change? Anyone who read any of those
documents and had watched the history of local government in this State would know
that they could reasonably expect to be party to a referendum, and they would not see
changes of this magnitude, let alone the basic change to the boundaries which they would
not have anticipated, occurring without a referendum.
This amendment provides that the residents and ratepayers of the Perth City Council, as it
now exists, whose area is to now be divided into four, will be consulted by way of
referendum before this legislation comes into effect. If the Government has any decency;
if it is prepared to keep its promises; if it is prepared to acknowledge the reams of
comment in this Parliament about the autonomy of local government; and if it is prepared
to listen to its own members, many of whom were formerly from local government and
must be choking on this Bill, it should be prepared to stand by its own convictions, If
this is a good idea the residents and ratepayers of the City of Perth will agree and they
wilt, after having been consulted, say yes to the Government's proposition. If the
Minister is afraid of their voice, he does not deserve to be a Minister.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I support the amendment. The Opposition's simple request to
the Minister is that he should abide by the promises that his Government made in the lead
up to the last State election. It said in the documents which have been read out tonight,
and which were prepared by candidates for electorates which are now being affected by
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die boundary changes, diat there would be no changes to the Perth City Council
boundaries.
In a letter signed by the Premier in which he introduced the Liberal candidate for the seat
of Victoria Park he said that any changes to the Perth City Council that might be
considered would be done in accordance with the Local Government Act. Less than 12
months after being elected to office, why is the Minister not prepared to abide by the
promises which were made prior to the Government being elected to office? The Premier
and Liberal Party candidates made promises in writing. Of course, we know that the
promises they made were part of a despicable campaign which tried to assert, for political
gain, that if a Labor Government were returned to office it would change the Perth City
Council boundaries and not only would it do that, but also, by changing those boundaries,
it would cause rates to increase substantiay.
Why is the Minister not abiding by his Government's promises? Is it because if this
decision went to a referendum, as the Opposition is suggesting, on the basis of the Canr
and Pardon report it would be rejected? Quite honestly, what the Minister knows after
having the Carr and Pardon report in his possession for three months is that it is not worth
the paper it is written on. Nearly every substantive statement made in that report in
support of the need to divide the Perth City Council into four areas has not stood up to
scrutiny. Most of that report has been plagiarised from the 10 documents which have
examined the planning issues within the existing Perth City Council area. Canr and
Fardon selectively picked out the paragraphs from those documents that suited their
purpose. The paragraphs which did not suit their purpose were excluded from their
report.
I will demonstrate how flawed the Canr and Pardon report is by quoting from a document
titled, "Summary of Reports Referred to in a Capital City for Western Australia", which
was prepared by the City of Perth in November 1993. The following is what the City of
Perth said about the Canr and Pardon report's interpretation of the so-called planning
documents -

All the extracts are accurate in that no words are changed. There are s everal
examples, however, of sentences or even parts of sentences being extracted in
such a way that the original document's meaning is completely obscured- The
extract is presented so that it appears to support or at least not detract from the
consultants' proposal whereas the original document's use of the sentence, phrase
or paragraph was actually critical of the point under discussion.

Mr Omodei: Is this from the Back report?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is obvious that the Minister is not up to date with what is
happening at the Perth City Council because he does not talk to people there.
Mr Qmodei: What are you quoting from?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I am quoting from a report which is in two parts, one of which
was prepared by the senior planning officers of the Perth City Council who have looked
objectively at the Canr and Pardon report.
Mr Omodei: Come on! Looked objectively?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Were Canr and Pardon objective in the way they looked at the
Perth City Council?
Mr Omodei: I think they were.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: What does the Minister base that assumption on?
Mr Omodei: One of them was a long term planning commissioner under several
Governments and the other was a longstanding city manager.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: That is interesting because it demonstrates that the Minister is as
selective as they were, The Minister omits to tell us that not only was Cart a former
Government planner, but also he was the author of the Building Owners and Managers
Association report.
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Mr Omodei: Which BOMA report?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: He was the consultant employed by BOMA to look into the
restructwring of Perth. The Minister knows clearly that the report upon which he is now
relying, and through which everyone has shot holes, is based mainly on that BOMA
report. What measures do we apply to those individuals to determine whether their
report is objective? We know, not from what the Minister has told us but from what the
media and the community have told us, that the Minister for Planning instructed Carr and
Pardon not to talk to the Perth City Council in preparing their report. How stupid! How
could one expect a report to be based on any subjective analysis of the problem in the
Perth City Council when the Minister told the two people who were to write the report,
"We have already told you the end picture that we want. We want to hand over the
whole of the city to our business mates in St George's Terrace and the Weld Club.
Therefore, there is no need to seek evidence from the Perth City Council. I do not want
you to talk to the city engineer, the city treasurer or the city planner". We know from
meetings that have been held at Perth City Council and from the letters signed by Joe
North of the Western Australian Municipal Association that no such discussions took
place. We know that this Minister, in using those two men to prepare this report, was not
concerned about whether that report could be measured in terms of the accuracy and
detail that went into it. He was not concerned about putting together a proper and
accurate picture about Penh and its planning problems.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! One of the difficulties I face as Chairman is that during the
Committee stage of a Bill it is important that people stick reasonably closely to the
amendment before the Chair, The amendment refers to changing the date upon which the
Act will come into effect and also introduces the concept of a referendum. I am trying to
allow members to build a case, and in fact the member for Peel was doing that very well,
but that was some short time ago. I ask members to remember that when they debate
amendments, the Chair can allow a bit of latitude, but we cannot go right off on to topics
which may come up at later stages in other parts of the Hill.
Mr MARLBOROUGH-: Mr Chairman, I thought I was addressing myself entirely to the
amendment that we have before us, but, if I was not, I am glad for your guidance and 1
will get straight to the point.
I turn to the independent document, which is certainly as independent as the Canr and
Pardon report, which was prepared by qualified planning officers of the Perth City
Council. They have had the Curr and Farlon report for about four weeks, and have tried
to go through that report and to analyse the 10 other reports, extracts of which have been
used in the Canr and Pardon report - a report that we are expected to believe is the
foundation upon which the Government will by-pass the electors of the City of Perth and
refuse them any input into future decision-making until May 1995. In doing so, the
Government will take away from them the democratically elected councillors who
represent their wards. I do not know the details of those 10 reports, and it is obvious
from the things that the Minister has said that he does not know the details. I am relying
on what is said in the Canr and Pardon report. The dispassionate planning officers of the
Perth City Council state -

Without exception, and not surprisingly, the consultants have failed to include
any extracts from the documents which would not support their case. There are in
fact many instances where the other documents recommend against the sorts of
actions which are contemplated by the consultants and the other supporters of the
Government's decision. The consultants have also neglected to quote the many
comments criticising the Government's role in the development of the city.

This Bill is based purely on a report for which the taxpayers of this State paid $40 000.
The Government wants to push through this Bill without a referendum, without
consultation, and without talking to the key players. The finiancial side of the Carr and
Fardon report is an absolute disaster. Anyone who has served some time in local
government, as I understand the Minister has done, and as I did for nine years on the
Fremantle City Council, can tell at a glance that the figures used in that report for the
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ongoing maintenance of parks, roads, reserves and infrastructure are a nonsense. The
commissioners will have one hell of a job ahead of them to try to rectify that if and when
they are put in place.
I turn now to the editorial in The West Australian of Thursday, 28 October, in order to
remind the Minister of the sorts of promises made by this Government prior to the
election. The editorial stares -

Richard Court has undergone a remarkable transformation since his days on the
Opposition benches, when he frequently branded as scandalous attempts by Labor
Governments to keep information from the public eye.
After eight months in office, he too has slipped eaily into the practice of keeping
the wraps on details that Western Australians are entitled to know.
Mr Court's refusal to disclose how much the MeCarrey public sector review
commission paid consultants for advice on revamping departments shows again
the emptiness of the coalition's election promise to be accountable to taxpayers
and restore integrity to government.
The $500 000 McCarrey commission was funded from the public purse and
details of its spending must be open to scrutiny. In deciding against such
disclosure, Mr Court has added to his Government's disquieting habit of keeping
people in the dark about how their money is spent.

This Government and Minister perpetuate that attitude in decimating the Perth City
Council. The editorial may refer to Richard Court as the Government's leader, but also it
refers to the role of the Liberal Party in this Government in ignoring any promises it
made prior to the election. It ignores accountability and the democratic right of electors.
This legislation is carrying out that attitude to the nth degree, for which the Government
will pay.
Dr CONSTABLE: I support the amendment. People should have a direct say on certain
issues, and this is one such issue. A referendum would be my choice in giving people a
direct say in the matter. The legislation will break up the current Perth City Council into
four municipalities, and this will affect people's lives directly. Probably half of the
matters that are brought to my attention at my electorate office involve local government:
People are concerned about trees being cut down on their verges, the collection of
garbage, potholes in the road and other such things. People care about their local area, in
which they want to be directly involved.
Itris a great disappointment that the Government has chosen to be secretive in making
this decision; in fact, some people actually prided themselves that it was kept secret until
it was publicly announced. The Government may have won some brownie points in my
electorate within the proposed town of Cambridge if it had asked the people directly
about this matter because many would have supported it. Instead, the Government will
receive flak from people in that area and those concerned about these proposed changes.
Consultation is the key word, and that did not occur.
Many issues have been raised since the announcement was made because it was
determined hastily and without consultation. Those issues have been mentioned a
number of times, and I have already mentioned Bold Park and the future of endowment
land. People want a say in these matters. A great deal of local government knowledge is
available which would have been valuable in making this decision if the consultation had
taken place. The Minister would have received more than the guarded support he has
received from the people in the Wembley and City Beach wards if that had been done. I
am very supportive of a referendum on this very important issue. People should have a
direct say on this matter which will affect their daily lives.
Ms WARNOCK: I have mentioned on previous occasions that the manner in which this
restructuring of the City of Perth has been conducted is very undemocratic. The majority
of people within the current City of Perth are in favour of a referendum; therefore, I
support the amendment.
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Like my colleagues the Opposition leader and the member for Victoria Park, I was a
victim of the infamous letter sent out prior to the last election. This claimed chat the
Labor Government, if it-elected, would do certain things which would cause rates to rise
by a large amount within certain areas, including the City of Perth. The first I knew of
this letter was upon receiving a telephone call on the Thursday before the Saturday
election. An elderly person was worried that she had received this letter and she said,
"You're not going to do this, are you?" She read me the letter over the telephone, and I
said it was a nonsense and not to worry. I put into action a very time-consuming piece of
machinery to correct the misrepresentation of that letter. It took a great deal of energy
and time for a team of volunteers; the last thing one needs days before an election. As
well as misrepresenting the Labor Party, the letter said that before the Liberal Ponty did
anything about changing boundaries or restructuring local government areas, a
referendum would be held.
Mr Ornodei: Is it true that if the previous Labor Government had gone down the line of a
central planning authority, it would have caused an increase in rates?
Dr Lawrence: Not at all! A planning authority is not the same.
Mr Omodei: it would usurp the role of the city council.
Dr Lawrence: Go and read our policy document; we will send you a copy.
Mr Omodel: If you had a policy, why did you not do something about it?
Ms WARNOCK: The Minister's suggestion is a nonsense.
In conclusion, I will read into the record a letter from the President of the Western
Australian Municipal Association. Many members will have seen this letter which
appeared in the News Chronicle on 10 November, which is headed "Who'll be next?" It
reads -

The state government has breached one of the fundamental principles of local
democracy in announcing the restructuring of the Perth City Council.
The state has not provided an opportunity for the residents of the city to have a
say on what shape they want for their municipality.
This should not be an acceptable way for the state to treat the communities
represented by local government in Western Australia.
The ends do not justify the means. If the state is convinced of the merits of its
proposal, it should be sufficiently confident to test them with the people.

That means a referendum. It continues -

Whilst the debate may rage on the pros and cons of what the state has announced,
communities across WA must have grave concerns that they might be next.
WAMA calls on the state government to consider its decisions to act unilaterally
and to provide an opportunity for comment for the people.

The letter is signed by John North, the President of the Western Australian Municipal
Association. I support the amendment which calls for a referendum.
Mr OMODEI: Let us assume for one moment that the State Government does not have a
sinister plot to pillage the resources of the Perth City Council; that the State
Government's intention is to create a new capital city precinct and three new towns; and
that the Premier's letter to the member for Victoria Park was genuine in that he said any
changes would be considered in line with the Local Government Act.
Let us also assume that in those considerations it was found that if a boundaries
commission were to be established based on a petition which recommended a central
capital city precinct, the Government had to consider what to do with the dormitory
suburbs of Victoria Park, Carlisle. Mt Hawthorn. North Perth, Wembley, and City Beach.
Let us assume that the Government decided to conduct a referendum. Section 30A(6)(e)
of the Local Government Act reads -
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if at the pall in any municipality the number of ratepayers who vote thereat is not
less chan one-third of the number entitled to vote thereat and a majority of the
valid votes recorded at the poll are against the proposal, the Minister shall not
present the petition containing it to the Governor.

Let us assume that the percentage of voters was under the 30 per cent minimum, and the
Minister was bound in that way. He would have put all those people through the pain of
the referendum and been left with the situation of requesting that the people be satisfied
with a town as set up under an Act of Parliament. That is exactly what happened. The
committee considered all the pros and cons of the restructuring of the capital city.
Ms Warnock interjected.
Mr OMODEI: It is interesting that the member for Perth has made a comment. I refer
her to her maiden speech, made on 22 June, in which she said -

The first priority is to return inner city residents. Various short-sighted policies
have driven most of the population from areas in, and close to, the city. It is
obvious with the present vacancy rate that few, if any, office buildings will be put
up in the central business district for the next seven to 10 years, at least. For the
present then, the opportunity for private sector development must lie principally
with the building up of housing stock.

This actually responds to some of the comments made by the member for Peel. It
continues -

The second priority is city management. Perth has long been burdened by a city
management system that simply does not work and cannot work. The present and
curious structure of the Perth City Council - an accident of history - has failed us.
The Mant Report, commissioned by the Labor Governiment, clearly showed the
fundamental economic weaknesses in the present system. There is no way that
Perth can realise its potential as a true capital city unless a major change is made.
The previous Government began questioning the structure of our city council in
terms of its capacity to fund city improvements. I urge the new Government to
continue to pursue this line of inquiry.

It goes on, but I have just about said enough. I will not embarrass the member any
further. The member for Perth completely contradicted herself. I suggest to the member
for Perth and all her colleagues that she read that speech. It was a very good speech.
Although I acknowledge that some people in this community are not happy with the level
of consultation, many people have said that the course we have taken is the correct way
to go. Many shire clerks have said to me that there will be the usual mandatory letters to
and fro and the normal huffing and puffing, but in the end everybody knows that it has to
happen.
Mr KOBELKE: I wish to comment briefly on why a referendum should be held so that
the people of the City of Perth can play a part in such a major change in the local
authorities in their areas. Before I do, I must take up the statement just made by the
Minister. Again, he is clearly misrepresenting what members on this side have said. In
order to try to put that straight, I will give a summary of some of the things that are found
in the Mant report.
The study was commissioned in December 1987 by the Minister for Planning to inquire
into and make recommendations about the most appropriate planning procedures for the
Perth central city area. An advertisement in The Wes; Australian invited submissions
from interested parties and consultations were held with other parties; namely, AIUS,
IJDIA, RANI, RAIA, the Local Government Department, Australian City Properties Ltd,
Bond Corporation, Interstrct, Multiplex and the S010 Superannuation Board.
At page 4, the report comments that the planning procedures in the central area are in
reasonable shape but that there is justified concern about the exercise by the council of
the wide discretions in the city planning scheme to award bonus plot ratios and waive
standards and development requirements. At page 5, the report points out that usually the
approval of major developments requires the exercise of these, although it does not add
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that it is usually the developer who requests them. To overcome the problems associated
with that, the report recommends chat a joint State and local government body be
established to concur in the exercise by the council of those discretions.
Mr Omodei interjectedL
Mr KOBELKE: I am putting this on the record because time after time the Minister has
been found to be not acting honestly in this matter. Then the Minister will not find it so
easy to misquote the member for Perth and ocher members on this side.
At page 5, the report states chat no major change in the balance of power in Perth is
recommended. It states further chat there was much that the State could do within the
existing framework by articulating its policies more clearly.
On page 6, it recommended the establishment of a City of Perth Planning Commission,
which was to consist of two nominees of the Minister for Planning, two nominees of the
Perth City Council and two appointees from nominees of RAPI, RAJA and the Institute
of Valuers. The report recommends that the commission should concur on all decisions
to grant plot ratio bonuses or waive development requirements.
At page 7, the report recommended that central area planning decisions by the State
Planning Commission should be taken over by the commission, and all Perth City
Council and State development proposals should have to be referred to it. The report
states that the changes, if implemented, could be built over rime and should avoid the
need for the kinds of drastic changes which have occurred in capital cities in some other
States.
At page 13 of the report, the Minister's liaison committee and the central area technical
advisory committee are recognised as important and useful bodies. At page 14 of the
report, it is noted that there are some community concerns at the consistency of decision
making in relation to some planning applications where some applicants are perceived as
receiving favoured treatment.
At page 26 of the report, there is a critical and subjective discussion of the city planning
scheme, which does not acknowledge the role of the Minister for Planning and the State
Planning Authority in approving town planning schemes. The author seems to favour
prescriptive town planning schemes with a little discretion in order to ensure consistency.
Ac page 29 of the report, generally it was recommended that the planning control remain
with the Perth City Council, with a joint authority monitoring exceptional decisions. At
page 31 of the report, the suggestion chat interest groups other than the State and the
council be represented on the council is dismissed.
The report makes extensive comment on the environmental qualities of Perth and other
issues which, it could be argued, are superfluous to consideration of planning procedures
as opposed to planning policy, particularly given the authors' credentials in this area. At
part 9, pages 51 to 56 are devoted to a discussion of the boundaries of the municipality.
At pages 5 1 and 52, it mentions the Chamber of Commerce's view that the central area is
inadequately represented on council. It agrees that the boundaries are extraordinary and
have little validity in today's. world. At page 53, it states also that, if the boundaries are
drawn too narrowly around the central business district, there may not be sufficient
control over the areas of future expansion. Many argue that there are many stakeholders
in the central area.
Mr Omodei intrjected.
Mr KOBELKE: I am willing to put the facts on the record and argue the matter - not to
skip, duck, dive and mislead as the Minister does. I am trying to give what I hope is a
reasonably accurate summary rather than being so selective as the Minister is. The
Minister is being caught out saying that different things are in these reports when that is
not tute. He is totally misrepresenting them. Of course, he had a good lead from the
Cair-Fardon report, which was also shown to be rather shonky in the way that it referred
to these reports.
At page 55 of the report it points out that many argue that there are many stakeholders in
the central area besides those represented by the commercial ratepayers and the residents
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in the central business district, who should be involved in the management of these
important areas. In Sydney, the failure of the special planning commission has prompted
the recommendation that there should be representation from the commercial, tourist,
artistic and entertainment industries as well as the rest of Sydney. As well on page 55,
the report notes that changes to council boundaries would bring about powerful reactive
forces and any changes would not be limited to the Perth City Council area. A less
dramatic reform would be to amend the legislation and to do away with the legal restraint
on the preparation of area based financial information in local governiment, and
consideration of this by the Stare Government was recommended. That is on page 56.
Mr Omnodei: You continue to make good speeches in favour of restructuring. You did it
last night and again tonight. You are doing very well.
Mr KOBELKE: It seems that this Minister cannot speak without misrepresenting people.
so I took up more time than I wanted simply to give a summary of the complexities
involved in that report. For the Minister to take one aspect and use that to totally
misrepresent the report is not honest. We are not going to put up with it. We have had a
whole range of reports which obviously contain positive suggestions of merit, but what
one must look at within planning is the total package. The total package in this Bill will
be a step backwards. It will do nothing for planning or for providing better local
government for the people presendly in the City of Perth. If this Government thought that
it was going to do something positive, why run away from the referendum we are
suggesting in this amendment? The Local Government Act clearly suggests there should
be a referendum. If the Minister has a problem with that, as he said a moment ago, that
problem exists for the rearrangement of all local government boundaries and not just in
this case. It can be addressed in the Local Government Act, so we do not have those
problems of rearranging boundaries. This Minister just wants to throw up excuses.
Previous speakers have clearly illustrated that the coalition policy is that there should be
a referendum. If it is in the Act and it is coalition policy, why not agree to this
amendment and allow a referendum to be held for the ratepayers and electors within the
present area of the Perth City Council? The conclusion is that this Bill is not about what
the Government says it is, but, as we have stared several times on this side, there is
clearly an ulterior motive of shifting power and finance and, therefore, they cannot go out
and sell this proposal to the people. No matter how many hundreds of thousands of
dollars they spend on educational propaganda, they know that the truth will show
through. It would serve this Government well if it looked closer at this proposal and
realised the facts, which are that if it continues to try to mislead people it is going to be
history. The people of this State will not be fooled time and again by the misstatements
of this Minister and this Government. Why not take the challenge and accept this
amendment, go to a referendum for the people, and let them have a say? Why not stick
by the policy put to the people at the last election and fit in with the requirements of the
Local Government Act or, if they are too tight, change them so that they apply equally to
all councils?
Mr Qmodei: You are talking about the capital city of Western Australia, and you know
it,
Mr KOBELKE: What is the Minister doing in any way to improve the capital city of
Western Australia?
Mr Omodei: We are introducing legislation to restructure a capital city for all Western
Australia.
Mr KOBELKE: What we are showing -
Mr Omnodei: You are showing that you are a slow learner.
Mr KOBELKE: The facts are the opposite. How many members time and again have to
place before the Minister the facts of what he is doing? He is doing nothing to improve
central city planning; he is simply doing a carve-up so chat he can shuffle around the
money and look after his mates. That will be shown more clearly as time goes on. If he
has any sense he wI cut his losse and put this to a referendum, if he thinks he has a
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case to sell, he should go out there and sell it, but we know he will not because this is a
sham.
Mr Omodei: I am out there selling it every day.
Mr KOBELKE: That is why the Minister must back away from this proposal and give
the people of the City of Perth some say in this matter. The Minister interjected
indicating that he is going out there and selling it every day. The public servant sitting
next to him certainly did a good job at the one meeting I went to where he did try very
hard to present the Government's position. Unfortunately, the Minister was not there.
He sent that public servant to take the flak for this terrible decision. The Minister may
say that he is out there selling it every day, but he was certainly not on the occasion when
I went along to a public meeting.
The people of the City of Perth deserve a say in this matter, but the Government has not
consulted with them or the Perth City Council. That reflects quite clearly the approach
taken by this Government. This Minister reflects quite clearly what was said by the
Minister for Planning a couple of weeks ago, which was that this Government will get on
with making decisions and it sees itself as having been elected to govern. That means
that it does not consult but goes to its little interest groups, sits down with its cronies and
puts together a proposal and rams it trough. That is the view we have of this
Government. It is a Government that thinks that if one is tough it does not matter
whether one is right or wrong. One goes ahead with decisions and that is good
government. That might have been good government back in the forties, fifties or sixties
but now the people of this State, with their real vested interest in what goes on, will not
brook an approach which treats them in such a paternalistic way. We must have
processes which involve people in decision makdig. That is difficult, because Ministers
do not get exactly what they want. It is tough for Ministers who cannot tell the truth,
who cannot sum up an argument and try to counter arguments that address the issues.
That is why this Government wants to be tough and say, "We have made the decision and
you are going to live by it." Unfortunately, the Ministers in this Government show over
and over again that they are basically incompetent. If they have to go out there with the
real men and women of this State. who know where their interests lie, and put an
argument to support this package they will be blown away by the sea breeze that comes
up the Swan River. They are without substance and cannot put an argument to support
these proposals. That is why this Minister is trying to have this legislation rmmed
through this Chamber without discussing it with the affected groups before it is a fait
accompli. That is why he is not willing to give the people of the City of Perth a direct
say in a referendum. I support the amendment.

Division
Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (19)

Mr M. Barnet Mr GnUl Mr Riebeling
Mr Bridge Mrs Hallahan Mr Ripper
Mr Brown Mrs Henderson Mr Thomas
Mr Catania Mr Kobetke Dr Watson
Dr Constable Dr Lawrence Mr Leahy (Teller)
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough
Dr Gallop Mr McGinhy

Noes (25)

Mr Ci. Barnet Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith
Mr Bard Mr Marshali Mr Trenorden
Mr Bradshaw Mr McNee Mr Tubby
Mr, Cowan Mr Nicholls Dr Tunibull
Mr Day Mr Omodel Mrs van de Kiashorsi
Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Dr Haines Mr Fonda Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mr House Mr Prince
Mr Johnson Mr Shave
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Amendment thus negatived.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The most concerning thing about subclause (2) of the clause is
its recrospectivity. What the Government has done in disfranchising the elected Perth
City councillors and the electors of the City of Perth is to put in place a draconian piece
of legislation that is retrospective. Part of this legislation has been in place, regardless of
this Bill, since 18 October.
Mr Omodei: Can you explain how it disfranchises anybody?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The Bill is premised on the basis of disfranchising people.
Clause 8 referred to in subclause (2) is about closing down the Perth City Council.
Mr Omodei: Thai is amazing logic.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is quite clear logic. I am aware, as 1 am sure the Minister is
aware, that the city has had to put some major decisions on hold.
Mr Omodei: Why? It has not put any decisions on hold as a result of this legislation.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: That is different from what I am being told. I will ask the
Minister a question. Is he suggesting that nothing in clause 8 inhibits the operations of
the council?
Mr Omodei: There is nothing.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Why is it in the Bill then?
Mr Omodei: Just in case they decide to squander the ratepayers' money.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Oh, I see! This Minister has the audacity to tell me that I do not
have a clue on what I am talking about and has the audacity to show me where clause 8
does not disfranchise the Perth City Council. When I asked him why the clause is in the
Bill he said, "lust in case they try to do something." What nonsense. That from the
Minister who has just sent shock waves through local government in this State. The
Minister has Wannerco, Stirling, Melville and other metropolitan ratepayers looking over
their shoulders asking who is next and he brings into this Chamber this garbage, part of
which has been already enacted under this dictatorial Minister for Local Government
since 18 October. Elected councillors and officers have told me how operations have
been altered from day one.
Mr Omodei: You should articulate them.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I will articulate them. Let us put one example on the record.
Perth City Council and its ratepayers have been disfranchised by the Minister moving
under clause 8 -
Mr Omodei: No, I have not. I have not moved clause 8 yet.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is a retrospective clause to stop the councillors spending over
$20 000. One of the first things a responsible council would try to do when faced with
the jackboots kicking in the front door, throwing the councillors' chairs out the window
and closing down the operations of the council unless he tells them day to day by
telephone what they can do next is to try and seek legal advice as to whether this
Minister's actions are legal. However. lo and behold, what happens under this clause?
The Minister directs the council that it is not allowed to spend money to seek legal
advice. That is what he told them. Is that not true?
Mr Omodei: They can do whatever they like if they are prepared to pay for it.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: If they are prepared to pay for it!
Dr Lawrence: Out of their own pockets.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: That is right. That is what the Minister expects them to do. He
has just misled the Chamber.
Mr Omodei: I have told you the truth.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The Minister started off by saying that the clause was not
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significant because it did not hold back the council. Now he is saying, when confronted
with evidence of what this clause does, that they can do as they like as long as they pay
for it.
Mr Omodei: Exactly. How does the legal opinion inhibit their actions?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Because of this ruling and because of the Ministr's office
advising them, the city manager has had to advise his council in writing that it should not
proceed further because of clause 8. That council is still meeting as a council until the
commissioners are put in place. However, through the actions taken by this Minister, he
has advised them that it would not be appropriate to seek legal advice because the
Minister has advised them accordingly. The Minister has advised the city manager that
he is not entitled under this direction to authorise that money for the expenditure.
Mr Ornodei: How is that inhibiting the actions of the PCC?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I am amazed. Thbe Perth City Council is still a constitutionalised
council and will not be replaced until the five commissioners are appointed. It wants
legal advice.
Mr Omodei: On what?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: On whether this part of the Bill is legal, if nothing else.
Mr Oniodei: I refused it.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: That is exactly right, and the Minister has done so under this
clause.
Mr Ornodei: How is it inhibiting the PCC?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I am staggered. What am I dealing with here? It is like dealing
with Tweedledum and Tweedledumber - the Minister is both. He obviously took the
example of his leader. No wonder the Deputy Leader of the National Party is walking
around the corridors screaming obscenities at you both.
Mr Omodei: You have a very fentile imagination.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: How does it inhibit the Perth City Council wanting to get legal
advice if it can do nothing with that legal advice when it gets it? It would be paying for
nothing. What does it want it for? It wants it to bring some democracy into the
argument, so that when it gets the advice it can make proper decisions on its future and
the future of its constituents. It may decide to send that information to every one of its
ratepayers, as the Government did with its glossy document. It may well be that the legal
advice is not in line with what the Government has determined. I have given the Minister
a clear example. He has admitted that he has issued instructions to the Perth City
Council, quoting clause 8 as the clause which makes the council ineligible, until the
commissioners are elected, to seek legal advice, particularly if it costs more than
$20 000. That is a bind not only in terms of seeking legal advice, but also in the normal
running of council. If council needed to decide tomorrow to expend money on road
works or upgrading parks, not provided for in its present budget, it would need to seek
permission from the Minister. We have heard that that permission would be refused.
Mr Ornodei: If the council wanted to expend money not in its budget, it would need to
get my permission anyway under the Local Government Act.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: So what?
Mr Omodei: You are making a virtue of it.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: What has that to do with the Government's legislation? The
Government said the council cannot spend more than $20 000. The Bill states that under
the provisions of clause 8 the City of Perth shall not enter into a lease, no matter what the
leasing arrangements, or engage professional services in relation to a new matter. That is
the particular clause used by the Minister to jackboot his way through the council doors
and prevent it from getting legal advice. T1he Minister said from the word go that elected
councillors had done nothing wrong. He said they had done a tremendous job and
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represented the electors of Perth in a proper way, as they should under their charter as an
elected council.
The other concerning part of the whole approach in clause 2 is that the document sent out
in October by the Minister stated -

OCTOBER, 1993: Premier announces Restructuring of the City of Perth to create
a Capital City for Western Australia and three new Towns.
OCTOBER: Legislation introduced into State Parliament to create the new City
of Perth and three new Towns - Cambridge. Vincent and Shepperton. Residents
and ratepayers informed of the changes by personal mail.

Here we are in November. Not only is this retrospective legislation, but also we do not
know how long it will be in place and neither do the ratepayers. There is no timetable for
the commissioners to be appointed and already the Government is out of step with the
glossy brochure it released in the name of this Minister when it said the legislation would
be before the Parliament in October. Today is 10 November and this is the first day on
which the Bill has been discussed at the Committee stage.
Dr GALLOP: No reference has been made in this debate to the concept of
disfranchisement of electors to the City of Perth. This legislation involves three levels of
disfranchisement. At the core of the legislation, and within its very essence, is
disfranchisement of the electors who will finish up in the towns of Cambridge, Vincent
and Shepperton. The ability of those electors to participate in a form of government
which will have the financial power and planning framework necessary to provide proper
services to its citizens will be seriously diminished. The middle layer of
disfranchisement will be discussed later when dealing with part 2 of the legislation -
dissolution of the Perth City Council, and its replacement by five non-elected
commissioners for up to 18 months. The pinnacle of disfranchisement is clause 2(2)
which states that clauseS8 is deemed to have come into operation on 18 October 1993. As
the member for Peel pointed out, clause 8 places temporary limits on the City of Penth's
powers. I can imagine the wonderful discussion that took place within Cabinet on this
matter. The Minister probably told Cabinet that the only way to bring about the
dismemberment of the Perth City Council -

Mr Omodei: You said it was the Balkanisation a while ago. Make up your mind.
Dr GALLOP: Dismemberment is a similar concept. The Minister said the Government
needed to override all the existing legislation and use the numbers in the Parliament to
ignore those provisions. One of the smart alecs in the Cabinet probably pointed out that
the Government still had a problem because it would take some time for the legislation to
go through the Parliament after it was introduced, and the City of Perth would still be
intact during that period. Even some other smart alec probably knows a little about what
has happened in other places. They probably consulted their Thatcherite colleagues in
the United Kingdomn when that vicious assault on local government and the destruction of
the Greater London Council occurred. Someone probably pointed to the situation in
London in those days when the Labor councillors there put up a magnificent fight in
defence of local government by using their constitutional position - it is much weaker in
the British system of Government than in ours, even though our local government is
probably very weak - but compared to Britain it is marginally better. That magnificent
fight was on behalf of the ratepayers and residents in the City of London. Some smart
alec in the Cabinet said, "We cannot override the legislation and then simply rely on the
Parliament to make the passage of the proposal painless. We must also make sure that
the existing council is not in a position to resist." What could the resistance be? It could
be a publicity campaign and, as the Government has found with its publicity campaign to
the tune of $80 000, that would not be inexpensive. Secondly, they might initiate legal
action to defend the position within our State Constitution. Anyone knows that legal
action of that sort would not be cheap. Then they sat down and considered how to solve
the problem. Is this an Executive sitting down to solve a problem that is in the public
interest? The problem to be solved is how to make it easier to ram through legislation
without any obstacles, That is what this clause is about.
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The clause is not about goad Government or protecting the position of local government.
It is about making sure that the legislation can be taken through this place in a manner
that is as painless as possible for the Government of the day. Therefore clause 2(2) states
that section 8, which limits the powers of the City of Perth, will come into effect from 18
October 1993. The Minister made it clear from day one in this campaign that he would
not tolerate the City of Perth defending itself. The City of Perth is about to be
dismembered and the local residents currently within the boundaries will be disfranchised
because of their reduced power to determine their futures, as citizens of a local
government authority. They will have to put up with non-elected commissioners for 18
months or longer as a result of this clause. The icing on the cake is that they cannot
defend themselves.
Let us reflect on the consequences of this clause for the autonomy of local government.
Mr Pendal: Why am you rabbicing on about autonomy?

Dr GALLOP: The City of Perth in 1984 had the ability to campaign against the State
Government.
Mr Pendal: You overrode that. You are a hypocrite.
Dr GALLOP: It is great to be in Parliament tonight with the member for Peel, my former
colleague at the City of Fremantle. When we were councillors we campaigned against
the State Government in the days of the America's Cup to make sure that our city had its
share of the resources; to make sure it did not have a deluge of commercialism that would
destroy its very nature. We succeeded. It is great to be back in this Chamber
campaigning with my colleague and old war horse, the member for Peel. It is like the old
days. We know what local government is all about, and so does the member for
Whitford. He knows how hard it is to defend one's position within the context of State
politics.
The Government shows no respect for local government. It says to local government that
the State Government will reduce its power, it will take away local government's ability
to do the sorts of things it can on behalf of its citizens, and in the process it will make it
impossible for local government to put up a fight.
Mr Qmodei: What did you do when the representative members in the central business
area were reduced by six? What did you do about that disfranchisement?
Dr GALLOP: The Minister should address the issue! I did not stop them campaigning
against that.
Mr Qmodei: Why didn't they?
Dr GALLOP: They did. I can show the Minister the petitions that I received in my
electorate, organised by local councillors. They organised a campaign, and it was no
problem for me.
Mr Omodei: It was a dictatorship by the Government of the day.
Dr GALLOP: That is what we have today. Clause 2(2) is the icing on the cake of a
process of fundamental disfranchisement.
Dr LAWRENCE: If this were the first time that a retrospective clause or indeed an entire
Bill had been brought into this House in the term of the Government, I still would have
found it offensive. But coming on top, as it does, of a great many examples we already
have before this place of retrospective provisions in Bills, and indeed whole Bills that are
retrospective in effect, it gives multiple offence.
It is now 10 November, and the clause provides that proposed section 8 is deemed to
have come into operation on 18 October 1993. 1 have been in this Parliament since 1986.
I have heard two very strong themes from the fanner Opposition that might be picked up
in this Bill. I referred to this earlier in my statements on the Bill. The first is about
autonomy of local government; the fact that it should be recognised as a legitimate sphere
of Government. capable of organising its own affairs, able to stand up for its own
residents and ratepayers, necessarily part of the Australian Constitution defended by the
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National and Liberal Parties' document in the election campaign, referred to over and
over again in this place as needing to stand on its own feet, and needing to resist the
Government of the day in the interests of its ratepayers. Yet in this clause we see a
complete abolition of the rights of the local authority, not just any old local authority -
and I would not think that about any authority - not a small regional authority unable to
defend itself in the normal course of events and deserving of our sympathy, but the Perth
City Council. It is the third largest of the councils in the metropolitan area. I think it
goes Wanneroo, Stirling and Perth City Council. Certainly it is the oldest and most
venerable of the councils in the history of the city; yet we find this city is under attack by
the simple inclusion of a clause that states "section 8 is deemed to have come into
operation on 18 October 1993'. It is retrospective in its effect, and the members of the
Perth City Council could have been forgiven for being a little less than brave when it
came to spending money, entering into contracts or seeking legal advice, that they might
have supposed under normal circunmstances would be their right. As the Minister said
tonight, they can do it as long as they pay for it out of their own pockets. That was
certainly the threat made to them. If the members of the Perth City Council chose - that
is, the staff or the elected representatives - to ignore this, although it was not yet law, and
it is still not law, the Minister would have taken legal action to recover those costs. I am
confident that would be the course of action. If members of the staff or members of the
elected PCC had ignored the provision which is not yet law, and entered into contracts or
sought legal advice or made sums payable in excess of $20 000, what would the
Minister's action have been?
Mr Ornodei: We have approved over 100 applications to spend funds. A number of legal
opinions have been approved but, in this case, the legal opinion to do with this Bill was
refused.
Dr LAWRENCE: If they had provided a pamphlet for the electors and ratepayers, with a
contrary argument to that the Minister put, to the value of $80 000, what action would the
Minister have taken against that?
Mr Omodei: If they spent money illegally they would have been liable to a surcharge.
Dr LAWRENCE: How can they have taken action illegally when this Bill has not yet
passed through this House? flat underlines my point that this legislation is not yet even
through the Committee stage in the Legislative Assembly. It will take even longer to
pass through the Legislative Council; yet the Minister is standing over the elected
representatives.
Mr Wiese interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Minister for Police should be quiet because he has made the
strongest statement about the autonomy of local government. If I start quoting some of
his statements, his face will turn a very bright shade of red. I know that the Minister has
threatened members of the Perth City Council and staff with personal discomfort of a
very severe financial kind if they were to act in breach of this provision, although it is not
yet law. It has been made clear to those councillors and staff that if they enter into
contracts, undertake any expenditure; or seek legal advice that displeases the Minister, at
some stage they will be sued to make good that deficiency.
Mir Omodei: I have not said that at all.
Dr LAWRENCE: Probably not in quite as strong terms but let the Minister tell me that
that is not what he intends.
Mr Omodei: You are very good at embellishing the facts.
Dr LAWRENCE: Is that what the Minister intends?
Mr Omodei: I do not think I will have to do anything like that.
Dr LAWRENCE: If the Minister were to say this evening that he would take no action
against those councillors -

Mr Omodei: Unfortunately you judge me by your standards. That is your problem.
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Dr LAWRENCE: If I were to judge the Minister by my standards, he would stand
condemned for this action alone. I ask the Minister to say very clearly in this House that
he will take no action against the members of the Perth City Council or its staff who
breach this provision, since it is not yet law. It is a very simple thing for him to say.
Those people can then go out tomorrow and mount a decently funded campaign in
defence of the Perth City Council. Will the Minister give that assurance? Silence - let
the record show silence. In other words, what I said a minute ago is true: The Minister
intends to take legal action against them, if necessary, to recover from their personal
finances -

Mr Omodei: You can keep on making up things for as long as you like. The fortunate
thing is that we will have to listen to you for only another nine minutes on this matter.
Dr LAWRENCE: It is a very simple question. If the Minister wants to repudiate what I
am saying, he can so do.
Mr Omodei: That is right I can do so if I want to.
Dr LAWRENCE: But the Minister has not done so. He has not said that he would take
no action against the councillors and staff. Is that right?
Mr Omodei: Get on with the speech. You axe fairly good at embellishing the facts.
Dr LAWRENCE: It is quite clear that this Minister intends not only that this section will
apply retrospectively from 18 October but also that action would be taken against
councillors and staff if they acted in breach of this provision, although it is not yet law.
This provision is offensive in two very important respects: Firstly, it is retrospective. In
this House I have heard members opposite over and over again say how offended they are
by retrospective provisions. Secondly, it is doubly offensive because it provides for a
complete gag on the Perth City Council, a muzzling of the protests of the councillors and
staff, protests which are real and which those people are now effectively funding from
their own packets and the packets of their supporters.
I can understand the Government's desire to prevent them from protesting, from taking
legal advice, from putting an alternate point of view to the community because I know
what the view of the community is. I have had a huge number of telephone calls and
letters. I have attended public meetings, and petitions are rolling in.
Mr Omodei: How many meetings? Plural?
Dr LAWRENCE: Yes.
Mr Omodei: Which ones?
Dr LAWRENCE: I went to the one to dig trenches in Northbridge and many people
there made comment -

Mr Omodei: Did you go to the Loftus Centre which is where the member for Victoria
Park said he went?
Dr LAWRENCE: In case the Minister did not know where he was, it was the Joan
Watters community centre in Wembley. If the member made a mistake about the
location, that is a considerably smaller error than the one which the Minister is bringing
into this Parliament with this legislation.
I know the Government's discomfort at having a potentially powerful body like the Perth
City Council unleash the full force of that power, financial and otherwise, on the State
Government. But this Government does not have the courage of its own convictions. it
does not stand up and argue its case; rather it says, as the Minister has said on a number
of occasions at public meetings, that the Government has made the decision and that is
the end of it. The voters, the electors, can go to hell as far as this Government is
concerned.
In line with the second reading speech, one provision says, 'Tro ensure that the existing
council does not use the time while this Bill is being considered by Parliament to
endeavour to thwart or frustrate the proposals unnecessarily' - I do not know how people
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unnecessarily endeavour - "a limited farm of veto is proposed." It is not very limited
because it effectively prevents the councillors from publicly expressing a point of view
which dissents from that of die Government. It effectively prevents them from
representing the views of its electors or even frm discerning what the view of the
electors might be, something that the Government has refused to do. It will become a
matter of great embarrassment to this Government, despite the fact that it has chosen to
use an extremely vicious instrument to remove people's rights in that way, to prevent the
properly elected people of the City of Perth from expressing their disquiet and their
dissatisfaction with this legislation. In effect, it is putting a gag around the mouths of
those councillors, standing them before their own constituents and saying, "Now speak
on their behalf." In my view that is a disgrace.

Division
Clause put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (25)
Mr CJ. Barnett Mr Marshall Mr Stuickland
Mr Board Mr McNee Mr Trenorden
Mr Bradshaw Mr Nicholls Mr Tubby
Mr Cowan Mr Omnodei Dr Turnbull

MrDMr Osborne Mrs van de Klasborst
MrsDwade Mr Pendal M is
Dr Hames Mr Prince Mr Bioffwiick (Teller)
Mr House My Shave
Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith

Noes (20)

Mr M. Bamnett Mr Grill Mr Riebeling
Mr Bridge Mrs Hallahan Mr Ripper
Mr Brown Mrs Henderson Mr Thomas
Mr Catania Mr Icobelke Ms Warnock
Dr Constable Dr Lawrence Dr Watson
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough Mr Lay (Teller)
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty

Clause thus passed.
Clause 3: Interpretation -

Dr LAWRENCE: We will have an opportunity later in t debate to address some of
these questions, but htis important we draw attention te a couple of elements of definition
under clause 3, interpretation.
Under clause 6 a commission is to be appointed of five people to undertake all the duties
and exercise all the powers of members of a council or councils, as the case may be. In
this Bill we are asked to substitute for the elected representatives of Perth City Council,
by this definition, a group of unelected people who are not accountable to anybody. I
will return to that point at a later stage.
I take the opportunity to ask the Minister, and [ hope on this occasion he will reply, why
it is that after so long since the announcement of this legislation we do not have the
names of the commissioners who are to fulfi this role. The people of Western Australia
would expect that by now we would have the name of the five people who would fulfil
the roles of the elected representatives who presently represent the ratepayers of Perth
City Council. When does the Minister intend to announce the names of the
commissioners, who are defined under this clause? HeI indicated at the time of the
announcement that it would be within a week or two, but more time than that has passed
and it is perfectly reasonable that people begin to ask the Minister who will make up this
commission. Under clause 6 the Governor is to appoint five persons; in other wards, the
Minister will appoint five persons, and they will hold office on and from dissolution day
to 31 October 1995. It is time the Minister told this House who those people will be, so
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we can judge, although there are many difficulties in any case with this provision,
whether they can reasonably undertake the impossible tasks that they have been set.
Ms WARNOCK: Clause 3 refers to "election day", and this concerns me as the
representative of so many who live in the area covered by Perth City Council. In the Bill
election day means "6 May 1995, or such other day in 1995 as is appointed under the
principal Act for the holding of the annual elections". This seems to be totally
unacceptable, because why do the ratepayers of Perth, who could reasonably expect to
have their day to day problems taken care of by elected councillors, have to wait so long
before they have elected councillors again? It seems to me preposterous that this should
be the case. There is no justification for not having an early election for councillors, just
as there is no justification for giving the present councillors the sack. That was
outrageous and so is this long delay in holding another election. Perhaps this is a good
reason why this immediate and unjustifiable splitting up of Perth City Council should be
set aside and the present council allowed to carry on its work while a referendum is held
to ascertain whether people in Perth want this split and this long period now without an
elected council. It is totally unacceptable that people should have to be without such
representatives, who are. to become some sort of advisers apparently to these unknown
commissioners at some time in the future.
These commissioners seem likely to have an awful lot of power. To whom are they to be
accountable? The commissioners proposed by the Government remind me of some sort
of colonial administrators, the sort of people who used to be sent out to far flung places to
take care of people who could not make care of themselves. They are a bit like liquidatars
as well. Yet I believe that nobody has sent the company broke and, according to the
Premier, no-one on the old Perth City Council has done anything wrong either. Why do
we as the ratepayers of Perth, and here I include myself, have to wait so long for an
election date? The poor old councillors, who apparently have done nothing wrong, again
according to the Premier, have been cast into a kind of limbo in the form of an outer
darkness, or they soon will be when the appointed day arrives. Then these lost souls will
be invited back as advisers apparently.
Mr Omodei: You cannot have it both ways, dear.
Ms WARNOCK: Thanks, darling, for your patronising remark.
Dr Lawrence: What a sexist remark.
Mr McGinty: You call him a dickhead.
Ms Warnock: I will leave that to the member for Fremantle.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Johnson): Members, can we refrain from using these
terms.
Mr McGinty: Say that to the Minister as well, not just to the members here.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I said "members".
Mr McGinty: Don't look over this way. Look towards the Minister.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I am looking at you, member for Fremantle, because you
are the one who is talking.
Mr McGinty: He used inappropriate language. Look over there.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You are the one who is talking to me at the moment,
member for Fremantle. and that is why I am looking at you. He used a term which could
be termed as sexist by calling the member "dear", and your members, including yourself,
returned the comment by calling him "dickhead". I think none of those expressions is
appropriate.
Ms WARNOCK: Mr Deputy Chairman, I certainly did not do that. I called him
"darling", however misguided that may have been.

Those councillors, the souls in limbo, have been done away with because they are not
good enough to carry on as councillors, the Government believes apparently. In the
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words of that Monty Python skit, "they have ceased to be". but apparently they are good
enough to give free advice to the incoming commissioners. Anybody can do that it
seems. There is no accountability here and without an early election there will be no
accountability. What is the Government afraid of? Why does it not have an early
election? Is it afraid that it will need 18 months to organise its supporters in all of these
four new councils? Let us have an early election date. Why wait until May 1995?

Division
Clause put and a division taken With the following result -

Ayes (26)
Mr CJ. Barnett Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith
Mr Board Mr Marshall Mr Strickland
Mr Bradshaw Mr McNee Mir Trenorden
Dr Constable Mr Nicholls Mr Tubby
Mr Cowan Mr Omnodei Dr Turbull
Mr Day Mr Osborne Mrs van de Kiashorsi
Mrs Esiwardes Mr Pendal Mr Wiese
Dr Harres Mir Prince Mr Blotfwitch (Teller)
Mr House Mr Shave

Noes (19)
Mr M. Barnett Mrs Hal Lahan Mr Ripper
Mr Bridge Mrs Henderson Mr Thomnas
Mr Brown Mr Kobelke Ms Warnock
Mr Catania Dr Lawrence Dr Watson
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough Mr ay (Teller)
Dr Gallop Mir McGinty
Mr Grill Mr Riebeling

Clause thus passed.

Clause 4: Relationship with Local Government Act 1960 -

Mr MARLBOROUGH: If the second part of clause 4 stands as printed with the
appointment of the commissioners, it will completely disfranchise the Local Government
Act. I am sure that is not the scenario the Minister is attempting to put into place. The
Local Government Act is extremely important in the proper financial accountability of
local government. Its rules should apply to the setting up of those five commissioners. I
am sure that even in his drive to have the central business district of Perth constituted
under these five commissioners for the next 18 months, it is not the Minister's intention
to allow them to handle the finances of that new municipality as well as the finances of
the newly created municipalities until such time as local government elections are held.
Already, the Western Australian Municipal Association and key bodies within the
executive level of local government have indicated their concerns over his actions in not
holding a referendum and the effect that will have in overriding the principal role of local
government. I cannot see that, with this two liner on page 4 of the Bill, the Minister
would want to disfranchise the whole of the Local Government Act. I do not know it as
intricately as his advisers, but I know that the Act lays down particular standards for not
only appointed commissioners but also elected representatives.
Mr Omodei: How many in the Act?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: My understanding is there is nothing stopping him from
appointing a commissioner in certain circumstances. We have already done that, but
once they are appointed, certain rules within the Act must apply to those commissioners.
We are talking about the accountability of the body of local government which simply
cannot be pulled outside the rule book. When we put a commissioner into the City of
Canning, as we had to do in the past couple of years, [ am sure all the auditing guidelines
under the Local Government Act and the rules pertaining to the handling of finances had
to be met. I bow to the knowledge of the Minister's senior officers, but without having
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been intimately involved in the Canning situation, I do not think the Local Government
Act would have been set aside completely in favour of a commissioner carrying out his
duties. By his silence on the matter so far I think the Minister may agree that it is not his
intention to disfiranchise the Local Government Act. I propose that that part of the Bill
should read, "If a provision of this Act conflicts or is inconsistent with the principal Act,
the principal Act will prevail". That would then not override anything he is attempting to
do. I hope the Minister will see the sense of changing that aspect of the Bill. The
constitutional experts like my colleague from Victoria Park may well be able to point out
more readily than I those sections of the Local Government Act which should stand as
principal guidelines for any bodies which are given the great responsibility of local
government. The whole of Western Australia's eyes, those of WAMA and all those
senior officers of local government will be watching it closely to make sure it works
properly. I know that by definition of his responsibilities as Minister for Local
Government the Minister will also be watching it closely. I understand that he intends
bringing into Parliament amendments to the Bill and on a regular quarterly basis the
commissioners' report. It is important then that Parliament knows which guidelines are
being used for the proper running of those municipalities by those commissioners.
Unless the Minister intends drawing up a new set of rules, the proper rules are embodied
within the Local Government Act, particularly those matters related to the reporting of
financial auditing, the accountability of moneys and the proper decisions about spending
moneys.
Under this Bill the Minister proposes to put in place the five most powerful people in
local government. Under this new approach of the Minister, they will be responsible not
only for the running of the existing CBD and Cambridge, Vincent and Shepperton towns
but also for deciding what happens with the assets that have been accrued from those
municipalities. They will have the responsibility of deciding how those assets will be
distributed and how many jobs will remain.
Some of the statements which have been made in the last four or five weeks by the
Minister and other Government members indicate, although the Minister has promised
there will be no sackings, that some of the new tiny towns which will be created will
have to look very closely at their budgets, even if that occurs under the juri sdiction of the
five commissioners. These towns will have to determine whether they have the ability to
provide the services that the existing City of Perth is able to provide. What will the five
commissioners do when they consider the City of Perth's assets and the jobs that will be
created by the new towns? Will they make a decision to put out to contract the work
which is currently done by the day labour work force?
Dr Gallop: They could enter into contracts on behalf of those new towns which would
make it impossible for the newly elected councils to reverse those decisions. I would like
the Minister to deny that that will not happen under his proposal. These commissioners
could make it impossible for the democratically elected councils of the new towns to
impose their will.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: That is of great concern to the Opposition. I would be amazed if
it was the Minister's intention to bypass the provisions of the Local Government Act.
The commissioners will have the responsibility of determining not only where the assets
will go, but also what the newly elected councils will be left to deal with.

The member for Victoria Park has raised a very good point. This Bill gives amazing
powers to the five commissioners. There is nothing in this legislation or the Local
Government Act that makes me or the residents of the City of Perth sleep easy at night. I
cannot see any provision which will prevent the commissioners from entering into all
sorts of contracts. The day labour work force could be decimated and their duties will
possibly not be done by anyone else.
it. was rumoured around the traps, even before the last election, that the Perth City
Council should relinquish its ownership of car parks. It has been argued that the
ownership of car parks should be handed over to private entrepreneurs. It may well be
that the five commissioners will make that decision.
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Mr Omodei: I can assure you of one thing: The commissioners will not be named Brian,
David, Peter or Terry.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I do not care what their names are, but I am concerned about
what they will do. If the Minister is directing them, the Opposition has a right to be
concernedL
Mr Ornodel: You should know mue better than that.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I do not think it is' the Minister's intention under this clause to
disfranchise the Local Government Act. It certainly is not necessary. The Minister is
supposedly putting in place urgent action to save the City of Perth from the sorts of
planning decisions which are currently being made. I repeat that it is not necessary to do
it in this way. The provisions of the Local Government Act should apply and the
commissioners should report to this Chamber on a quarterly basis to give members the
opportunity to determine whether they are carrying out their duties properly, particularly
their financial duties. I suggest to the Minister that this clause should read, "That where
the provisions of this Act conflict or are inconsistent with the principal Act, the principal
Act will prevail."
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Johnson): Order! I remind members it is against the
protocol of this place for members to read newspapers in the Chamber. They are
normally read behind the Chair and I make a request that that happen.
Dr GALLOP: In the debate on clause 1 of this Bill I made the point that this legislation,
by its very nature, both ignores and overrules the existing Local Government Act in the
very method the Government has chosen to bring about changes to local government
boundaries. Clause 4 determines the degree to which the Government wishes to have this
legislation overrule all of the requirements of the Local Government Act, if that is
necessary to its purpose. The Local Government Act is a very complex piece of
legislation and I hope that within the next four years it will be revised. This clause
provides the framework under which local authorities will conduct their activities,
including elections. Most importantly. it provides the framework for what will happen to
the assets and liabilities in the event of a change of boundaries.
The Minister's performance tonight has been pretty poor. He is not outlining the reasons
for the clauses and the legal complexities of them. In addition, he is not responding to
some of the questions asked by the Opposition. It is incumbent upon him to answer this
question: In what respect does this legislation, as it is currently constituted, conflict with
the existing Local Government Act not only in terms of what is written in this Bill, but
also what it may allow people, such as the commissioners who have been given the job of
restructuring, to do?
In the debate on another clause I will look at the issue of planning and what will happen
to the planning process in the City of Perth in the 18 months or more that dhe
commissioners will be in place. I believe that serious problems will arise, especially in
regard to the rights of local citizens.
The Local Government Act, for all its weaknesses, sets up a very clear fr-amework for
dealing with a number of matters, including what happens when there is a change of local
government boundaries, how it will be managed, who will be consulted and what will
happen with the assets and liabilities. This Bill does refer to these issues, but it could be
clearer. In what ways does the City of Perth Restructuring Bill conflict with the Local
Government Act? Does this Bill overrule the principal Act? If it does not, why is this
clause in the Bill? This clause is the one that really concerns me, because it creates the
potential for arbitrary government in this State. This clause will make it possible for
local government in the next couple of years within what we now call the City of Perth to
be subject to a process that is not regulated in some way by legislation such as the Local
Government Act.
Mr OMODEI: This clause appears in a number of Bills that come into this House, and its
meaning is quite plain. This Bill conflicts with the principal Act mainly in regard to the
appointment of commissioners. The principal Act allows for the appointment of one
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commissioner, and this Bill allows for the appointment of five. This Bill deals also with
the modus operandi of those commissioners acting as a council. At the same time, it
needs to be acknowledged that the commissioners will act as the council, so all of the
powers that are given to a council within the principal Act will be conferred upon the
commissioners.
Dr LAWRENCE: Any cursory reading of this Bill in conjunction with the Local
Government Act shows clearly the general areas in which it overrides it; namely, the
setting of boundaries, the holding of a referendum, the failure to elect a commission and
the constitution of the commission as opposed to a council, and the disposition of assets.
There are other areas of which we are not aware, hence the reason for the question asked
by the member for Victoria Park. The questions which are fundamental to the
construction and dissolution of any local government authority are: What boundaries
should apply, what areas should fall within those boundaries, and what communities of
interest should be included within those boundaries? Processes are established in the
Local Government Act, albeit somewhat complex, but nonetheless well understood,
which establish boundaries. However, under this Bill those processes ame overridden
completely and boundaries are established by fiat.
The questions of whether there should be a referendum and whether there should be
changes to a municipality, fundamental issues which normally would be addressed by
procedures established under the Local Government Act, initiated either by the
Government of the day or by the ratepayers, arc again overridden. Thirdly, the election
of councillors will be precluded for at least the first 18 months of the operation of this
Bill. That again is in total contradiction not only with the spirit but also with the content
of the Local Government Act.
Finally, this Bill is most offensive in regard to the effect that the disposition of assets will
have on the packets of ratepayers and residents. The disposition of assets is basically
either described in the Bill in terms of the fate of the endowment lands, parking funds
and the like - and again no justification is given in either the background paper or the
Bill - or left to the judgment of the commissioners. I made the point in the second
reading debate that those commissioners will answer to no-one. If they make an error in
the allocation of assets, the ratepayers will have to pay. Once the assets have been
allocated, I doubt that any future council will readily be able to remedy that. The
Government is proposing to take the assets of a long established council and to
determine, in one case in the Bill quite arbitrarily, and in the second case through the
commissioners, how those assets shall be disposed. There will be no appeal. If
subsequently the ratepayers of the town of Vincent believe that in the disposition of
assets they have not been well treated, there will be no way in which they can overturn
the judgment made by the commissioners or the judgment made in this legislation
without appealing to a later Government to bring in equally draconian legislation to
rearrange the assets, whereas the Local Government Act does provide a mechanism for
judging and for challenging the disposition of assets. I ask the Minister why, having
decided that the boundaries should fall where they do, the Government has not at least
been prepared to allow a decent set of proposals in regard to the disposition of assets
where there can be some challenge to the judgments made by the five commissioners?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: My understanding of the clarification given by the Minister is
that the reason for this clause is that we need to appoint the five commissioners, and that
where that may conflict with the principal Act, this Bill will prevail. Once the
commissioners are appointed, they will work under the Local Government Act. I suggest
there is no need for that clause, and I will oppose the clause. Clause 14 states -

(2) For the purposes of establishing the infrastructure of the new towns the
commission, acting as the council of the City of Perth, has -

(a) before division day, such powers as the council of a new town
would have under the principal Act if the new town existed; and

(b) after division day, such powers as the council of a new town has
under the principal Act.
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Part 4 really provides better clarification.
Mr Omnodel: It contains many cross-references. We have partially debated clause 8
under clause 2, and clause 6 under clause 3. That also applies to the election day
reference on clause 3 which appears in later stages. You are being pedantic. I know you
want to delay the legislation, but you are going too far.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is not a makter of delaying the legislation.
Mr Ornodei: This clause appears in several Bills which come before this Chamber.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: That may well be the case, but those Bills do not have the
intention of this Bill. The Minister is attempting, through part 4 of the BiUl, to establish
new towns, but the heading should indicate that these provisions outline the duties of the
commissioners and their responsibilities under the Town Planning Act. That would be a
far clearer indication of what the Minister intends to do with this part of the Bill. Clause
4(2) reads -

If a provision of this Act conflict or is inconsistent with the principal Act, ibis Act
prevails.

Mr Omodei: Why do you not agree with clause 4(2)?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: For no other reason than to try to make the Bill clearer.
Mr Omnodei: The provision makes it very clear.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The Bill would provide no confusion if this clause were simply
removed; it is not necessary. The matters are covered adequately within part 4.

Division
Clause put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (26)
Mr CJ. Bazneu Mr Johnson Mr W. Smith
Mr Board Mr Lewis Mr Strickland
Mr Bradshaw Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden
Dr Constable Mr McNee Mr Tubby
Mr Cowan Mr Nicholls Dr Turnbull
Mr Day Mr Omodei Mrs van die Kiashorsi
Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Dr Barnes Mr Pendal Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mr House Mr Shave

Noes (18)
Mr M. Barnett Mrs Hallaban Mr Riebeling
Mr Bridge Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper
Mr Brown Mr Kobelke Mr Thomas
Mr Catania Dr Lawrence Ms Warnock
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough Dr Watson
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mr ay (Teller)

Clause thus passed.
Clause 5: Council dissolved -

Dr GALLOP: Here we have it! The clause reads -
On and after dissolution day all offices of member of the council of the City of
Penth are vacant until a council is elected as provided for under section 12.

Clause 12 refers to the election of councillors for the new towns to be established under
this Bill. In effect, it will mean that until 6 May 1995, or such other day in 1995 as
indicated under the Local Government Act, no democratically elected council will extist
within what is currently known as the City of Perth. Clauses 6 and 7 indicate what will
replace those elected councillors.
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I now refer to a letter from the Premier to the citizens of Western Australia in his glassy
pamphlet promoting this proposal. He wrote, "I am not in any way criticising members
of the Perth City Council. They have done a first class job," Clause 5 tells those people
who have done a "first class job" that they will no longer be able to carry out their duties
as democratically elected councillors. Therefore, for 18 months or more residents and
ratepayers of that area will be subjected to the rule of non-elected commissioners. We
will discuss the non-elected commissioners and their powers at a later stage.
The only reason the Government has given for getting rid of the elected councillors is
that their retention does not suit the Government's intention to create a central business
district council. To make that happen the existing framework provided in the Local
Government Act regarding boundaries cannot be followed, because if these processes
were followed, certain political and legal matters would prevent the Government from
achieving its aims. If the Government wished to achieve its objective and the councillors.
were left in place, the councillors might fight some of the Government's changes. This
would make it very difficult for the Government to achieve its objective. Therefore, the
Government will get rid of those councillors.
We have not talked enough in this debate about democracy and local democracy, which
are most important It is time to start talking about them. Every local government area in
this State has problems; some councils are good at solving those problems and some not
so good. On occasions, conflict arises between the Federal Government and local
governments and between the State Government and local governments. It is
fundamental to our system of government that we have faith and trust the democratic
process to solve those problems. Let us say that a particular area of local government is
not functioning as well as it should. The citizens who elect those councillors are in a
position to change chat, because we have annual elections with local government in
which a portion of every council is put to election every year. It is that democratic
process that should bring about change.
I put a very interesting proposition to this Parliament. About 20 years ago, real problems
existed with the City of Perth in the way in which there was a tremendous bias in its
functioning towards the property interests in the city centre. They were crass property
interests which really had no sensitivity to the history and tradition of our State and did
not have a particular interest in heritage and the sort of planning philosophies that are
needed to make a central city vibrant. That started the type of debate that has been going
on for a long period now about the city and the way it is governed.
A very interesting process then occurred. It has been a slow process, but I would say it is
a process that is now starting to produce results. It is called democracy. New people
have been elected to the Perth City Council - people with a different background from
that which existed among what were the city fathers 20 years ago. They are people with
new backgrounds and new philosophies who have a real interest in city planning issues
and in urban renewal. Election after election, slowly but surely, the democratic process
started to bring life back to the politics of our city government.
I would say that the existing Council of the City of Perth is very vibrant. It has youthful
enthusiasm, a wide background of people involved and a very strong representation of
women who have brought a new perspective to the council. I put the proposition to the
Minister that the democratic process has started to work. Unfortunately in local
government, democracy works a little slower than it does in State and Federal
Government, because the reforms of the Labor Government which introduced universal
suffrage to local government and took away some of the property based rorts chat existed
in that system have taken some time to bite. But at least they are now starting to work.
We see it in the City of Perth. Anyone who follows the politics of the City of Perth can
see that it is an interesting and vibrant council.
In the district that I represent in this State Parliament, it has taken initiatives to provide
facilities for the senior citizens, particularly through the efforts of the Carlisle Ward
couancillors. The ward councillors in Heirisson Ward and East Victoria Park Ward have
assisted in bringing about a revitalisation of the Albany Highway. The ward councillors
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in the Heirisson Ward have played a role in bringing the citizens there together to
introduce some urban renewal policies. Democracy is working. It has been slow and it
has been difficult; local government has had to be prodded a bit in respect of its electoral
system. However, it has basically been working. Just when it starts to work, just when
we see a council that is really getting on top of some of the issues that need to be
addressed in the City of Perth, what does the Government do? It intoduces the City of
Perth Restructuring Bill which dissolves the very council that is starting to address the
issues facing the residents and ratepayers of that region.
A Cabinet that cared about democracy and which cared about local government would
reflect on the things I am saying here this evening and incorporate them in its analysis of
the issues raised in ail the reports the Minister quotes so much. IHe would incorporate
into his analysis the essence of democracy. However, this inister closed his eyes and
ears and was not interested in democracy because he was listening to only two groups of
people - to the Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Building Owners and
Managers Association. They ame not interested in the democratic process; they have been
whingeing and complaining since 1988 when one-vote-one-value was brought to the City
of Perth. That has not had any deleterious impact on the CBD. In fact I would argue the
CBD of the City of Perth has been given more attention now in the ways all of those
reports have recommended than it has for many years because of the vitality of the
councillors now in place there. As a broad range of people those councillors are
interesting. They contribute much to the progress of their city. In a sense, however, it
should not matter too much the precise way in which they conduct their government
because they are elected and the temptation of Federal Parliaments on many occasions
vis-a-vis State Parliaments and the temptation of State Parliaments on many occasions
vis-a-vis local authorities is to be subject to the authoritarian impulse. Just because
someone disagrees with them or is inconvenient to their interests they try to remove them
from the scene.
The dissolution of that council is a very sad thing because those councillors within the
boundaries and with the resources they had as a council were just starting to get on top of
some of the issues. They needed to be prodded and we needed to change the electoral
system so that some of the broader interests became involved in the City of Perth. In
addition, there were some difficulties with respect to some of the planning powers that
relate to the CBD and the awarding of bonus plot ratios. However) the tragedy is that
when we finally see a council shaping up and getting on top of the issues as a result of
electors putting in place people who are interested, what does the Government do? It
dissolves the council. It is therefore a very sad day for demoaracy in general terms and
for democracy in the City of Perth where that very slow but inevitable process of
accountability which has put into that council a group of vital, interesting, in-touch
people is turned around and the councillors chucked out.
Mr KOBELKE: Clause 5 clearly states that the Perth City Council is to be dissolved.
That could be just a necessary technical step which would lead to the reinstitution of a
different structure. I assume that is what the Minister is arguing is happening under this
Bill. However, I put it that the dissolution of the PCC we are considering here is
somewhat more fair reaching. We are actually doing away with the central city local
government authority which has existed for many years. Itris being abolished and five
unelected commissioners are being put in its place. Section 52(1) of the Constitution Act
guarantees a system of local government. There have been times when Governments of
all persuasions have had to take action against local government authorities.
Mr Thomas: One has been very topical recently.
Mr KOBELKE: When that has happened it has been because of events or evidence
which indicate the need for such actions, as indicated by the interjection by the member
for Cockburn. An inquiry was held into the City of Wan neroo. The ramifications of that
inquiry are yet to be fully felt. However, that council has not been dissolved and a
commissioner or administrator put in place. It has found its way back onto the rails and
no action has been taken.
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What is this proposal for t City of Perth about? The council will be dissolved because
it suits the political purposes of this Governiment. In his second reading speech, the
Minister said -

The foreshadowed dissolution of the council is no reflection on the personal
commitment or dedication of the existing Lord Mayor or councillors;

The Minister therefore gave no reason for the existing Lord Mayor and councillors not
continuing to operate as the Perth City Council. Perhaps he will suggest that the structure
was wrong as was referred to in other places in his speech. However, he said nothing to
support his claims that the existing structure needed to be changed. He has not argued
reasons for that structure being no longer effective. In the glossy brochure put out by the
Premier, we find even more glowing comments about the existing Perth City Council.
He says -

I am not in any way criticising the members of the Perth City Council. They have
done a first class job.

The council is being dissolved without the Government giving any reason for that
dissolution. Five commissioners will usurp the role of elected representatives for a
period of up to two years. I realise that there is a proposal for something to be put in
place before that dare. However, they will be replaced for almost two years by
commissioners.
As I said at the beginning of my comments, the dissolution in this case has a certain
finality to it. The proposal is to get rid of the Perth City Council as we know it and
boundaries that have existed since 1920. The Carr-Fardon report is supposed to be the
basis for this proposal. The introduction refers to the need for the restructuring and,
among others, makes two points. It says -

Since 1920. when the last changes were made to the boundaries of the Perth City
Council. the heart of the City - the Central Area - has not received the attention
deserving of its role in the Perth Metropolitan Region and the State of Western
Australia.
Since the publication of the Central Perth Policy Document in February 1986,
there have been a series of Reports supporting the creation of a separate
Planning/Administration - CBD/Central Area Authority.

If that is the issue the Minister has taken up, he has nor done a very good job of arguing
it. If the council has existed on these boundaries since 1920 and there has been some
indication of a need for change, why have the Minister and the Government not been
willing to discuss that openiy with the Perth City Council prior to introducing this
legislation? The Government has not been open in its approach to this matter because it
cannot substantiate the proposal. The two points that I have just read out are all it says.
There is no substantiation and no argument in support of those matters. If they are true,
how does this proposal address those matters, because the Minister has tried time and
time again to deceive us by referring to reponts? The sentences that I have just read out
are a very slanted view of what the reports are about. On first reading one might take
those planning reports to be referring to the local government area. However, it has been
demonstrated by a number of speakers on this side that that is not the. case. The majority
of those reports do not allude to changing local governiment boundaries, The central
issue in nearly all of the reports is planning for the central city area and that does not
require the dissolution of the Perth City Council.
We have seen again action by this Government to try to thwart the democratic processes
of this State. We have seen it time and time again in this Chamber and, again, this Bill is
about the removal of a democratic system of local government.
Neither the Premier nor the Minister has indicated who the commissioners will be. Has
there been any consultation with the Perth City Council to try to ascertain who might be
acceptable to rake on that role? No. The Minister who will be responsible for the
implementation of this Bill has said that the Premier will tell him, He indicated some
weeks ago that the Premier was close to announcing them, but the Premier has not made
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up his mind. Again, we have reason to be very suspicious of what is being put in place.
Not only will we move away from a properly constituted local government body but we
will have foisted on us five commissioners. I am worried when the Government starts
talking about "independent commissioners" because when it says that, it means they will
be unaccountable, because that is how this Government uses the word "independent'. It
is a tag put on something which it wishes to remain unaccountable. The commissioners
will not be elected. They will be placed in positions of great power and we will see in
later clauses how much power will be given to them. Will the commissioners be
appointed as was McCaney? Will their credentials be that they are members of the
fundmaising teamn for the Liberal Party?
It is not simply a mechanism for removing the present structure and putting in place
another democratic structure within a very short period. There will be a very lengthy
delay between the dissolution of the Perth City Council and its replacement at some time
in the future with newly elected local government authorities. The actual structures of
these authorities will be determined by the commissioners, although the areas they cover
are outlined in the legislation. Not only is the Government doing away with a system of
local government and putting in place unelected and unaccountable commissioners, but
also it is giving them the power to set up the structure of the new towns. That certainly
should be put before the people of the City of Perth. That this Government should take
such drastic action has certainly surprised many of the ordinary residents of the City of
Perth. They thought that in the democratic Australia of 1993 we have come to know, a
new Government would not be willing to throw democracy out of the window and ride
roughshod over the interests of local people. Unfortunately, the people of Perth, to their
sorrow, are learning far too quickly that this Minister is willing to advance the vested
interests of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Building Owners and
Managers Association. He is establishing a central city area to hand to them on a plate
and to give them control of it. With that will go many of the assets of the City of Perth
built up by the ratepayers in the existing area.
This is the Minister who, similarly, in his responsibility for local government saw no
problem in looking after the vested interests of the swimming pool lobby, totally against
all the advice from health professionals, doctors and people in the child health are. He
disregarded the parents of young children and took the line that he needed to look after
the narrow vested interests of the Swimming Pool Association. Under the provisions of
clause 5 of this Bill the dissolution of the City of Perth will be done for narrow vested
interests, with no consultation with the wider groups involved, but simply looking after
the concerns of this Government. It is an absolute disgrace that we must put before this
Committee the contents of clause 5 for the dissolution of the Perth City Council.
Dr LAWRENCE As a number of members have indicated, this clause contains the nub
of the problem; that is, the Government is choosing to usurp the proper role of local
government and install in its place a set of commissioners who will make decisions about
restructuring of the existing City of Perth into four new councils, as indicated in the
glossy document sent to residents and ratepayers. it is quite clear that the dissolution,
apart from being a barbaric act, will do nothing to solve the problems that have been
identified by a number of people examining the lurger Perth city area over the years.
There was considerable discussion on that in the second reading debate, which will be
covered in the appropriate clauses. The irony of this is that the Premier, when
announcing these changes in this document, used the following words which are totally
contrary to the action contemplated in this clause -

The coalition government is committed to give people greater control over their
lives.

Yet we see the removal in one fell swoop of the control that the people of the City of
Perth expect over their lives, and have exercised until now: Control over elected
representatives and an expectation that they would control their boundaries, assets and
rates, if not directly, certainly by the influence they had on their own members. Suddenly
this has all gone. Also gone is a city with a history. That may not matter to the Minister
but it matters to a great number of people. Cone is a city with a proud history which has
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been in existence for a long time, which encompasses all those regions from the ocean to
Victoria Park, and which has been subject to a great deal of debate because it is so
important to the people of Western Australia. It is a city to which people surrounding it
felt they belonged; they were not isolated from it. The people in the North Perth ward,
the Wembley ward, and the Carlisle ward do not see themselves as outsiders, any more
than the people of Albany see themselves as outsiders to the Town of Albany. They
belong there. The city has a history that reflects the identification ratepayers have.
We are seeing the dissolution of the city, its replacement by an unelected group, the
proliferation of smaller councils, and the substitution of the electors' views by that of the
Government of the day. We are seeing the disappearance of a city, and not the creation
of a capital city. One of the most certain outcomes of this proposal is that the planning
problems, which most people agreed might have been the motivation for a move by this
Government or some other to look at the problems of the central city and surrounding
dormitory suburbs, have nothing to do with the boundaries of the Perth City Council,
except in planning terms. CityVision today said that it was interested not in carving up
the Perth City Council into four little lots, but in making sure an area identified by
boundaries more generous than those in those document, was planned in a way that
ensured the cooperation of State and local governments in building a better city than we
have at present. The existing city has a lot to recommend it, but everyone wants the best
possible city. The Government has set this State back at least 50 years, because it will
create four new municipalities with which the State Government, Main Roads
Department and the Department of Planning and Urban Development and other
departments must negotiate. If it is difficult to coordinate the activities of one council
with State Government and its instrumentalities, how much more difficult will it be to
deal with four? Make no mistake, the impact will be felt in the surrounding
municipalities and vice versa. I can see a time, for example, when the people in the
Wembley ward who live in the new town of Cambridge, should this Bill become law,
will start to manage traffic in their area in such a way to preclude some of the decisions
that might benefit the City of Perth, as constituted. Similarly, in the North Perth ward of
the town of Vincent. These are not parts of a different community; they are part of the
same community of interest. The Boundaries Commission examines these manoers
properly before redrawing local government boundaries. The people in my electorate in
Leederville and West Leederville will find themselves in three separate towns. In the
small area including Leederville and West Leederville, a freeway has split the area down
the middle, arnd the Government now proposes to split their properties between three
municipalities. If that occurred to the Minister's constituents in Manjimup or to councils
in the member for Stirling's electorate, there would be mayhem. Had a dividing line
been put through the middle of that community and the people been told they would go
into three or four different areas that would be an extraordinary intrusion into the lives of
those people, about which they were not consulted.
Mr House: We will fix that problem.
Dr LAWRENCE: Of all people in this Chamber who have spoken about local
government, the member for Stirling should be most ashamed. I know he has spoken
strongly in defence of local government, and yet he will stand by and see clause 5 pass
through this Committee and the City of Perth dissolved by fiat, and without reference to
these residents.
Mr House: There has been no change to the boundaries.
Dr LAWRENCE: That is cute but in fact there is. I point out the fallacy of that
argument. In this map called "Restructuring the City of Perth", these external boundaries
show the existing Perth City Council area and this map shows the new boundaries. Is the
member suggesting they are the same? They are changes to the external boundaries of
the City of Perth because under the Bill this becomes the corporate body, known as the
City of Perth. By this Bill, the Perth City Council and the City of Perth will become one
and the same corporate entity. The cute nonsense that the Minister for Primary Industry
has dealt out is to say that we do not need a referendum because there has been no change
to external boundaries; but the Bill does not require that it is only changes to external
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boundaries that go to referendum. It can be by a pall, by a petition from the electors -
and the electors want a referendum. The Minister for Primary Industry should not give
us that cute nonsense.
Mr House interJected.
Dr LAWRENCE: It is convenient when members opposite want to defend their own
patch to defend local government, but when it comes to the people of the City of Perth
somehow they deserve less attention. The people of the City of Perth represented by the
member for Floreat, the member for Perth, the member for Victoria Park and me deserve
the same attention as any other local government residents in this State.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Prince): Order! It is difficult to hear the person making
the speech when there is that amount of interjection across the Chamber. I ask the
member for Victoria Park to desist.
Dr LAWRENCE: I understand that the Minister for Primary Industry was trying to
suggest that this was a Labor Government plan. That is absolute nonsense.
Mr House: I did not say thatL
Dr LAWRENCE: It is not even a Labor Opposition plan. It is not part of our thinking.
my thinking, or part of our proposals for the City of Perth. We totally repudiate this plan.
We identified a need to improve -

Mr House: You had a plan that was something similar to this.
Dr LAWRENCE: No. It was a need to improve the planning relationship between the
Perth City Council -

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order!
Dr LAWRENCE: It is clear that this document has been designed to solve a problem that
nobody else has identified as needing a solution. That is the problem. It is dissolving a
city council to solve a problem of planning which does not require the dissolution of the
council. What was required was some greater authority to join together the planning
problems and the planning processes.
Dr Gallop: There was a problem; that is, how to pay for their backers in the election
campaign.
Dr LAWRENCE: Is that it - to give them a job to do? I do not think it was solved by
that either.
Dr Gallop: They come in, and the bills have to be paid.
Dr LAWRENCE: Does the member not think they have had enough reward already?
Dr Gallop: They have a relentless desire for more.
Dr LAWRENCE: It must have been a large financial support that was provided to them.
Dr Gallop: It was. You saw the advertisements day after day in the election campaign.
Do you think the Government would not have done their bidding after the amount of
money spent putting them into power with their propaganda?
Dr LAWRENCE: The member for Victoria Park may well have discerned some reason
for the existence of the proposal but it certainly is not one that relates either to good local
government or good planning.
Dr Turnbull interjected.
Mr House: You know you were going to do it, but you did not tell your members.
Dr LAWRENCE: It may suit the Minister for Primary Industry and the member for
Collie to play games but I do not regard it as amusing. Before the election very
misleading letters were sent to our electors. The Minister for Primary Industry should
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desist because he is making background noise which makes it impossible for anyone to
be heard.
Mr House: You roll your eyes to the ceiling. I have not perfected that precocious
mannerism -

Dr LAWRENCE: At least I do not use four letter waits in this place, Minister.
It is important that this Bill be seen for what it is. It is no solution to the problem of
planning in the City of Perth. It is an exacerbation of the problems that have been faced
of coordination between State and local government since it is multiplied by four. It is an
insult again to the electors of the City of Perth, having their city dissolved and the
boundaries redrawn in such a way that they have no say at all - not just this week or next
week but for the next 18 months, by which time most of the important decisions about
their reconstituted towniets will have been made by people to whom they have no
reference.
Mr CATANIA: I have maintained all along, after I heard the divisions that would be
made, that the dissolution of the City of Perth is based on false premises, certainly no
logical economic premise or environmental premise, or any premise at all. I have looked
at the glossy brochure that was put out as part of the Government's propaganda. I have
some experience with the area around the proposed town of Vincent as I lived there for
approximately 25 years; I am familiar with the facilitates that are described in the
brochure.
Mr Oniodei: After you lose the next election you may become the mayor or a councillor.
Mr CATANIA: I am treating the matter seriously. The brochure describes the
community facilities. The Loftus Centre has excellent amenities for sport and recreation.
but the Government wants to use that complex for the new town council. The Loftus
Centre contains no parking area worthy of note. Whenever sport is played at the centre,
the parking area is full. The North Perth Town Hall is teased to a pensioner organisation;
it is not available for use by anyone.
Mr Omodei: Confine your remarks to the clause.
Mr CATANIA: I am talking about the dissolution of the Perth City Council. It is based
on a false premise. I see mention also of Hyde Park. Various facilities are referred to in
this propaganda brochure. The Velodrome is leased to a sporting body. The brochure
refers to tennis courts at North Perth as being in Perth. Reference is made to Woodville
Reserve at Mt Lawley. There is a whole lot of garbage in the brochure. Much of the
information has been obtained from advisers to help the Government make a decision.
But the decision was in mind; it was a matter of putting the words together to dissolve the
City of Perth. It concerns me that this has been done in such a rash, illogical and
nonsensical manner.
Mr Omodei: It is to dissolve the city council.
Mr CATANIA: The Government is dissolving the City of Perth. The city councillors
have gone. The Government has taken away the rights of the people who elected
councillors on 6 May this year. The Government has dissolved the city; it is now
creating a kilometre square town which was the town centre previously. It will be a city
without a soul, without anyone being able to point to a city that is vibrant, surrounded by
suburbs, and having character. This is what concerns me. This is being done as a result
of advice by two people who were not qualified to give that advice. That is obvious from
the promotional brochure, which contains inaccuracies.
The dissolution of the council and the City of Perth has no basis. That is the concern of
many people, and that has caused a lot of emotion at various meetings around Perth. I
oppose the dissolving of the council on the basis that the decision is not logical on
economic, environmental or any other grounds.
Mr OMODEI: This clause is about the dissolution of the council, and not the
performance of councillors. In my meetings with the councillors many of them have
acknowledged that the course of action many of them are taking -
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Mr Catania: How many?
Dr Lawrence: There are 27 councillors.
Mr OMODEI: Many of themi are resigned to the fact that the Government is proceeding
with its action and, unlike the Opposition, are adopting a positive approach.
Dr Lawrence: How many?
Mr OMODEI: At least eight or 10 of the current councillors are coming to us.
Dr Lawrence: Are they the ones you refer to all the time as representing the central
business district?
Mr OMODEI: They are members from Wemabley, North Perth and Shepperton. All of
them confirmed and acknowledged that the Government has made its decision.
Dr Lawrence: Are you prepared to name them in the Chamber?
Mr OMODHI: I do not think I will name them, as members opposite will only put them
under pressure. These councillors are obviously dedicated people. The decision to
restructure the City of Perth means that as a consequence the council will be dissolved.
This is not a reflection on those people, their positions or their performance; it is a mere
statement of fact that in restructuring the City of Perth, the council will be dissolved.

Division
Clause put and a division taken with the following result -

Mr CJ. Barnett
Mr Board
Mr Bradshaw
Mr Cowan
Mr Day
Mrs Edwardes
Dr flames
Mr House
MriJohnson

Mr M. Banett
Mr Brown
Mr Catania
Dr Constable
Mr Cunningham
Dr Gallop
Mr Grill

Ayes (25)
Mr Lewis
Mr Marshall
Mr MeNee
Mr Nicholls
Mr Omodel
Mr Osborne
Mr Pendal
Mr Shave
Mr W. Smith

Noes (19)
Mrs Hallahan
Mrs Henderson
Mr Kobelke
Dr Lawrence
Mr Marlborough
Mr Mc~inty
Mr Riebeling

Mr Strickland
Mr Trenorden
Mr Tubby
Dr Turnbull
Mrs van de Klashorst
Mr Wiese
Mr Blofflwitch (Teller)

Mr Ripper
Mr Thomas
Ms Warnock
Dr Watson
Mr Leaby (Teller)

Clause thus passed.
Clause 6: Commission to be appointed -

Mr MARLBOROUGH: This clause reads -

The Governor is to appoint 5 persons who together are to form a commission.
Subclause (3) indicates that the commission will hold office on and from dissolution day
until 31 October 1995. Also, subclause (4) indicates that scheduleS5 will have effect. It
is of extreme concern that we are debating this clause without knowing who the five
commissioners will be.
Mr Lewis: Why?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I will tell the Minister.
Mr Lewis: So you can get personal with them as you usually do!
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Not at all, other than where it becomes personally necessary for
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this Parliament to ascertain what vested interests, if any, those five commissioners will
have. The Leader of the House, who is currently handling the Bill, rolls his eyes and
screws his nose. However, schedule 5, which this clause will bring into effect, reads that
division 2 or part IV of the principal Act does not apply to or in relation to the members
of the commission. This Chamber should acquaint itself with the section of the Local
Government Act to which this schedule refers. The Government is setting aside a great
many rules in determining -

Mr Lewis: Nonsense!
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is not nonsense.
Mr Lewis: You ame looking for poo under the carpet.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: When the Minister for Planning has his hands on any matter, it
is not necessary to look under the carpet for the poo; it is there for everyone to see.
Usually the Minister puts bath feet in it, so he is not hard to follow. One can trace him
anywhere he goes, usually by the smell, but certainly by the footprints.
Mr Lewis: All you do is criticise. There is nio substance in your debate.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: There is absolute substance. Let me continue.
Several members inteijected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Prince): Order!
Mr MARLBOROUGH: All the inteijections will not assist Government members in
understanding the Bill. I am sure that none of those commissioners want to be appointed
under the terms of the Bill. If they did not know the Local Government Act as well as
the head of the department knows it, it would be frightening. The Government is
suggesting to the Parliament that it should accept that a person appointed to the position
of commissioner could be an undischarged bankrupt. That is what the Minister is setting
aside with this clause. Section 67(1 )(a) of the Local Government Act states -

is an undischarged bankrupt or is under any composition with his creditors by any
deed of assignment ...

Section 67(l) of the Local Government Act provides further -

(b) is a person convicted of and under sentence for a crime;
(c) is of unsound mind;
(d) is the holder of an office of profit of the municipality;
(e) has a direct or indirect pecuniary interest in an agreement to which the

municipality is a party; or ...
The Minister is going on in this fashion because this is his Achilles heel. He has been
responsible for putting this Bill together, more so than the Minister for Local
Government. He is responsible. I say to the Leader and the deputy leader of the National
Party that this is very serious.
Mr Lewis: What do they have to do with it?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I am not listening to the Minister for Planning. This is very
serious. I am pointing out -
Mr Bradshaw: You are reading.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I am pointing out and reading what is in the Bill. Five faceless
people are to be appointed to form a commission. I am not picking on them. However.
paragraph (4) of clause 6 of the Bill states -

Schedule 5 has effect.
When one turns to schedule 5 -
Mr Lewis: He is rubbishing it. HeI doesn't even know where it is.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I am not rubbishing it.
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Mr Lewis interjected.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Has the Minister been drinking? Has he been in the bar all
night?
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is the Government's Bill. We can talk about it all night if the
Minister wants. Thke Bill fundamentally underpins where the Government is coming
fmom. I am sume that it is not the Minister's intention to allow the whale of that section of
the Local Government Act to be set aside when considering the appointment of the
commissioners. Section 65(1)(c) of the Local Government Act states -

He is the owner or occupier of rateable property in the district of the
municipliy...

Subsection (2) goes on -

Where a district is divided into waits, a person shall be eligible to be elected as a
councillor notwithstanding that the property of which he is the owner or occupier
is not within the ward for which he has nominated ...

Surely the Minister does not intend to appoint people with vested interests as
commissioners?
A Government member: What do you think about the High Court judge?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: This is what I think about the High Court judge: If he is not an
undischarged bankrupt, a person convicted or under sentence for a crime, of unsound
mind, the holder of an office of profit of the municipality - that is, the High Court judge
may have been involved in the past in work for the Perth City Council - or does not have
a direct or indirect pecuniary interest in an agreement in which the municipality is a
party. I have no objections. However, the Minister is intending not to use those
guidelines. Under this clause, he is intending to remove completely the section of the
Local Government Act which sets down the guidelines. He did not even select those
parts of that section of the Local Government Act which refer to the election of
councillors. He actually excludes the whole provision.
I am sure that chat is not the Minister's intention. Having had it brought to his attention,
he should look at it very closely. It cannot be his intention to appoint people who may
fail outside the guidelines laid down by the Local Government Act. Section 67(2) of the
Local Government Act provides -

A person is disqualified from acting as mayor, president or councillor of a
municipality..

The commissioners will be appointed to run the towns and cities of Perth and die
surrounding districts.
Mr Lewis: What point are you trying to make?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I am trying to make a point that the Government should not set
aside this section of the Act. The Bill should not contain a clause that will override the
provisions of the Local Government Act in the appointment of those officers. Whether it
is included in the Bill or not, if there is evidence to the contrary that one of those
commissioners does not fit within the parameters of the qualifications needed in the
Local Government Act, it will be debated in this Parliament.
Mr Lewis: Fine. Do it.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The Minister wants to be in a position in which he will set aside
the standards laid down by the Local Government Act and simply put in place his own
standards of accountability - which leave a lot to be desired - and he will appoint them.
Then, if there is a problem after their appointment, he will allow it to come back to this
place. I suggest to the Minister for Planning that his colleagues would not want that to
happen. I suggest also that the person whom he appointed would not want that to
happen.
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Mr Lewis: The people who will be appointed will be beyond reproach.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I have nio reason to doubt that the people so appointed will be
appointed by the Government in the best interests of doing the job that is appropriate for
the Government.
Mr Lewis: Why are you going on?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Without the standards of the Local Governiment Act in place, I
must rely on drongos such as the Minister making the choice. That is why I am going on.
I am not satisfied that the premier city of this State, the jewel in the crown, should be
handed over for the next 18 months to people appointed by the Minister under his
standards. I am saying that this Bill should have the standards of the Local Government
Act applied to those appointments. That is what it is all about.
This section of the Local Government Act is probably more important than any other
section of that Act. It is all about the proper use of the democratic process and giving
people some guarantee before an election that they are voting for someone who is not
inhibited by all those standards that are laid down in the Act - they are not a bankrupt,
they do have a sound mind, they do not have vested interests, they are not paid officers of
the council. I have not read the whole section. They are just some of the standards laid
down for appointing the commissioners, and those guidelines and standards should be
applied. What I am suggesting does not inhibit the Minister from going ahead with the
appointments. However, it will ensure the guidelines for appointing officers who are
required by definition to have an unquestionable standing in the community. Those
people must have the faith of the community that their reputation complies with the
standards applied under the Local Government Act. The minimum standards should be
applied to these people, because at the end of the day, regardless of the process these
people will not be elected, they will be appointed.
Mr C.). Barnett: I agree with the member for Peel - terrific point.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: If this Bill is passed, my proposal will allow the Minister to
accommodate, as well as he can, a more productive way of appointing those
commissioners by not setting aside that which is required to be set aside by schedule 5 of
the Bill. Schedule 5 will disfranchise sections of the Local Government Act from pages
67 to 78. Within that, but not including all sections, are very strong guidelines based on
the democratic needs of local government that should be applied to the appointment of
those commissioners.
Mr BARNETT: It was a terrific speech; I agree with the argument. The member for
Marlborough made two points: The first concerned who will be the five commissioners.
I cannot recall from my time in this Parliament when any Bill introduced to set up any
board or statutory authority included a requirement for the names of the people who may
be appointed to be given to the Parliament before the Bill was passed. The Premier will
announce the names of those people and there is no requirement that they be announced
until the legislation has become law.
Dr Lawrence: The legislation has effect from 18 October.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: The people who will be announced shonly will be of high standard.
As the Minister for Planning interjected, they will be of the highest repute.
Dr Lawrence: Like the new member of the Sports Centre Trust?
Mr C.J. BARNETT: What is wrong with him?
Dr Lawrence: Is he not a political appointment?
Mr C.J. BARNETIT: No. He served in this Parliament; does that exclude him from
holding office?
Dr Lawrence: The Leader of the House should go back over some of his own rhetoric.
Mr C.J. BARNETr: The announcement of the names of the five commissioners will be
made in due course and will be public. If the member for Peel has any criticism of them
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he can express that at the time. I think he will find he will not be able to criticise them.
The member for Peel went on at great length to say that all the requirements of the Local
Government Act which would exclude people are being overridden. However, schedule
5.2(2) reads 'Section 67 (other than subsection (1)(f)) . .. " which states that they must be
elected. Those are not elected people; they will be appointed. We exclude subsection
(l)(f) and section 71 simply validates their election. In other words all of section 67
applies to the appointment of these commissioners. The only thing in section 67 of the
Local Government Act which does not apply is that they be elected; but they are not
elected, they are appointed. The fact is it will not be possible to appoint a discharged
bankrupt, or someone facing criminal charges, or who is of unsound mind. The member
for Peel got it stone motherless wrong. I came in here simply to allow the Minister for
Local Government to have a comfort break. I did not think I would have such fun for the
few minutes I was here, but I guess with the member for Peel on his feet I was bound to
have some fun.
Dr LAWRENCE: While the Minister rushes off he may have had advice that the
member for Peel is incorrect in this. Schedule 5.2 headed "Application of principal Act,
Part IV, Division 2", subclause (1) requires that subject to this clause, division 2 of part
IV of the principal Act - this is unqualified - does not apply to or in relation to the
members of the commission. I agree that subclause (2) then refers to section 67 of the
principal Act. However, it depends where one looks in the principal Act. I put to the
Leader of the House and the Minister that if that is subservient to schedule 5.2(1) it needs
to be said. If that is the intention, the drafting is not clear. I think the Minister is
probably agreeing with me.
Mr Omodei: I am not agreeing.
Mr Lewis interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: That offensive person who calls himself a Minister of the Crown is not
being asked for his opinion. I think the member for Peel was right, the Minister had too
much over dinner and should behave himself. Surely if schedule 5.2(1) is to be qualified
in any way it would be clearly qualified. However, the next clause appears to contradict
the first, and the third clause to contradict the second. In the interpretation of drafting
how can that be? It is a perfectly reasonable question, one to which the member for Peel
drew attention, and no amount of huffing and puffing on the part of the Leader of the
House or the Minister for Planning can remove that apparent illogical sequence of
clauses.
Mr Lewis interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: If anyone else had said that I might have accepted it, but I well
remember that on many occasions the Minister for Planning humiliated competent
members of the Government civil service by claiming they did not know what they were
doing. I am not claiming that, I ani simply asking for proper clarification of how those
three clauses can be apparently in contradiction. If all of it does not apply how can part
of it then apply? He has two competent officers sitting with him, I ask that he does not
give a dismissive answer as did the Leader of the House, but clarifies the matter. This is
not a matter of small importance. If the first clause is read as it stands it has the effect the
member for Peel said. If it is qualified by the other two, the effect is diminished.
Mr OMODEI: Parliamentary Counsel has advised me that subclauses (2) and (3) of
schedule 5 qualify the opening comments subject to this clause etc. I think it must be
read in a slightly different way.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: My reading of proposed section 2(3) of schedule 5 is that
commissioners can be appointed who do or have held an office of profit of the
municipality or have a direct or indirect pecuniary interest in an agreement to which the
municipality is a party. Is that so? How is that part of the Bill being used to interpret any
remuneration the commissioners may receive now or in the future?
Mr OMODEI: Division 2 of part IV refers to people being eligible to be elected.
However, that is overridden, because they are appointed, by proposed section 2(2) and
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(3) of schedule 5. Proposed subsection (3) refers to how they will be remunerated and we
have not set the remuneration yet, They will have the right to approve the remuneration
themselves.
Mr Catania: Who determines it?
Mr OMODET: I do as Minister.
Mir MARLBOROUGH: If section 67(1)(d) of the parent Act applies. I cannot understand
how paragraph (e) also applies to people receiving some reward in the future for the work
they do. Paragraph (e) seems to refer to something that exists presently. He may own
properties either directly or as a member of a company. He may own it as a member of a
law firm within the CBD. That property may be substantial and he may be a major
shareholder in one of the high-rise buildings in St George's Terrace. That is how I
believe the Local Government Act applies.
Mr OMODEI: Paragraph (e) of section 67(l) of the parent Act covers that person. If the
person had a contract or owned property, he would be disqualified. However, proposed
section 2(3) of schedule 5 means that because a person is being paid an allowance under
this Bill, he will not be disqualified from holding office.
Mr KOBELKE: Clause 6 allows for the appointment of the five commissioners and
those commissioners will help to structure the new towns. It is therefore crucial that the
Minister give us some indication of the type of person those commissioners are likely to
be. I am not asking for their names. However, will they have experience in local
government? Will the gender of the commissioners be a consideration? Will their
financial or legal background be a consideration? Is the Government out there on the
highways and the byways trying to drum up whoever it can to serve in these positions?
What level of remuneration will apply? Schedule 5 referred to in clause 6(4) leaves that
very open-ended. Will different commissioners receive different levels Of remuneration
under that provision? If they are to receive different levels of remuneration, will that
relate to the skills they have or the roles they will play? One is assuming the chairman
and deputy chairman wilt be on different levels; but will different levels of remuneration
be paid for reasons other than simply the different roles they take on, and for some other
reason seen as different from the standard remuneration paid to other commissioners? I
ask the Minister to give some indication of the level at which they are likely to be paid.
Will it be equivalent to amounts specified by the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal or the
Public Service, or will it be completely open-ended for the Minister to determine the
remuneration paid to the five commissioners who will be playing a very important role
under this Bill?
Mr OMODEI: The question asked by the member for Nollamara has been adequately
covered by the Leader of the House when he said that in all the Bills that have gone
through this Chamber the remuneration of the members of any statutory authority or
agency has not been put before the Parliament at the time. I understand the member said
once the Bill has been approved, it will be in the Premier's province to make up his mind
when those appointments will be announced. The Bill contains provision for the Minister
to set the remuneration and allowances and, likewise, once the commissioners are
appointed, I will make a decision in line with the requirements at the time.
Mr KOBELKE: I thought the questions I asked could have been interpreted as fairly
genuine in trying to elicit an answer.
Mr Omodei: You ame playing a delaying tactic and crying to delay the passage of this
Bill. We have been in Committee since 7.30 tonight and we have completed only five
clauses after five hours.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister is obviously grasping at straws. I had 15 minutes in which
to speak on this clause and I took only two minutes; that could hardly be interpreted as
wasting time. I asked the Minister for some indication of the criteria used or categories
of people likely to be given consideration for appointment as commissioners. The
Minister is suggesting the question was answered. I accept that the commissioners will
be named in good time, possibly well after this Bill has passed. It is clear from the
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statements by the Minister that people have been approached and the Government has
people under consideration. The Minister can answer my question without in any way
giving a lead as to the names of those people. What mix of gender is contemplated? Is
the Government interested in certain professional qualifications? Will it be people with
an established background in local government or people who have a close association
with the central city area, having lived or been involved in business there? Is it a look
and see expedition with the Government trying to drag up people? These are extremely
important roles, and we hope the Government has some clear idea of the type of people it
is looking for. If the Minister is not willing to answer this question, we can only assume
his motives may be less honourable.
Mr OMODEI: The commissioners must be in place on the assent of the Bill to take over
the role of the council of the City of Perth and work towards the targets set within the Bill
for July 1994 and May 1995. 1 assure the member for Nollarnara that the Premier will
make those announcements before the assent of the Bill, and the people appointed will be
well qualified to carry out the job.
Mr KOBELKE: I have on some occasions been involved in selecting people for
particular jobs. I have always found a reasonable approach is to establish a set of criteria
to assess whether people are suitable. I have twice asked the inister to give some
indication of the criteria used or categories of people who would be the prime targets of
the Government in trying to fill these important positions. On two occasions the Minister
has totally refused to address that question. That seems to indicate that this Government
is either unduly secretive or has no criteria of that nature. It suggests that the
Government is not looking for people to fulfil the role but that it is continuing that which
it has done in so many recent appointments-, that is, it will appoint Liberal Party cronies,
people who have helped raise funds and so on. This will be a pay back. Thai means that
the commissioners running the Penth City Council and the other town councils are not
likely to have the respect they deserve from the population of Perth. That will certainly
ensure that this whole process - if and when it starts - will be very much on the wrong
foot from the beginning. If the unelected commissioners who form these new councils
undertake their role of decision making on behalf of the people who live in the Perth City
Council area, one hopes they will have standing in the community that will be
recognised. If they have that standing and expertise, but this Government makes
appointments in a way that undermines that standing, it wiUl be responsible for bringing
those commissioners into disrepute. The Minister does not appear to understand that the
Government needs these councils to succeed. It is trying hard enough with the money it
is pouring into them. Why is the Minister not willing to be open on simple matters of
principle, and why can he not outline the criteria to be used for selecting these people?
Clearly certain people are in contention. The only criterion one can assume is that they
will be people trusted by this Government; that is, people who in a political sense are in
the right corner. The situation will be similar to that with the McCarrey report, and the
appointments to the Sports Centre Trust, the Potato Marketing Board, and so on. The
central city planning organisation will be held up to ridicule. Not only will it be
unelected but also the individuals who may have considerable ability need to be accepted
in their own right, but will find their standing undermined because they have been
appointed by the Government in such a shonky process. That is what the Government
will do time and again. In the first few months of the new Government, people were
willing to let things ride. They were willing to suspend their judgment. They said that
the Government was new and must have time to find its feet, and they could put up with
the Government's mistakes. But they will not allow that to go on for too long.
The establishment of the commissioners could be totally undermined by the Minister's
approach. I asked him to indicate the level of the commissioners' remuneration, but he
did not. Is that to be another secret? Will we not be told how much they will be paid? Is
this a way of providing for a kickback? We cannot be told the salary range within the
Public Service or the salary that might be set by the Salaries and Allowances Tribunal.
Not even a broad range of salary has been stated. The Minister wants to leave it open so
that if it is necessary to put money into the pockets of some mates, he has not tied himself
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down. This process will be put before the Government again in future. The Government
has got away so far with being totally unaccountable. It chinks it can do what it likes, that
it can do away with the democratically elected local councils and put in place a bunch of
its cronies. If that is the path it is to continue down, it will find that the Opposition will
bring it to book. The people of the State wili not stand for it.

Division

Clause put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (25)
Mr CJ. Barnett Mr Lewis Mr W. Smnith
Mr Board Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden
Mr Bradshaw Mr McNee Mr Tubby
Dr Constable Mr Nicholls Dr Turnbull
Mr Cowan Mr Omodel Mis van de Kiashorsi
Mr Day Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Mrs Edwardes Mr PNdal Mr Btoffwitcb (Teler)
Mr House Mr Prince
Mr Johnson Mr Shave

Noes (18)

Mr M. Barnt Mrs Hallahan Mr Riebeling
Mr Brown Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper
Mr Catania Mr Kobelke Mr Thomas
Mr Cunningham Dr Lawrence Ms Warnock
Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough Dr Watson
Mr Grill Mr McGinty Mr Leahy (Feller)

Clause thus passed.
Clause 7: Commission regarded as council -

Dr GALLOP: This clause establishes that the commission, made up of five persons, will
effectively become the City of Perth. My questions here foc-us on the accountability of
the commission. The Australian Services Union, which is very keen to represent its
members who will be affected by this change, has been trying to formnulate an agreement
with the Government on the ways and means by which the transition will occur. The
Minister wrote to the union on 4 November, referring to a meeting in the Premier's office
on 2 November -

As a result of that meeting I do not believe it is appropriate for the State
Government to negotiate a formal agreement which would commit the
commissioners ...

In other words, we have here a group of commissioners who in respect of industrial
relations matters will not be given any riding instructions, flat sets off a few warning
signals in my mind. It is a fundamental principle of accountability in government that
people who are given responsibility should be accountable to someone for what they do.
if the Government is to set up commissioners to run the City of Perth, we need to know
to whom those commissioners will be responsible. How can people ask questions about
what they are doing? How will their activities be regulated? Under our Westminster
system of government it is cruicially important to have a link between Government
agencies and the Parliament. The link is the Minister. I ask the Minister and his advisers
to look to the findings of the Burt Commission on Accountability.
I cite two problem areas: Clause 7 sets up the new commissioners as the local council.
They will have two jobs. The farst will be to bring about the transition from the current
system to the new towns. For some time in 1975 they will run the new towns. Their
second job will be to act as the local government authority for the existing area known as
the City of Perth.
Let us consider two issues that they will face: The first relates to the transition to the new
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towns. Where will the depots be for the new authorities? Where will the municipal
offices be? The commissioners will make those decisions. Normally, when developers
wish to bring about a development in a local area they go to the local council, and receive
genera] advice on whether the proposal fits in with the zonings in the area. In some cases
the matter can pass through without further scrutiny by the local authority because it
obviously fits the local requirements. In mast vases it goes through the local town
planning committee and then to the full council, and there may be an appeal to the
Minister. Parties involved who srt aggrieved by the local decision may go to the
Minister on appeal. Very important decision are to be made. The member for Floreat
referred to a decision about the location of municipal offices in her ret. A proposal) is to
have a depot in the residential area of Lathlain -

Dr Lawrence: And Leederville.
Dr GALLOP: Indeed. People in the areas represented by me, the member for Raorest
and the member for Glendalough do not know anything about the development proposals
and what will be involved. What will be the impact on traffic management and health
issues? These commissioners will have the power to make those decisions which will
impact on the community without any reference point. That is an absolute disgrace. The
way of life of the people [ represent will be changed, but they will have no chance to be
involved in the decisions.
Mrs van de Klashorsc: Rubbish!
Dr GALLOP: Why is it rubbish? The member for Swan Hills cannot respond to my
argument.
Another important issue facing the City of Perth is the amendment to the city planning
scheme. The City of Perth has started the process of the amendment to the town planning
scheme. The city said that before it went into the formal process it would have planning
officers consider a breakup of the area into a number of precincts. These were set down
in documents to give people in the area an idea about the precincts. A consultation
process began. People were randomly brought to professionally run meetings and ideas
were expressed. Those consultations led to the city putting together ideas about the
changes required. Of course, these proposals will have to go through the processes
involved. However, it just might happen within the next couple of years that the
commissioners in charge of the City of Perth might desire to bring about substantial
changes to what is currently proposed by the officers of the city. I do not know. They
may have some mad idea about completely altering the residential density in the precinct
I represent.
Mr Johnson: Don't be silly.
Dr GALLOP: I am talking about the checks and balances.
Mr Johnson: Oh, come on!
Dr GALLOP: If the member for Whitford's constituents were involved in this process,
the member would be as voluble as I in defending their interests. The important issues
are the placement of the depots and the new municipal offices. The framework has been
undermined and the decision will be given to unelected and unaccountable
commissioners. I also ask the Minister to assure this Chamber that the review of the
town planning scheme will not in any way be affected by this proposal.
The second problem area -
Mr Lewis: You did not make a case for the first one.
Dr GALLOP: I put forward the proposal that unelected commissioners will be given the
power to determine where depots and municipal offices would be located without
consultation or reference to local constituents. If the Minister calls that proper local
planning, he is a disgrace as a Minister for Planning!
Also, what will happen with the changes to the metropolitan region scheme? I have told
the Chamber that some real estate agents in my electorate are lining up to get on the town
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of Sheppenton like vultures at a carcass. They want to make a financial killing. I know
whom I represent in this Parliament; that is, small business people and residents in my
electorate. These people are very fearful of what the next couple of years could bring
and what the new framework might bring to them.
Mr Omodei: Are you still telling old ladies that I am going to take their Christmas
parties off them?
Dr GALLOP: Every piece of literature and comment I have made in my electorate has
been validated by the evidence.
Crucial decisions will also have to be made regarding service deliveries. This worries me
and the workers in the City of Penth. We will hear a great deal more about their worries
in the next couple of weeks. The campaign on this issue has only just begun. The first
domino fell over at Burswood, and others will go yet. The heat will come on this
Government over the next couple of weeks.
Over the next 18 months, possibly longer, unelected commissioners will make decisions
about the new towns regarding service delivery and the way in which matters such as
health and regulation will be conducted. Major decisions relating to the way the towns
will be operated should be made by elected people. It will be hard enough for the new
councillors to operate with a restricted planning base on which to work. The unelected
commissioners will make many decisions about the new towns, and I fear that some
decisions will bind the elected councillors once they reach office. Subclause (4) reads -

After that in respect of each of those municipalities, the commission's function is
to advise the elected council and for that purpose it is entitled to access the books
and documents of the municipalities.

In other words until 31 October 1995 the unelected commissioners will be able to stick
their noses into the business of the councillors.
I now list my questions for answering: Firstly, what will be the form of accountability
for the commissioners, and to whom will they be responsible? I want an answer from the
Minister to that question. Secondly, how will the decision be made about the placement
of depots and municipal offices by the commissioners, and what involvement will the
residents have in decisions which will fundamentally affect their lives? Thirdly, what
will happen to the review of the city planning scheme, and will the commissioners be
involved in the process of amending that scheme? Fourthly, how can we be guaranteed
that these commissioners will not make decisions that will bind the elected councillors to
the new town following the elections in 1995? Fifthly, why do we need subclause (4)
which gives unelected commissioners the right to put their noses into the affairs of the
new town councils even after they are democratically elected?
Dr LAWRENCE: I urge the Minister to answer those questions rather than remain mute.
To give the Minister a little time to contemplate that he should answer those questions, I
make some points on this clause.
Mr Omodei: You are not a nice person. I can answer the questions if I want to or when I
feel like it.
Dr LAWRENCE: That is very much the attitude of this Government.
Mr Omnodei: I realise that you have the right to speak three times - once for 15 minutes,
another for 10 minutes and another for 10.
Dr LAWRENCE: I remind the Minister that the Committee stage of the Bill is for the
purposes of clarification by the Minister of questions asked by members. The Minister
can refuse to use the advisers sitting with him or his own knowledge of the Bill to
enlighten the Committee when questions are put to him, but we will remind people that
he chose to do so.
According to the Bill the commission will act as a council. I believe that in some very
important respects it probably will not act as a council. Firstly, these commissioners
cannot properly undertake the existing role of councillors. The 27 councillors of the
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Perth City Council as presently constituted do a tremendous job. They are voluntary and
unpaid representatives of their wards. T7hey stand up in public places and represent the
ratepayers. They are on committees and attend various Government committees and
bodies of deliberation. They sit on various charitable committees by invitation and help
to run community centres and the like. The five commissioners who will replace them
cannot possibly undertake that work. I do not believe that any one in his right mind
would expect that they could. The Minister has not answered the question as to what will
happen to the many statutory bodies on which local government is represented. The
commissioners will not be able to fulfil that role.
The first point is that they will not act as a council in every respect; they cannot possibly
do so. The second very important respect in which they cannot act as a council is that the
local members are available on the telephone or can be visited at their premises to answer
requests of their ratepayers and residents. I do not believe that five commissioners
covering the entire City of Perth and its various parts, once it is broken up, will be able to
do the job that they have been set; that is, to run the existing towns, to preside over the
dissolution and to answer the requests of individual ratepayers and residents. It is not
credible to ask us to believe that they can perform that function. They cannot perform
the representative function or the function of looking into and responding to the needs of
ratepayers and residents. It is difficult enough now with 27 councillors, let alone the five
commissioners who will be appointed. It is quite clear that they will not be able to do
that.
In addition, there is nothing in the Bill to suggest that the deliberations of the five
commissioners will be open to the public. At present, the deliberations of the Perth City
Council are open to the public. The decisions that the council is making are known, are
recorded and are available for scrutiny or criticism by the ratepayers who elected them -
and those decisions are open to the wider community for scrutiny, In this case, there is
no suggestion that meetings of the commissioners will be open to the public. Will
meetings of the commissioners be open to the public?
That is a very important question for the Minister to answer. I hope that he responds,
because it makes a big difference to the knowledge the community has about the
decisions that are being made on their behalf. It does not change the fact that no action
can be taken if they are dissatisfied with those decisions, but at least they know what they
are. The arbitrary and secret exercise of power is something that I would have thought
we all wanted to avoid. Yet that is apparently what is in store for the ratepayers and
residents of the City of Perth.
I do not believe that these commissioners, unless they be people the like of which we
have never seen before, can carry out all those roles - the very difficult task of
administering a complex city, breaking up its assets, representing the city and its
components on various bodies, voluntary and otherwise, and making sure that their own
constituents have properly got the ear of their representatives even though they are not
elected.
There is a whole range of other matters, including relationships with other councils,
discussions about, for instance, the management of the Mindarie tip and a whole range of
areas in which cooperation is required with surrounding councils that I do not believe the
commissioners will be able to pay attention to, either. The inevitable result will be a
degradation of what we now know as the Perth City Council, a reduction in the level of
representation available to residents, a reduction of the ability of the Perth City Council
to have its voice heard on various bodies at State and local level and, in the long run, an
inevitable deterioration in the quality of life for the ratepayers and residents served by
these commissioners.
Members must remember that the commissioners will not be there for only three or six
months; they will be there for 18 months. It will make a discernable difference to the
ratepayers and residents whom I represent and who are asking all members of Parliament
that they think twice before taking this draconian action.
Mr KOBELKE: Will the Minister answer those questions? In the two earlier instances
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when I spoke, I used approximately two minutes of my time. If the Minister continues to
refuse to answer questions, one can certainly ry to press home the point more clearly by
taking a much longer time. I do not wish to do that. I hope that the Minister might
accept that we are cooperating.
Mr Omodei: Since when?
Mr KOBELKE: If I sit down after two minutes when I have 15 minutes allocated, I
thought that could be taken to be asking reasonable questions and expecting the Minister
to at least half attempt to answer them. The member for Victoria Park and the Leader of
the Opposition have asked some fundamental questions about the accountability of these
commissioners. if the Minister is not willing to answer those, he is bringing the whole
process into disrepute and we will take a lot longer to conclude this legislation.
The fact is that a number of very important decisions will be made by the commissioners.
They will make decisions not only about the allocation of assets and things that may be
sold off and which will directly affect the savings which have been put in place by the
ratepayers over many years. but also about the headquarters for these towns and where
the operational bases will be for the various services that are offered. Those issues are of
vital importance to the residents of the local towns. If the people making those decisions
are not to be accountable to the people they represent, we have a major problem.
We are asking the Minister to tell us how those concerns might be addressed. The
Leader of the Opposition asked if the Minister would give an undertaking that the
meetings will be open to the public so that people whose interests they are supposed to
represent can witness the process and have some confidence that their interests have been
taken into account. Again I have taken two minutes of my 15 in the hope that the
Minister might respond.
Mr OMODEI: The member spoke about developers going to council on planning
decisions. Members should have some knowledge of the Bill. They should know from
the debate that has just ensued about the commissioners and their responsibilities that
they will take over the role of the council. Therefore, the only thing that will change as a
result of the decisions that are being made will be that the commissioners will not be
responsible to the ballot box.
Dr Gallop: Exactly.
Mr OMODEI: They will still be subject to the legal framework of the Local Government
Act and still have the assistance of the advisory committee that is to be set up under
section 180 of the Local Government Act. I expect that the review of the town planning
scheme would continue. There is no reason why it should not. The only difference will
be that there will be fewer councillors than there were.
Members talked about serving the community and the maintenance of services. They
also spoke about duplication and having too many councils. They cannot have it both
ways. In 1995, there will be five more councillors than exist now. The commissioners
will report to the Parliament and be subject to the FOI legislation and accountable to me
as Minister for their actions. I expect that the advisory committees would continue.
Members of the current PCC to whom I have spoken have said that they want to maintain
their grass roots contact with their ratepayers with a view to standing for council at the
1995 election.
I cannot give members opposite a guarantee that any local government meetings will be
open to the public. They will have full autonomy under the Local Government Act.
Dr Gallop interjected.
Mr OMODEI: The commissioners will be acting as the council and as such it will be up
to them to make up their minds, as does the City of Stirling and the Shire of Mundaring
and so on.

Division
Clause put and a division taken with the following result -
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Ayes (25)
Mr CJ. Barnett Mr Lewis Mr W. Sm ith
Mr Board Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden
Mr Bradshaw Mr MeNee Mr Tubby
Dr Constable Mr Nicholls Dr Turnbull
Mr Cowan Mr Omodei Mrs van de Kiasliorst
Mr Day Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Mrs Edwardes Mr Pendal Mir Blot twitch (Teller)
Mr House Mr Prince
Mr Johnson Mr Shave

Noes (17)

Mr Brown Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper
Mr Catna Mr Kobelke Mr Thomas
Mr Cunningham Dr Lawrence Ms Warnock
Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough Dr Watson
Mr Grill Mr McGinhy Mr Lay (Teller)
Mrs Hallaban Mr Riebeling

Clause thus passed.
Clause 8: Temporary limit on City of Perth's powers -

Mr KOBELKE: Clause 8 is another example of how this Government is keen to use
retrospective legislation; that is, it wishes to apply the rules chat will be established as an
Act of Parliament when that legislation is yet to go through the Parliament.
Mr Thomas: It did that with water rates.
Mr KOBELKE: It had people paying for water they had already used at a lower race; it
increased the rate and cold them what was the new bill. In this case, the Minister is
telling the Perth City Councillors to do what he wants, even though he has no power and
will put through the legislation later. This fits in very much with the whole approach of
this Bill, where the democratic local council is being abolished and an undemocratic set
of commissioners is to operate as a council. This Government is making it absolutely
clear that not only does it not consult with or listen to the views of people but also it
wants to adopt undemocratic structures which do not attempt to reflect a process by
which people can have their views represented and put into effect. Time and again we
are seeing that the approach of this Government is simply to bludgeon people into
submission. The Government has a very clear objective and, as we have said time and
again, anything which stands in its way is to be pushed aside. Its objective is to ensure
that its mates in the central city have the power to scrip from the residents of the suburbs
or what is now the City of Perth, assets that have been put them by generations of
ratepayers.
Clause 8 is an example of how a Government wishes to suppress the ability of people to
be represented and wishes to take away the rights that people should expect from local
government. This clause is to operate from 18 October - nearly a month ago. This
legislation could complete its passage through both Houses in two, three or four months.
In the interim, the Perth City Council will be hobbled and not allowed to function as the
council was democratically elected to do.
Clause 8 seeks to provide that the PCC cannot enter into a contract which exceeds
$20 000. For a council the size of the City of Perth, $20 000 on a contract is certainly not
a huge amount. Members should keep in mind that this Bill has not been passed, but this
clause represents a threat which the Minister is holding over the present council. The
payment or receipt by the City of Perth for amounts exceeding $20 000 is also
specifically sought to be excluded by this clause. Subparagraph (iii) seeks to provide that
a contract cannot be entered into under which the total liability or potential liability of the
City of Perth exceeds or may exceed $20 000. It is excluded from entering into a lease or
engaging professional services in relation to a new matter unless of course the council
seeks the approval of this Minister. This is very much in the mode of what we found
when the last conservative Government was in power in this State, when people could
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not assemble on a street corner because a section of the Police Act made that illegal.
This Government is not only doing away with a democratically elected council but also it
is using bully bay tactics to say to a properly elected local government that it is not to
continue acting in the way in which it should to look after the interests of local residents.
Why should the Government be so heavy handed?
Clause 8 is titled "Temporary limit on the City of Perth's power". It is not a temporary
limit; it is a terminal limit. It will ensure that the City of Perth is extinguished without it
being able to represent the interests of its ratepayers and residents. This Government is
frightened of any democratic authority which might stand up for the interests of local
residents. This Government, which has no understanding of representing the people of
this State, does not wish to see another elected government in any way oppose its
proposals. We have seen time and again that it is about representing vested interests. it
is quite clear about who it serves. It does not serve the people of this State; it serves
those to whom it is beholden. In this case it is clearly the central city interests. That will
simply not work. This Government will find, perhaps in its life if not in the life of the
next Government, that the proposal will not work. Members opposite cannot put money
into their mates' pockets and believe that the City of Perth will continue to function in the
interests of the people of Perth and the State. That is a nonsense which-seems to escape
this Government.
The Government has been very slow to do anything in a number of areas which would
make it accountable. One of those areas is the disclosure of political donations, because
if it was we would see the real truth of this matter come out. We would see how much
money was poured into the coalition's coffers at the last election. Then there would be
no doubt whatsoever what this is about; that is, that it is hobbling the City of Perth so that
its representatives cannot represent the people they were put there to represent and so that
this Government can steamroll through this dissection of the City of Perth and transfer its
assets into the new central city area.
The impact of clause 8 will not escape the attention of current councillors or the people in
the City of Perth who take an interest in what is going on, because that elected
government is being bullied by this Minister and the Court coalition Government. This
Government yells long and loud if the Federal Government does anything which might
be interpreted as interference in areas of State Government involvement. I have also
been very worried about that at times. However, the State Government is not concerned
about having the same involvement with a local authority. Over the last few years, State
and local government have been moving closer together, there was a partnership and a
better recognition of the roles of both spheres of government. However, this Government
has thrown this out the window. It wants to make local government totally subservient to
the whim of the State Government of the day. The State Government may pay lip service
to local government, but in reality it is trampling on it.
Local authorities throughout this State are aware of and worried about the attack by this
State Government on the Perth City Council. I have received correspondence from
country shires about the concerns they have about the actions of this Government and
how it is undermining local government. Anyone who wants evidence of this
Government's attitude to local government need look no further than clause 8 of this Bill,
because it is a slap in the face for local government. The State Government is not only
saying that it will usurp the role to be played by the elected representatives and give it to
the commissioners but also it is bullying the Perth City Councillors into not being able to
represent the interests of the ratepayers of that city.
Mr CATANIA: A number of my constituents run businesses in premises in the central
station area owned by the City of Perth. They came to me in August-September after
being advised that the City of Perth would not enter into any leases or contracts and were
told to tidy up their businesses because no deals would be done with the City of Perth.
They did not know when they could enter into a lease agreement, which is very
significant to them because obviously it was far greater than the $20 000 referred to in
this Bill. Many of those agreements involved hundreds of thousands of dollars over a
10 year period. That was four months ago and there still is no resolution of the problem.
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This commission may not come into operation for another three or four months. These
people cannot make any plans for the future and it is affecting their businesses. The City
of Perth is also suffering because it cannot make any arrangements because of the limits
on its powers.
Mr OMODET: The effect of the clause ends immediately before dissolution date.
Therefore, the quicker this legislation goes through the Parliament, the sooner this clause
will come into operation. Planning procedures will continue. The council is still
working. As I said earlier, I have made over a hundred approvals on contracts and legal
opinions for capital works. Only one application has been denied, and that was for legal
advice in relation to this Bill as it was going through the Parliament. It did not seem to
be money well spent. I reassure the member that if his constituents have concerns about
the Perth City Council, they ame not caused by the ministerial office. When I receive
applications from the Perth City Council they are processed within an hour of receipt.
Mr CATANIA: I point to a case where a person was negotiating a 10 year lease with the
Perth City Council. The moment the Governiment decided to demolish the City of Perth,
he was told that the council could negotiate only a five year lease. The bank had
accepted his finance application on the basis of a 10 year lease because that would spread
the risk over time. When the lease period was reduced to five years the bank would not
accept his application for finance.
Mr Omodei: There is no reason for the council to act in that way as a result of this
clause.
Mr CATANIA: It is not as a result of this clause but as a result of the Government's
announcement that this action would take place, and the temporary limits placed on the
City of Perth. The Minister says no-one was affected, but this person was.
Mr OMODET: The leases and contracts that do not have a monetary value still need my
approval under clause R(l)(b). In the case of the lease referred to, I see no reason that the
Perth City Council would delay it because it is only a matter of approving the lease, if it
has no monetary value. If the council reduced the lease period to five years, obviously
the lease had been approved. If the value of the lease were more than $20 000, approval
would be needed for the lease and the expenditure.
Mr CATANIA: It was valued between $80 000 and $100 000. This person's business
was severely affected because he was not able to obtain the finance from the bank with
only a five year lease. Will the Minister approve some compensation for the financial
problems suffered by this man as a result of this action?
Mr OMODEI: There is no reason that the Perth City Council could not consider a 10, 20
or 30 year lease because it would need only to seek my approval. As I said, only one
request-from the Perth City Council has been refused.
Mr Catania: Will the Minister deal with this case if I refer it to him?
Mr OMODEI: Yes.
Mr Catania: If this person has been unduly affected, will that person be considered for
compensation?
Mr OMODET: There is no case for compensation. Obviously it is a decision for the
Perth City Council: it has nothing to do with me. If an application had been made to me,
I would have approved it.
Dr LAWRENCE: I draw attention again to this clause. It should not pass unnoticed and
unmarked that this is the most extraordinary intrusion into the rights of the council,
which has not yet suffered the fate this Bill promises for it, retrospectively to curtail its
ability to conduct its business, including defending itself. The Minister has said the one
matter on which he has refused to exercise ministerial power to approve an application is
that which would have allowed the council to receive legal advice on whether, I presume
among other things, this clause can properly be applied to it. As an exercise of power, I
find that among the most blatant I have seen. The Government has told the Perth City
Council it will chop it up, divide it, set new boundaries, kick out the councillors, deal
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with the staff as it sees fit, decide on the rating base on a theoretical basis, dispose of its
assets, and destroy and dismember the council, but that it shall have no recourse and no
means financially or by contract of services to prevent the Government doing that. It will
have no means to even ask the question about whether die Government's action is proper
in law. It will have no means to defend the interests of the very many people affected by
this decision. That is not something the Minister and his Government should be allowed
to forget. Its retrospective application is offensive, its restriction of the activities of a
properly elected local government is offensive, and it is almost certain that it has some of
the effects to which the member for Balcatta has drawn attention.
It may have escaped the Minister's attention that the Perth City councillors and their staff
probably thought it was not reasonable for them to enter into a 10 or 20 year contract
when the council would no longer exist as an entity of its existing size. It will cost them
in the reconstituted four elements. Each will be very small and unable to take advantage
of the economies of scale that currently exist with the Perth City Council. The newly
constituted towns may not be able to afford the things the existing council can afford.
Perhaps those officers, good spirits that they are, actually anticipated that the new
municipalities will not have the financial clout they now have, and perhaps they very
sensibly said to the business proprietor that they could not guarantee a lease beyond five
years because the councils in their new form will not have the same financial clout. I do
not know their reasons.
Mr Omodei: Perhaps you need to give an example.
Dr LAWRENCE: The member for Baicatta gave an example.
Mr Catania: Can I give you that case?
Mr Onmodei: I have agreed to look at that case. The Leader of the Opposition is going on
about another hypothetical case. She spent half an hour on this in clause 2.
Dr LAWRENCE: I am talking about this particular case. The Minister does not appear
to understand one of the reasons the council may have adopted is that it no longer exists,
and the new towns will not have the same financial ability to carry leases and contracts as
the larger council now has. The Bill does not outline how the new municipalities will
operate financially - that will be left to the commissioners in large measure - and it would
be irresponsible of the officers to enter into contracts of that magnitude without some
knowledge of the ultimate fate of the assets and the capital of that council. The Minister
must ask the councillors and the staff whether that influenced their thinking, but I would
be surprised if it had not, because they ame responsible officers. They would not commit
these new councils to arrangements they cannot afford. I reiterate the Opposition's very
strong exception to this clause; that it is retrospective, it has severely curtailed the ability
of the Perth City Council to fight back and has been done in a most condescending and
offensive manner. In the second reading speech the Minister spoke of the council as
though it were a bunch of school ids who needed to be whacked across the knuckles
occasionally to bring them into line, and that is very much the spirit in which this clause
of the Bill has been included.

Division

Clause put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (25)

Mr Ci. Barnett Mr Lewis Mr Strickland
Mr Board Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden
Mr Bradshaw Mr McNee Mr Tubby
h& Cowan Mr Nicholls Dr Turnbull
Wr Day Mr Omodel Mrs van de Kiashorat

Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Dr Hamnes Mr Pnodal Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mir House hMr Shave
A& Johnson M&rW. Smith
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Noes (19)
Mr M. Banet Mrs Hallahan Mr Ripper
Mr Brown Mrs Henderson Mr Thomas
Mr Catania Mr Kobelke Ms Warnock
Dr Constable Dr Lawrence Dr Watson
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough Mr Leahy (Teller)
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty
Mr Grill Mr Riebeling

Clause thus passed.
Clause 9: Division of the City of Perth -

Dr GALLOP: This clause describes the division of the City of Perth into the new
municipalities - the City of Perth and the towns of Cambridge, Vincent and Shepperton.
The body corporate called the "City of Perth" in existence immediately before the
division will keep that body corporate status. That tells us a lot about the intentions of
the Hill. The City of Perth will remain with a much reduced framework and will retain
its body corporate status. There will be all sorts of implications due to the need for a
distribution of assets and liabilities, and that will be managed by the commissioners. We
will monitor that situation closely. The real concern of the Government is to set up the
City of Perth; the new towns are an afterthought.
Section 12(2) of the Local Government Act provides the criteria by which the Governor
can convert a municipality into a city. First, in the metropolitan area, the municipality
must have a population of 30 000 for each of the last three years; it must have a gross
revenue from all sources of $200 000 for each year during that period; and it must have a
clearly distinguishable centre of population and contain a distinct and sufficient civil
centre with adequate halls and cultural facilities, as well as sufficient residential,
commercial and industrial centres to justify it being so declared a separate city.
Mr Wiese interjected.
Dr GALLOP: The former shire councillor can say something like that with a smile on
his face. We will remind every local government councillor in this State about the way
each Government member has voted on this legislation.
Mr Cowan: You don't need to. We will tell them ourselves.
Dr GALLOP: The first criterion is not met because the City of Perth probably has a
population of about 5 000. The wonderful glossy brochure sent to the public states that
the population of the capital City of Perth is 9 000. Unfortunately, the brilliant analysts,
Carr and Fardon, those magnificent intellects, forgot to take into account that the 1991
census included in the population of the City of Perth people either in hotels or hospitals.
Therefore, the t population of the City of Perth is around 5 000. That figure does not
quite meet the first criterion of a population of 30 000, but it is getting there! The
population is now 5 000, and that is not bad! It has a gross revenue of $200 000 but as to
the third criterion -

Mr Johnson: It has all that.
Dr GALLOP: I am not sume that, if this matter were considered impartially and
recommendations went to the Minister about a municipality called "Perth" which was
constituted in the way the Government wants in this legislation, it would survive the net
of the third criterion because it is a very small municipality with a very small residential
base. Indeed, a special pleading would need to be made to convert it to a city. Perhaps
the Minister can tell us why he has called it the City of Perth, given the provisions of the
Local Government Act.
What is the population of voters in the city? We all know that if a person votes at local
government elections the person is either a resident or an owner or occupier of rateable
property. It is important for us, as legislators, to know the break-up of the proposed City
of Perth between these three types of voter, because it will have an impact on the way the
council will operate. Probably we will find the Minister has not concerned himself with
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such issues - just as he has not concerned himself with the fundamental issues relating to
the new towns and city. He has not listened to the arguments put forward; he is simply
acting on behalf of a very small constituency. The Government thinks if it sits tight and
relies on the numbers to pass the legislation, the cynical public will yawn and let it go
through to the wicketkeeper. How many residents and owners and occupiers of rateable
property will be in the new City of Perth?
I know that the area to be the town of Shepperton currently pays 6.850 in the dollar in
rates. Interestingly, during the Estimates Committee the Minister did not know that
figure. Nevertheless, he told everybody that the rates would not rise. Given that
Burswood is now apparently to be within the town of Shepperton, the town will receive
rates of approximately $7.4m. In my contribution to the second reading debate I
indicated that local authorities with a population base between 20 000 and 35 000 people
raise an average revenue of $17m. Even if we refer to the smaller populations in that
range, the average revenue is $16m.
Interestingly, Nedlands has a revenue of $9.5m, which is still $2.lm over the rate revenue
for the new town of Sheppertori. Of course, Government grants would be added to the
$7.4m. Nedlands in no way is analogous to the suburbs I represent on the south east of
the Causeway. The Minister has stated publicly that no rate increases will occur as a
result of this restructure. However, the financial viability of the new authorities has been
shown to be absolutely flawed. The Minister does not respond to the arguments put on
this matter.
The Treasurer of the City of Perth has advised his councillors that the Can-Pardon report
has overestimated the gross rental value of the town of Shepperton by almost $3m. Also,
the report underestimated the expenditure required for that town to provide the equivalent
level of services currently delivered. This underestimation was to the tune of $2.7m.
The city treasurer also acknowledged that his expenditure figures were probably out. He
simply allocated to the three towns and one city the current costs incurred by the current
council and did not take into account the economies of scale. This must be accounted for
when breaking the council into four.
Mr Omodei: Did that estimation include capital works?
Dr GALLOP: I do not want to hear the Minister carry on about my constituents! The
Minister should go back to Manjimup and tell his untruths to his constituents about the
meeting he had with Edgell-Birds Eye last year. The Minister cannot lie straight in bed.
He should not talk to me about my constituents. I know what their interests are. They
have elected me to this Parliament to defend those interests. My constituents know a
simple point regarding this proposal: They will pay more and receive less for local
services. The proposal to create three new towns and one city is based on an analysis
which has been shown to be absolutely flawed. If the Government had any decency - and
its backbench had credibility - it would throw this legislation back into the melting pot so
the facts and figures could be considered properly.
I again ask questions of the Minister, and I hope he will provide some answers. His
approach to the Committee stage has been appalling. First, how can we call the new
body a city when the Act makes it absolutely clear that certain criteria must be met for
such a classification? Second, what is the population of the proposed City of Perth?
How many residents and owners and occupants of rateable property will be in the new
City of Perth? Fourth, will the Minister acknowledge that the financial basis on which he
put up the proposal is flawed, and will he be honest to the Parliament and make it clear
that an increase in rates and a reduction in services will occur when the new towns axe set
up? These questions need answering if we are to consider this Bill properly. The
vegetable patch on the Government backbench should be demanding answers to those
questions. I will be waiting for answers to each of those questions, and if I do not receive
them I will come back to them until I do.
Dr LAWRENCE: The division of the City of Perth as outlined in this clause is based on
a series of assumptions which have not been made public. No published analysis is
available for the basis of the boundary divisions into the towns and the city. We have,
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after the fact, an analysis in the Carn-Fardon report relating to indicative income and
expenditure. However, the justification for why the boundaries were drawn in this
manner is not given; no justification is given for the distribution of assets and their
allocation to one town or another; and no justification is given for the fundamental
question of why make a division at all. These answers need to be provided.
A section in the Can-Pardon report is headed "The need for restructure", but no argument
is provided for why it should be divided into two, four or even a greater number of areas.
No argument is given for the dismemberment of the Perth City Council, the boundaries
drawn or the allocation of resources. Regarding the setting of the races, we have not
heard a whisper. Instead, we have a simple tabular description of what Messrs Canr and
Fardon - whose analysis the Minister apparently endorses - believe is necessary to run the
subsidiary bodies.
I represent two of the proposed new towns - each not in its entirety - of Cambridge and
Vincent. I was interested in the analysis undertaken by the Perth City Council Treasurer,
Mr Back, to which the member for Victoria Park has already referred. Mr Back made an
assessment that it was reasonable to ask what it actually costs now to run the services and
facilities available in each area. His assessment did not take into account the fact that the
cost is likely to be greater due to the loss of the economies of scale. However, he did not
have an opportunity to know exactly what Canr and Fardon had done in reaching their
conclusions. Mr Hack subsequently discovered at a meeting with them that they had not,
for example, asked what it cost to run the existing facilities and services provided within
the proposed town of Cambridge.
They had instead used a theoretical model based on a town roughly the size of Nedlands.
I have pointed out already during the second reading debate how inadequate that was.
But this clause of the Bill brings it home to us. If we look at the two towns in which I am
interested, the town of Vincent and the town of Cambridge, we will find that they will be
even worse off than the town of Shepperton. The actual cost of running those towns as
allocated by the Perth City Council treasurer is not just $lmn or $2m out; in the case of the
town of Vincent it is $4.862m out. That is a huge discrepancy for a town of that size.
Mr Omodei: What is the capital works allocation for that area?
Dr LAWRENCE: I will go through the items for the benefit of the Minister. For
swimming pools, the Perth City Council budget for the town of Vincent is $500 000. The
Carr-Fardon report allocated $189 000, leaving a deficiency of approximately $311000O.
For halls and civic centres, the cost in the Perth City Council budget of running those in
the town of Vincent is $186 147. The consultant's estimate is $30 000. If the
discrepancies were small, one might say that that could be achieved by improvements in
efficiencies, or it might be an error in rounding out the figures. But that is an error in that
one town of more than $156 000. For recreation and parks, the budget for the town of
Vincent is $1 485 000. The amount of $684 300 allocated by the consultants is less than
half of that, leaving a discrepancy of $801 000.
In those areas alone a very significant deficiency is already emerging. The only area in
which there is actually an excess - perhaps it says something about the town of
Nedlands -in the allocation of the consultant's report over the Perth City Council budget
is in libraries, which is a small amount of $78 000.
If members look at what is allocated to roads, parks, drains, street lighting and so on, they
will see another very significant deficiency. It actually costs the Perth City Council
$1.45m int the town of Vincent for woads, drains and paths. Only a third of that,
$577 000, is allocated by the consultants, leaving a very significant deficiency. Similarly
with street lighting, about a third of the amount that is actually required in the current
budget is provided in the consultant's report. For the benefit of the Minister, I point out
that in terms of capital, in general and in road terms, again there are very significant
under estimaces in the amount of $500 000 compared to $2m.
There are two ways around the matter, and the Minister will understand them: Either the
town of Vincent increases its rates significantly or many of the services and facilities that
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the ratepayers have come to expect will disappear. The extraordinary thing about this
process is that thai is nor something about which the electors and the ratepayers will have
a say. During the time that those things are being changed - the rates are being reset and
die level of service and the quality of service is being renegotiated - there will not be any
elected members; there will be commissioners. The commissioners will be making the
decisions on what to do with that impossible position.
The people in die town of Cambridge - the suburbs of Wembley, Leederville and
Floreat - will have the same problem. Their budget deficit overall in the same categories
which I have just outlined for the town of Vincent is $4. 1Im. It might be thought that
some of those people are pretty wealthy and they can afford a rates increase. I inform the
Minister that in both the towns of Vincent and Cambridge there are many people who are
on fixed incomes, pensioners, young families, people on low incomes and unemployed -
people who cannot afford the sort of rate increases that will inevitably occur, particularly
when they follow hard upon a range of significant increases already imposed by this
Government and by this Minister. I refer to increases in water supply charges, a
reduction in the free water allowance and an increase in transport charges. Those people
are already paying through the nose for some of the clever decisions of this Government,
and now they are being asked to pay again. They are being asked to pay very significant
increases for inferior services.
I cannot understand why a Government that claims to be interested in efficiency and
removing duplication of services and uncoordinated activities within the State
Government would set about creating four councils instead of one. Those four councils
will have a lesser capacity to serve their ratepayers when it comes to key services such as
swimming pools, civic centres, halls, recreation, parks, libraries, roads, drains and so on.
People will pay more. There is no way that I will be convinced otherwise until the
Minister provides - unlike the Carr-Fardon report - a proper analysis of what the rate base
is and what the gross rental value level is. The difference in GRV between what is
provided in the Carr-Fardon report and what the council estimates is very significant. In
the case of Cambridge, it is more than $2m. In the case of Vincent, it is a whopping
$9m, Those figures cannot be overlooked.
The figures that I have with me and the ones in the Canr-Fardon report also take no
account of the need for major maintenance, replacement and refurbishment. That adds to
the problem. How on earth the people of Cambridge will afford Perry Lakes, how on
earth the people of Vincent will afford Beatty Park and how on earth the people of
Cambridge will afford to maintain the very significant open park and green areas in that
town, I do not know. The commissioners will have no choice, and the councillors who
follow them will inherit a very significant increase in rates and a very significant
reduction in services. And for what? Nothing!

Mr CATANIA: I support what the Leader of the Opposition said. I express, as I have on
a number of occasions, the concern I have for the people who will live in the town of
Vincent As revealed by the facts and figures given to us by the Leader of the
Opposition, the town of Vincent will be the poor relation -

Mr Strickland: Why don't you congratulate the Minister for providing you with the notes
that you are reading from?
Mr CATANIA: I am glad that the member reminded me, because I will show him how I
will congratulate the Minister.
Mr Strickland: It is a lovely coloured brochure.
Mr CATANIA: The town of Vincent has no commercial centre. It has two very small
shopping centres and a recitation centre where the proposed council offices will be -
already overcrowded, as I have stated previously. It has Beatty Park, which will be more
of a drain on finances than a provider of finance. The North Perth town hall has a private
leae and the Loftus Recreation Centre is an excellent centre, but is already overcrowded.
The town of Vincent has very few facilities. The member for Scarborough referred to
this glossy brochure. It contains mistakes. The people who put out the brochure do not
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know where the town of Vincent is. They do not know that Bordien Gardens is not in
West Perth; it is in Perth, which is about a kilometre from West Perth. They do flat know
that Woodville Reserve is in North Perth and not in Mt Lawley. What hope have the
people of Vincent of getting a fair deal if the people who are drawing up and providing
this information do not know where the town of Vincent is going to be? Did the Minister
have anyone check the information? He should have consulted me before he put out the
brochure.
As I said earlier, there is no doubt that the population that will be in the town of Vincent
will have their rates doubled in a very quick time. The commissioners firstly, and the
elected representatives secondly, will need to put up the rates in the town of Vincent to
double what they are today because, as I said, they will have no commercial area from
which they can draw higher rates than residential rates. The population of that area, as
the Opposition Leader has stated, comprises mainly pensioners and young families. My
own parents live in the area and have asked what services will be provided and how
much they will have to pay even though as pensioners they receive the rebate of 25 per
cent. When their rates are doubled, their 25 per cent will not give them much relief. As I
stated yesterday, the Minister should have been honest and told the pensioners that, apart
from the increases they received in water and sewerage rates, they should be saving
now -

Dr Gallop: When some of the new towns charge for rubbish collection, which is not
included in the rates, will they be able to claim a race concession on that? The answer is
no.
Mr CATANIA: Presently the City of Perth is rated under one valuation. There will be
four different towns rated much differently than presently.
Mr Wiese: Already 149 councils are in the same situation.
Mr CATANIA: That may be, but for many years the City of Perth has been raced the
same. Four councils will be created with different needs, as I stated, and based on the
facts given by the Leader of the Opposition the town of Vincent, by necessity, will have
to double its rates to provide services on a par with those being provided now. The
ratepayers will have the added cost of maintaining Beatty Park and the huge Hyde Park,
which will incur a great maintenance bill. All these will be on the shoulders of the
mainly pensioner population of the town of Vincent and the new and young couples who
have seen what a nice residential area it is in which to live.
I am concerned that there will be a clamnour to rezone the three main shreets in the town of
Vincent; that is, Fitzgerald, Loftus and Oxford Streets, because that will be the only way
the town of Vincent will be able to get a better return for the properties in that area. In
other words, an increase in commercial zoning will throw out some of the people in those
areas such as the pensioners who have traditionally lived in Loftus, Fitzgerald, Charles
and Oxford Streets, because those areas will be rezoned commercial centres. That will
create a big problem which was not considered by this Government when it acceded to
the proposal by BOMA and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry. I condemn this
Government for that. As I said, I know this part of the City of Perth well, and I am very
concerned about what will happen to it and to the people who reside there.
Dr LAWRENCE: I refer particularly to the people of the Leederville area. I made the
point earlier that in creating these boundaries the Minister has been ignorant and
indifferent to that gmoup of people. Three councils will now represent the people of
Leederville and West Leederville. They will be required to provide services for people
who are neighbours and have a strong community of interest. The normal provisions that
will apply in drawing council boundaries have been totally ignored in this case. There is
no way that if there had been a proper assessment of boundaries, the people of
Leederville and West Leederville would have found themselves in three separate
councils, with three separate sets Of rates and with three separate services.
Dr Gallop: What suburbs?
Dr LAWRENCE: Leederville and West Leederville is effectively the one community.
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The people in both areas use the same shopping areas and schools, although one of the
schools is about to be ripped out. They now find themselves on the crossroads of three
councils. That is a very destructive step for a part of the city that was beginning to
regenerate. I hope that, despite this set back, it will continue to do so.
I also draw attention to the fact that the proposal that the depot be placed on the
Leederville Oval is offensive to the people of Leederville.
Mr Omodei: Come on.
Dr LAWRENCE: Is that the not a proposal?
Mr Omodei: No, it is not.
Dr LAWRENCE: Where will it go?
Mr Omodei: It will be adjacent to Leederville Oval. You are like Jack Marks parking
trucks in the middle of the oval.
Dr LAWRENCE: It makes not a hit of difference, because if it is not to be Leederville
Oval it will be the A class reserve adjacent to it. What the Minister has told me tonight
makes it worse. Although there is a small depot there, it would not be a very small area
adjacent to the child care centre which is not adequate for the purposes of a whole town.
This brochure and the Carr-Fardon report are a record of a bad Government decision, and
as the member for Balcacta has indicated, the brochure is a record of many errors. What
the M inister has told me tonight is worse than I imagined. It would be one thing to take
over the oval and use it as a depot, it would be quite another if the A class reserve is to be
used for not only the extension required adjacent to the Loftus Street Centre for a new
municipal centre, but also for a depot. Where else will the Minister put it? That will
mean such things as the movement of trucks and heavy vehicles, noise and dust. Depots
are not necessarily places people want to live next to. They do not want their child going
to a child care centre next to it; they do not want their families recreating next to it; they
do not want a school adjacent to it - if the school survives the Minister for Education. It
is very offensive to the people of Leederville that that decision should have been made
without any reference to them. Now it appears - certainly it will not be on Leederville
Oval - it will be on the A class reserve next to Leederville Oval.
Omodei: Next you will have it in the hospital grounds.
Dr LAWRENCE: I invite the Minister to come to that area and show me where he will
build the municipal office of the new city and where he will put the depot.
Mr Omodei: You will find out.
Dr LAWRENCE: That arrogance is most extraordinary.
Mr Omiodei: The planned areas are the Loftus Centre, Floreat and the Park Centre. If
they do not fit there, it will be up to the commissioners to make sure they are located in a
suitable place.
Dr LAWRENCE: I know my electorate well. The blue spot on this map is stuck exactly
where I was describing it to be. There is nowhere else in the town. That is why Canr and
Fardon have decided that it is where it should go. That does not make it any less
offensive. What about Hyde Park or the back of Beatty Park? The only land available in
that town is the A class reserves or school grounds and in either case it is a travesty, If I
were to suggest to the Minister that his local government authority should relocate its
depot into one of the major reserves in the town of Manjimup, he would be appalled. On
behalf of the people of Leederville, I protest because it is a gross planning decision and
not one that would be allowed in any civilised community. I place on the record my
strong objection to the apparent proposal to use A class reserves for building depots and
municipal offices. If that is not intended1 it is incumbent upon the Minister to say very
clearly that it will not occur.
Dr CONSTABLE: T1he boundaries of the new town of Cambridge do not have a lot of
logic to them, particularly in the southern part. The term "community interest" is one
which we have heard from the Minister and others on a number of occasions over the
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past few weeks. The community of interest of people living in the southern section of
Floreat in the City of Nedlands is the same as that of the people living in the City of
Perth. That boundary should have been tidied up in this exercise. It would have created
a proper community of interest for the people who live in that area. Similarly, a strong
argument could be mounted to include some of the southern blocks in the City of Stirling
in the proposed town of Cambridge.
A number of speakers have referred to the location of same of the proposed facilities in
the new towns. It is essential that I point out the stupidity of placing the proposed
council chambers for the new town of Cambridge at the Floreat Forum. That stretch of
1-owtree Place between Cambridge Street and the Boulevard must be one of the busiest
small strips of asphalt in that area. In the mornings and afternoons when children are
going to or coming from school it is dangerous to cross that road and the idea of putting
council chambers at Floreat Forum will further exacerbate the problems, It is bizarre.
There are other sites within the town where those facilities could be placed. I hope that
one of the first things the commissioners do is consider that and place the administrative
offices in a more pleasant and more user friendly area so that elderly people will have
easy access which is something they would not have at the Floreat Forum. There are
many other reasons why it is a most unattractive place for those buildings to be and I
hope that will be considered very quickly and that the people in that area will have a say
so that they can bring their local knowledge to bear on where the major facilities will be
located.
People in the area are also concerned about the future of Bold Park, Stephenson Avenue,
and the endowment lands and I ask the Minister to put the minds of those people at rest.
An early resolution of the future of that area is required. For many years there have been
concerns from people living in other parts of Perth about the future of Bold Park. A lot
of that land is zoned for possible development. That area should be resolved and made
an A class reserve so that it is reserved for the future not only for that town but also for
the people of Perth. Bold Park is a beautiful area that should be preserved.
Mr OMODEI: I acknowledge the comments of the member for Floreat in relation to the
Floreat Forum. I have discussed that matter with her as I have discussed the boundaries
adjacent to the city of Nedlands. The other boundary about which something must be
done is the Crawley boundary. However, those changes can be made post-1995 once the
councils are in place. I am surprised they have stayed in their present form for so long.
The people in that area can rest assured that the Government has no designs on large
scale subdivisions or the selling off of Bold Park or the endowment lands. Some land has
been earmarked and is being subdivided.
Dr Constable: Where is that, Minister?
Mr OMODEI: The land we discussed this morning adjacent to the pine plantation and
also some of the lands at south City Beach.
Dr Constable: That is in the Town of Cottesloe.
Mr OMODEI: Yes, [ think that is the full extent of the lands we discussed this morning.
Dr Constable: There are three or four hectares in the southern part and a few blocks for
subdivision in south City Beach.
Mr OMODEI: I would expect that they would be sold in the near future no matter who
controlled that land. Bold Park, the endowment lands and the golf course will be vested
in the town of Cambridge. Therefore, the member should not have any fear about what
will happen to those. It is intended to extend the boundaries of Bold Park to make that
park a truly important national park in that area.
Dorrien Gardens appear to me to be in the town of Vincent. They may be in Leederville
rather than North Perth. There is probably a very good argument for Beatty Park and
Perry Lakes coming under State control or funding. I understand that the money to be
spent on Beatty Park will make it viable. Mr Back, the city treasurer, has indicated that
$565 000 will be spent there this financial year. He also said that he did not expect
Beatty Park to be a burden on the town of Vincent.
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I have made it very clear that the Government intends the commissioners to ensure that
the towns are viable and debt free. Thai will occur as a result of the distribution of the
assets. Cambridge will have a population of 23 000. Vincent 25 000 and Shepperton
24 000. The ward boundaries divide them almost exactly in half. They are not
necessarily natural boundaries but they allow for the particular interests in those towns.
It is not intended to have any wards in the city. The member for Victoria Park was quite
correct when he said that, under the current Local Government Act it would not be
possible to call Perth a city. However, as it is a capital city there is no provision within
the Bill to make sune that occurs. Clause 4 states that "this Act is to be read with the
principal Act'. Subclause (2) states that "if a provision of this Act conflicts or is
inconsistent with the principal Act, this Act prevails". It is interesting to note - I thought
the member for Victoria Park as a former Fremnantle City councillor would know - that
under the Local Government Act, Fremantle does not qualify to be a city, with a
population of 24 000. However, as a result of the City of Fremantle legislation, it has
been declared a city.
I do not have the figures relating to owners and occupiers at my fingertips and I am not
aware of the matter raised by the member. I will be able to provide that to him.
Dir GALLOP: When new local authorities are set up they need a municipal centre and
depots. The Minister has quite confidently been talking in this Parliament about the
issues relating to the choice of locations for depots and municipal centres within these
electorates. However, I fear these were recommendations by Carr and Fardon, who did
not go into this matter in any detail. If one does so, real problems emerge. For example,
Lathlain is very much a residential area, and currently opposite T..athlain Park is a
preprimary centre and the local scouts hall. There is also a very dangerous intersection at
Bishopsgate Street and Roberts Road which has caused many problems. I have been
lobbying the Main Roads Department for some time to do something about that
intersection. I raise these issues because I do not think a couple of people sitting in the
Capita Centre deciding a depot can go somewhere is a good basis on which to plan a
local area. As we exploit the problems of a depot location in Lathlain and perhaps
recognise it cannot go there, the difficulty will be finding a suitable place for it in the
suburbs I represent.
Mr Omodei: Where does it go now?
Dr GALLOP: The City of Perth has a major depot, which I think is in Osborne Park.
Mr Omodel: If the City of Perth can relocate, why cannot the new towns find a new
place? They may decide to contract to the City of Perth and continue to use that depot.
Dr GALLOP: Whenever there is a problem, the Minister suggests that it should be
contracted out. From the first briefing until 2.34 this morning the Minister has been
suggesting cont-acting it out. flat is no solution to the problem.
Mr Omodei:- I do not think you can find many more hurdles as you adopt this negative
approach
Dr GALLOP: I am representing the people who live in Lathlain.
Mr Omodei: Why not adopt a positive approach on one clause and see the result?
Dr GALLOP: I put forward a very good amendment proposed by the Liberal Party at the
last election, and the Government opposed, it. I also proposed an amendment to schedule
1 and I am pleased that the Government has agreed to do the same thing. I simply
illustrate the point that it is not the Government's responsibility to determine whether a
depot is located in Lathlain. We have a system of local government which protects local
interests. Nor is it the responsibility of a couple of non-elected commissioners to decide
where the depot goes.
Mr Omodei: Who decides it?
Dr GALLOP: We have a very good system of local government.
Mr Omodei: That is exactly right and we will use the same system.
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Mr KOBELKE: I give some consideration to the actual arrangement we have for these
three towns and the City of Perth, and 1 will make some use of the brochure and the map
provided by the Government. The Minister has been rather derisive of the fact that we
are referring to the information contained in the brochure.
Mr Omodei: I was not derisive; I am delighted you are using the pamphlet because it
shows how valuable it is to you. 1 hope it was also valuable to the residents of the Perth
City Council.
Mr KOBELKE: We are certainly basing our arguments on the facts presented, and I
hope the Minister will address them better than he has to date. Let us consider the areas
to go into these new towns. Consider, firstly, the town of Cambridge. It is to be a fairly
elongated local authority which, starting on the eastern side, has that area around
Leederville and into the edge of Wembley which would much more centre on the
shopping precincts of Oxford Street or across into Subiaco. However, Subiaco and
Oxford Street will not belong to the town of Cambridge. Oxford Street falls into the
town of Vincent and, therefore, there is no focus for that suburb. Moving through
Wembley into Floreat Park, clearly the focus is the Floreat Forum precinct. Then there is
the large swathe of Bold Park and other general open space before arriving at the coastal
suburb of City Beach. There is no entity to the town of Cambridge. It has through the
middle the transport coridors running down Grantham Street and Cambridge Street, but
the member representing the area has indicated that is more a problem than anything.
The point I make is that if a number of suburbs are grouped, obviously there will be a
level of commonality simply because of the proximity. However, the proposed town of
Cambridge has no common, central point. It has no real community of interest. Even
though it is small, it is elongated and does not centre around any one focus. How much
commonality is there in the town of Vincent between the people in Mt Hawthorn and
those living in East Perth? Again, there is proximity but no central gathering point, and
no transport corridor that draws people together.
Mr Omodei: What commonality is there now under the existing Perth City Council
between City Beach and Carlisle?
Mr KOBELKE:, A very good point. I suggest that they all see themselves as part of the
City of Perth, and the central city area is their focus. It is not a local focus and I amn not
saying it is ideal, but if the Government is to rearrange the whole of the city of Perth,
why not do it on a basis that can be recognised? One cannot recognise thes towns as
being drawn up on any basis of commonality. They are put there because they suit the
political purposes of this Government, and that is the only reason for drawing the lines in
this way. The Government did not wish to buy into the major issue of rearranging the
boundaries between the City of Perth and the other local government areas. It was a
matter of trying to draw lines within the City of Perth so that the Government might
come up with something that might appear saleable.
Mr Omodei: Are you suggesting there should be changes to the metropolitan boundary?
Mr KOBELKE: I am suggesting that the proposal the Minister is asking us to accept
does not address the real issues of putting together local government authority areas
which will be areas where people feel a sense of belonging or where there is real
community of interest across most of the local government areas. That has not been
addressed. The Ministers suggestion that the legislation will bring local government
closer to the people is not reflected in the boundaries drawn. If that is the approach of the
Government, if the Government wants to address the issue of making sure that people
living in the local government area have a sense of belonging and community the
Government needs to address the boundaries that presently lie between the City of Perth
and other councils. If we accept the Minister's rhetoric about designing local
government to be close to the people and to represent their needs, that is what we must
look at. But the Government has not considered that. What do the boundaries that the
Minister wants to establish reflect? They clearly do not reflect, in the two 1 have
suggested so far, that we have actually set out to put together a town which one can
recognise as a town that the residents will accept as their local government authority.
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I turn now to the town of Shepperron. I have not spent much time there but according to
rmy passing knowledge of the area perhaps it reflects a town because it is a reasonably
large area - certainly larger than the proposed town of Vincent. Shepperron has a main
corridor - both road corridors on Sheppenton Road and Albany Highway, and a railway
corridor running through the middle of the town. The Government has acceded to the
request that the area of Burswood be included in the proposed town of Shepperton, so we
have the natural boundary on the river.
Taking into account those considerations, it is liely the proposed town of Shepperton
would fit the criteria to be established as a local government entity which would
represent a community of interest in the area. The actual viability of it may be a problem
given the lack of any real commercial centre but if we go back through those areas and
consider the mix, are they simply to be residential suburbs or are we to have a certain
amount of commercial or retail areas which might provide employment? That will open
up another range of difficulties. Members have already indicated that if the proposed
town of Shepperton is squeezed by the income it may receive from rates, the natural way
to turn would be to increase the number of commercial activities close to the river.
Mr Wiese: You have been given another S$ni for the proposed town of Shepperton -
what more do you want?
Mr KOBELKE: We want the towns to be self-supporting and to raise the rates they need
to provide the level of service that the ratepayers require.
Mr Wiese: Can you name any towns which are self-supporting by their rates revenue?
This is poppycock and nonsense.
Mr KOBELKE: Are you saying that the Government does not urge town councils to be
self-supporting?
Ms Wiese: No local government in Western Australia is self-supported by its rates. If
you do not know that, you should not be standing there!
Mr KOBELKE: So the Minister is happy to establish the councils and ask them to be an
even greater draw on the Government.
Mr Wiese: I am annoyed that someone as ignorant as you can make such ignorant
statements at this hour of the morning.
Mr KOBELKE: I am glad that the Minister has waken up. Since he became a Minister
he has stopped making any contribution to debate beyond 2.00 am.
Mr Wiese: At three o'clock I will come good,
Mr KOBELKE: We look forward to that. My point is that we will find in a new town
such as Shepperton there will be a move to establish a commercial centre close to the
river in the area of Burswood in order that the proposed town of Shepperton may increase
its rate income. However, the proposed towns of Vincent and Cambridge will not have
the potential to do that.
I turn now to the City of Perth as it would be under the proposals contained in the Bill.
According to the Bill, the area of the City of Perth will be 940 ha, a large part of which is
Kings Park. So, the main pant of the City of Perth will be concentrated in and around the
central business district. The high concentration of the residential population lives at
Crawley, separated by Kings Park from the central city. There is no clear community of
interest between the largest single concentration of residential properties and the rest of
the proposed City of Penh.
Mr Day: No less than in the City of Perth presently.
Mr KOBELKE: For those people particularly that is true, but we are considering a move
by the Government to establish smaller councils with the idea that it will make people
closer to local government. The actual structure, the design of the lines on the map, have
not been planned to meet that. That is the main selling point put out by the Minister and
by the Premier. In this brochure, the Premier says clearly that it is about the introduction
of smaller town councils so they can more closely represent people and so that the people
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will feel close to that level of government. Thai is nonsense if the Government does not
ensure a community of interest. If we have disparate groups even aver a small area we
will not establish a community of interest.
Turning again to the proposed City of Perth and its population, the Carr-Fardon report
cites census figures for June 1991 at 8 400. When they turn over to their selling job
about why we should have these boundaries for the City of Perth, that figure jumps up to
9 000. When rounding off numbers, 8 400 becomes 8 000, not 9 000. If the figure were
8 501 it could be rounded off to 9 000. but the figures in that report jumped from the
census figures of 8 400 to 9 000 in order to try to sell the proposition that the City of
Perth is a viable entity.
Mr Wiese: Can you prove the figure is wrong?
Mr KOBELKE: I am glad the Minister is attempting to wake up. but he is not fully
awake. At page 28 of the Canr-Pardon report the figure given for the population census
as at June 1991 is 8 400.
Mr Wiese: T'hat is two and a half years ago, you galab!
Mr KOBELKE: But in the same report, they round off the figure to say that the
population is 9 000. That is a round off error to create the impression that the population
is larger than it is.
Mr Wiese: That was two and half years ago. You don't know what you are talking
about.
Mr KOBELKE: That report was made available only a few weeks ago.
Mr Wiese. The figure is two and a half years old.
Mr KOBELKE: Yes, and the Government is basing its legislation on that report which
has only just been presented to us. Obviously this is an attempt to colour the figures to
indicate that the City of Perth is viable in the proposed restructure. I suggest it is not.
The Minister must look carefully at what he is trying to do with this legislation. Can he
give an accurate figure of the population within the proposed new City of Perth?
Mr OMODEI: As I said to the member for Victoria Park, I will endeavour to provide
those figures. The member for Floreat asked me to respond to the member for Nollamara.
regarding the community of interest in Cambridge. It is my considered opinion that the
Cambridge area has a community of interest set aside in the proposed town boundaries.
This will satisfy the people of Floreat, Wembley and City Beach who have been trying to
get away from the Perth City Council for some 10 years. Members will remember the
secession movement. Thai is the only point worth responding to.
Mr KOBELKE: I take issue with the Minister's comments.
Mr McNee: If you were a pup you would be in a bag with a brick!
Mr KOBELKE: It is a good job I am not a pup. Clearly, for many years the coastal
suburbs contained within the proposed town of Cambridge have indicated a desire to
break away from the City of Perth. However, this area did not stretch to Oxford Street in
Leederville, the boundary, and this area does not align itself with the coalition of people
in the area supporting the breakaway.
The inister did not produce the figures. The Can-Pardon report indicated that 8 000
people live within the proposed City of Perth, but those census figures from 1991
included people who were residents at Royal Perth Hospital on census night.
Mr Omodei: How many times have we heard this. How many people were visiting the
country or were overseas?
Mr KOBELKE: The census also included people staying in hotels. The techniques for
conducting the census have not always been the same, as they are held every five years.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Johnson): The member for Nollamara's comments are
moving into the tedious repetition area on the census item.
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Mr KOBELKE: I agree with you, Mr Deputy Chairman, but the Minister has trouble
taking it in! I must go over the facts again.
The number of people who live in the area will be much less than the figure given in the
report. My inquiries from the census data indicate that the number of people within the
proposed new City of Perth who are residents and will be eligible to vote is 3 100. The
number of votes which can be cast due to property franchise is difficult to determine.
However, the number of people franchised to vote on a property basis at past elections
would indicate an enrolment of about 4 000.
This is a fairly vague figure but it would indicate that the total roll of voters is likely to be
around 7 000 people. Therefore, the proposed City of Perth will have a very small
population making decisions regarding the capital city of Western Australia. That is a
move in the wrong direction and will not improve the planning of the central city area,
The Government claims that the outer suburbs have dominated planning in the central
city area, and that that is not serving the central city planning as it should. Instead of
putting together some arrangement so that a breadth of views is considered, the
Government intends to have the central city area controlled by narrow interest groups.
Something like 7 000 people will be able to vote at the proposed council elections, and
4 000 people are likely to be residents of some other area but who can franchise their
vote as holders of property.
That is a worry- From where will the 4 000 votes derive? Will it be people who are
spokesmen for landlords. Will it be people who own central city buildings but live in
London, Sydney, Melbourne, Tokyo, Singapore or Hong Kong? Will these people make
decisions regarding our central city area?
Mr Wiese: They will come from the property owners.
Mr KOBELKE: That is right. The Minister accepts my point.
Mr Wiese: Do you want to disfranchise these people?
Mr KOBELKE: No. The Minister for Police is agreeing with my point of view. When
one considers who will be making the decisions for the new City of Perth, one sees it will
be very much controlled by property owners. When looking down the Terrace we can
identify property owners which are mainly large companies which can exercise a proxy
vote. They will have a large part of play in who is elected to the City of Perth. Which
companies are they, and where are their decisions made? How will the companies decide
how the proxy votes will be made, and where will the focus of control be? Will this
emanate from Perth or company headquarters in some other State or overseas? This
legislation advocates moving responsibility for planning in the central city over to
interstate or foreign interests. The Minister has not addressed that point.
Also, the Minister has not provided the figures and not looked at what groups will have a
controlling influence. Is this Government so blind that the Chamber of Commerce and
Indusnry and the Building Owners and Managers Association indicates what they want
and the Government simply goes along with them?
As the member for Victoria Park indicated, the Government went to those organisations
and asked how high they wanted it to jump; the Government then jumped. Who will be
playing the tune to which these interest groups dance? Will it be people who belong in
Perth and are interested in its development, or will it be others who dictate what happens
in this city?

Committee to Divide
Mr C.J. BARNET: I move -

That the question be now put.

Division
Question put and a division taken with the following result -
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Mr Cj. Barnett
Mr Board
Mr Bradshaw
Mr Cowan
Mr Day
Dr Hames
Mr House
Mr Lewis

Mr M. Bantt
Mr Brown
MyrCatania
Dr Constable
Mr Cunningham
Dr Gallop

Ayes (24)
Mr Marshal
Mr MeNee
Mr Nicholl
Mr Omodei
Mr Osborne
Mr Pendal
Mr Prince
Mr Shave

Noes (18)
Mr Grill
Mrs Haflahan
Mrs Henderson
Mr Kobelke
Mr Marlborough
Mr McGinty

Mr W. Smith
Mr Strickland
Mr Trenorden
Mr Tubby
Dr Turnbuli
Mrs van de Kiashorst
Mr Wiese
Mr Bloffwitcb fTelier)

Mr Riebeling
Mr Ripper
MrThomas
Ms Warnock
Dr Watson
Mr Leaby (Teller)

Question thus passed.
Division

Clause put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (25)
Mr CJ. Barneit Mr Marshall Mr Strickland
Mr Board Mr McNee Mr Trenorden
Mr Bradshaw Mr Nicholls Mr Tubby
Dr Constable Mr Omodel Dr Turnbull
Mr Cowan Mr Osborne Mrs van de Kiashorst
Mr Day Mr Pendal Mr Wiese
Dr Hames Mr Prince Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mr House Mr Shave
Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith

Noes (17)
Mr M. Barners Ws Hallahan Mr R ipper
Mr Brown Mrs Henderson Mr Thomas
Mr Cataia Mr Kobelke Ms Warnock
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough Dr Watson
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mr Lealty (Teller)
Mr Grill Mr Riebeling

Clause thus passed.
Clause 10: Representation on the Perth City Council
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I oppose clause 10. Our position on this clause is consistent
with our opposition to the rest of the Bill. We have before us the intention of the
Government to allow the process of the selection of a mayor and the number of
councillors to be determined by this Bill. We are strongly of the view that the mayor
and, if necessary, the number of councillors ought to be selected by the new communities
that will have to live with that council from the day it is elected.
I suggest that the Minister has sufficient rime to be able to do that. Hie is not intending to
bring into place an elected council until May 1995, which is 20 months away. In that
period, he has ample time to go to the newly constituted community of Perth as it would
be structured under this Bill and to seek their guidance, but more imnportandly to give
them a belated democratic right to have some say in how their new city ought to be
constructed in terms of a newly elected body. The Minister knows that a number of
formulas can be put in place to create such a body. A number of things can happen when
putting in place councillors and most particularly a mayor. The Local Government Act
allows for a council to determine whether the mayor and/or president is elected by the
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community or by the elected councillors. I am seeking to give the community that
opportunity. If the Minister is determined to go ahead with the election process of eight
councillors in May 1994 he should not be putting in that clause that the mayor also
should be elected. He should leave the election of the mayor to the residents within that
municipality as the present Local Government Act allows. I believe he can do that easily
because the Bill already provides that the commissioners will stay on until October 1995
and they will have a great deal of authority over the elected councillors. That is the
mechanism by which, having elected the number of councillors, the mayor can be
elected. Section l0A(4) of the Local Government Act reads -

Where it is proposed by -
(a) a resolution passed by an absolute majority of the members of the council

of a municipality; or
(b) a petition signed by one-tenth of the electors of a municipality or fifty

electors of the municipality, whichever is the greater, and delivered to the
mayor or president of the municipality,

that the mode of election to the office of mayor or president of the municipality
be -

(c) by the council instead of the by the electors of the municipality; or
(d) by the electors of the municipality instead of by the council.. .

That part of the Local Government Act at least should be allowed to apply. The Minister
has taken away from the constituents of Perth for the next 18 months their right to have
any say in the running of the area they live in. He will be handing over that right to five
yet unknown commissioners. It is not just that we do not know them, but nearly one
million people have been disfranchised by this action.
Mr Pendal: The sun will still rise tomorrow.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It may not rise on my friend Mr Pendal. If it does not rise there
will be no difference. The member for South Perth's impact on the debate is like pulling
one's finger out of a sink of water and seeing what is left; one cannot see anything-
Mr Cowan: Pull the plug out.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I heard the Minister for Police interjecting on the member for
Nollainara trying to give him advice. For the past six weeks the Minister has been
battling to get pmoper advice from his own Police Department yet he has the audacity to
try to give correct advice to the member for Nollamara. I think he should stick to getting
the right information from his Police Force.
Mr Cowan: You should get the right bloke who interjected.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I asked and was given the Minister for Police.
Mr Wiese: Like so often you have it wrong again.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: At least give me the credit for asking. I apologise for not
picking on the Leader of the National Party, but my comments still apply to the Minister
for Police. I will pick on the Leader of the National Party later.
As I sald earlier, 800 000 people ame disfranchised by this Bill.
Several members interjected.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: My first statement of 800 000 may not be so far off the mark.
As has been said earlier, even by the Minister, the whole State has a great interest in the
capital city of Western Australia. That interest has been based on not only an elected
State Government but also an elected local government.
Mr Omodei: Shall we have a referendum of all the people on the restructure?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: That would be a good idea.
Mr Omodei: Why did you not put it in your amendment?
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Mr MARLBOROUGH: Will it assist the Minister to reach that decision? Is he heading
in that direction?
Mr Oniodei: I am showing you how inconsistent you have been.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I am absolutely consistent in pointing out to the Minister that if
he takes on board my suggestion regarding clause 10(1) he will have the opportunity of
rectifying that undemocratic action; that is, he should allow the Local Government Act to
prevail and appoint the councillors and have. the commissioner in place. He has already
determined in the Bill that the commissioners will be in place until October 1995.
Mr Omodei: Axe you talking about commissioner or commissioners?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Theme will be five commissioners. I am suggesting that by
electing to office the councillors he will have at his disposal, a commissioner who he tells
us is covered by this Bill will have an overriding role over council until October 1995.
Under section 1OA(4) of the Local Government Act they can sit and determine, once
elected democratically, how they want the mayor to be decided rather than follow the
provisions of the Bill; that is, they will vote for a mayor. They should be given the
choice as to how they want to elect their mayor from the word go. It will be easy to
implement and will give back some of the democracy the Minister has taken away from
local government. It will also show his intentions are not simply to hand over the CED
of Perth to the business interests he supports and whose minds he tries to capture. It will
be some indication of his support for ordinary householders.
Mr Cowan: All you blokes cried to do in government was flog off your votes for nothing.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The Deputy Premier has not got past his Albany deal. We know
where he started from. We will see where he ends up. He started off by giving them
$500 000 before he brought the matter to the House. We had to read about it in the
newspaper.
Mr Cowan: Lend them half a million dollars.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Yes, lend them half a million dollars; an interest free loan.
Mr Cowan: No.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The announcement was made by the Leader of the National
Party to his mates down in Albany prior to Parliament sitting. We had to read about it in
the newspaper. He had to do a back flip because he realised that the company was poorly
managed.
The SPEAKER: Order! Perhaps we should get back to the Bill, otherwise I will be
forced to take action.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The ratepayers of the newly formed City of Perth should be able
to elect their mayor and not have it thrust upon them by this Bill. They may have to take
that action in the first year of the council sitting and it is that which I amn recommending.
That is, they should be allowed to elect the mayor in 1996.
Mr OMODEI: The commissioners are in place only until election time. They will then
be used in an advisory capacity. The Lord Mayor of Perth has been elected by the
ratepayers for as long as I can remember. The member's suggestion would be to move
away from that which the people of Perth expect. An election will be held in 1995, not
1996 as the member suggested. If the council decided that it wanted its mayor elected by
the ratepayers, three months would have to elapse before an election could be called.
The proposition being put by the member is ridiculous and not acceptable.

Corni fee to Divide

Mr C.J. BARNETfT: I move -
That the Committee do now divide.

Question put and a division taken with the following result -
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Mr CJ. Bartiz
Mr Board
MW Bradshaw
Mr Cowan
Mr Day
Mrs Edwardes
Dir Haunes.
Mr House
Mr Johnson

Mr M. Barnet
Mr Brown
Mr Catania
Dr Constable
Mr Cunningham
Dr Gallop

Ayes (25)
Mr Lewis
Mr Marshall
Mr McNe
Mr Nicholls
Mir Ornodei
Mr Osborne
Mr Pendal
MrPrince
Mr Shave

Noes (1S).

MrGrill
Mrs Hailahan
Mrs Henderson
Mr Kobelke
Mr Marlborough
Mr Mc inty

Mr W. Smith
Mr Trenorden
Mr Tubby
Dr Turnbull
Mrs van de Kiashorsi
Mr Wiese
Mr Blatfwitch (Teller)

Mdr Riebeling
Wr Ripper
Mr Thomas
Ms Warnock
Dr Watson
Mr Leahy (Teller)

Question thus passed.

Division

Clause put and a division taken with the following result.-

Ayes (26)
Mr CJ. Barunett Mr Johnson Mr Shave
Mr Board Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith
Mr Bradshaw Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden
Dr Constable Mr McNee Mr Tubby
Mr Cowan Mr Nicholls Dr Tunibull
Mr Day Mr Omodei Mrs van de Klashorst
Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Dr "aMes Mr Pendal Mr Blo((witrh (Teller)
Mr House Mr Prince

Noes (17)
Mr M. Barnett Mrs Hallahart Mr Ripper
Mr Brown Mrs Henderson Mr Thomas
Mr Catania Mr Kobelke Ms. Wanock
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough Dr Watson
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mr Lay (Teller)
Mir Grill Mr Riebeling

Clause thus passed.
Clause 11: Representation. on the councils of the new towns -
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Does the Leader of the House intend to allow only one speaker
on each of die remaining clauses of this Bill?
Mr CiJ. Barneu: Wait and see, it will be based on the quality of your argument. Do you
want us to run your side of the Chamber as well?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Not at all. However, the member far Floreat, for example, has
indicated her intention to speak on a number of clauses. Is that the best answer we will
get from the Leader of the House?
Mr CJ. Barnen: That is it, mate.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The Leader of the House will not assist the passage of this BiUl
in any way other than to give the answer that he will make a dictatorial judgment based
on the quality of the debate?
Mr CJ. Barnett You have it in one.
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Mr MARLBOROUGH: When they gave out the job of Leader of the House in the
caucus room the member for Cattesloc must have been in the lowest Weeties packet in
dhe bin. I want the Leader of the House to know exactly what I think of him.
This represents a system whereby a council will be dictated to by the Government. By
the appointment of the five commissioners, the communities of these new towns of
Cambridge, Vincent and Shepperton have already been discounted and will have no
effective say in their area or in the City of Perth for the next 18 months. They will have
thrust upon them not only the size of their towns but also the representation in those
towns. The Minister has already indicated that he proposes to amend this clause to
provide for a 4 x 2 scheme. However, the City of Perth wilt not have that scheme, and
will not be divided into wards. That, more than anything, should send a signal to the
community of Perth and the people of Western Australia about this Government's
determination of what is best for Perth and the future planning of Perth. We now see
quite clearly what we have always known, that this issue has nothing to do with the better
planning of Perth but is about handing the power of the city to the business sector.
Mr Omodei: How?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: By disfranchising any of those householders left in the City of
Perth. That will be fairly easy. Under the present Local Government Act, the owners of
property plus the owners of businesses who are tenants in that property have a vote. In
some instances they have two votes. Many of those owners are absentee landlords and
some are overseas. I ask the Minister why he has decided that no wards will be
established in the City of Perth. I know that members of the Liberal Party in the upper
House are concerned about this aspect, although those in this place do not appear to be
listening.
Mr Omotici: 1 will tell you when I speak.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is quite clear that no wards will be established in the City of
Perth because that will enable the more organised vote of the vested interests in the
business sector to outvote at all times home owners in the City of Perth. The Minister
said that he wants the City of Perth to be better planned for the residents and for the
whole of Western Australia. On the basis of the money being thrown at the concept,
there should be no excuses for that failing. However, the bottom line is that householders
in the City of Perth will be battling to elect a councillor to represent them because the
combined votes of the St George's Terrace business sector will ensure that residents are
not represented. I cannot see any other reason for the Government's action. The
Minister proposes to increase the number of wards in the towns of Cambridge,
Shepperton and Vincent, but to provide for no wards in the central city area. There is no
logical reason for that. The Government talks about smaller communities providing
more community interest, better decisions being made and better representation. Why is
that same logic not applied to the City of Perth?
The political interference in this Bill determines that the vote of the average ratepayer -
the householder remaining in the CED - will be overridden by the business interests.
Residents will have a vote but it will be extremely difficult for them to elect a
representative. It goes back to the old system of local government when the loading for
businesses in city centres was so great that ordinary ratepayers were continually battling
to have their say through elected councillors. Our opposition to the clause is on the basis
of a lack of democracy; the residents should have some say before an election about how
their town will be constituted. They may well support the Minister's position that there
should be four wards and two councillors for each ward and a mayor. They may support
a proposition for fewer wards and councillors; they may support a proposition that the
mayor is elected not by the ratepayers but by the elected councillors. The Bill does not
provide that opportunity. If a person is unfortunate enough to be a householder in the
Perth central business district that person will have less influence on the type of
representation he or she is likely to have on the council.
The Minister should reconsider his position, particularly as it applies to the lack of wants
in Perth. It will be interesting to hear the logic that the Minister applies to Perth being
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treated as a different animal at the end of die process - that is, one that does not deserve
wards, which represents a move away from the philosophy espoused in ibis place, in die
media, and at public meetings by the Minister. One of die problems for the current City
of Pet is a lack of community interest. What community of interest will the industry in
St George's Terrace - the law Finns, die accountants - have with the residents of Perth?
Apart from die fact that they live there, what interest will they have in putting in place die
infrastructure diat local government needs to look after die less fortunate people in die
community? What sont of community of interest will they have to look after die street
verges, the footpaths and the roads if the suburban areas need to be upgraded when it
may impact on that part of die budget of the central city that affects them?
If we follow the Minister's rhetoric about the need to create smaller entities in order to
create a real community of interest, and that community of interest will lead to a better
decision making process and to people being elected who will understand and be close to
their electorate, that same principle should apply to Pet - even more so - because it
could be argued diat a greater diversity of interest is needed within the CBD than in die
other proposed new towns. Many of the interests represented in the CBD not only do not
live in Perth but also do not live in Western Australia. However, those people will be
able to appoint one or two nominees to vote on their behalf, because they are owners of
businesses -

Mr Bloffwitch: Just the same as any other property owner.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Just the same as any other property owner who owns a business.
This is not the central city block of Geraldton, it is the central city block of Perth. The
Minister has stated that the new city will benefit all Western Australians. He now has the
opportunity to support his rhetoric, to create wards in the City of Perth and to provide,
both in the City of Perth and in the three tiny towns, the opportunity for people to
determine the make-up of the council and how the mayor will be elected, before May
1995.
Mr OMODEI: I move -

Page 7, line 12 - To delete "The" and substitute the following -

Unless an Order is made under subsection (5), the
Page 7, line 20 - To delete "For" and substitute the following -

Unless an Order is made under subsection (5), for
Committee to Divide

Mr C.J BARNETT: I move -

That the question be now put.
Division

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (25)
Mr CJ. Barneu Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith
Mr Board Mr Marshall Mr Trenordert
Mr Bradshaw Mr McNee Mr Tubby
Mr Cowan Mr Nicholls Dr TurnbuUl
Mr Day Mr Omodei Mrs van de KiashorsL
Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Dr Hames Mr Pendal Mr Bloffwiwch (Teller)
Mr House Mr Prince
Mr Johnson Mr Shave

Noes (15)
Mr M. Sarriea Mr Grill Mr Riebeling
Mr Brown Mrs Hallahan Mr Ripper
Mr Catania Mr Kobetke Mr Thomas
Dr Constable Mr Marlborough Ms Warnock
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mr Leahy (Teller)
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Question thus passed.
Division

Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (26)
Mr CJ. Barnett Mr Johnson Mr Shave
Mr Board Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith
Mr Bradshaw Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden
Dr Constable Mr McNee Mr Tubby
Mr Cowan Mr Nicholls Dr Turnbull
Mr Day Mr Omodel Mrs van de Kiashorsa
Mrs Edwardes Mir Osborne Mr Wiest
Dr Hames Mr Pendal Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mr House Mr Prince

Noes (14)
Mr M. Barneut Mrs Hallahan Mr Ripper
Mr Brown Mr Kobelke Mr Thomas
My Catania Mr Marlborough Ms Warnock
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mr Leahy (Teller)
Mr Grill Mr Riebeling

Amendment thus passed.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Can the Leader of the House at least allow the Minister to
answer questions that he said he would answer before moving his gag? My question was
whether he wants to create wards in the proposed City of Perth. It would be appropriate
for the Minister to give answers so they are on the record regarding the amendments he
just moved and those he intends to move.
Mr OMODEI: I move -

Page 7, after line 24 - To insert the following subclauses -

(5) fle Governor, by Order made on the recommendation of the
commission and before election day, may declare that the district of a new
town is to be divided into 4 wards with the names and boundaries set out
in the Order, and if an Order is so made there are to be 2 councillors for
each ward of that new town.
(6) An Order made under subsection (5) is to be taken, for all purposes.

to be an Order under Part III of the principal Act and the principal Act
applies accordingly.

As members opposite would remember, a question was raised at the first briefing
conducted in the Ministers' room regarding whether two or four wards would be created
in the new towns. Currently, the Bill provides for each of the new towns to have two
wards, each with four councillors, and those wards are named and technically described
within the schedule. The amendment will allow the commissioners, if they wish, to have
four wards each with two counciliors, with names and technical descriptions to be
determined. The rationale for the amendment is that we do not wish to tie the
commissioners' hands if they wish to exercise an alternative arrangement. In any event,
the new council in 1995 will be able to determine such matters in the same way as any
other council.
Mr Marlborough: Will the same leeway for the commissioners regarding the three towns
apply for the new City of Perth?
Mr OMODEI: I will fir-stly describe the situation regarding the towns. Rather than tying
up the commissioners, we are giving them the option of having either two or four wards.
As to the question the member asked about the Perth City Council, I point out that the
reason there are no wards is that the new PCC will be only 640 ha in size, which is a
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small area. There will be a large number of absentee owners and occupiers, which would
make residentially based community of interest wards very difficult. The eight
councillors will all be elected by the electors of the PCC and will truly reflect the
priorities and wishes of the PCC area.
It is interesting to note that Perth will not be the only city which has no wards, A number
of others exist, one of which is Geraldton. I cannot fathom the concern of the member
about the eight councillors. It would be well and truly within the province of the
commissioners or the council after 1995 to have an election on a four year term. I
presume that by then, under the new Local Government Act, it would be a four year term
as is proposed in the new Bill, flat would be uniform right across local government in
Western Australia. In that instance, two councillors would have a four year term, two
councillors would have a three year term, two councillors would have a two year term
and two councillors would have a one year term, which would enable staggered elections.
In that case, if the council chose to have an election every year, two councillors would be
elected each year. If the council chose to have four councillors elected every two years,
four councillors would be elected every second year for the central city area.
The rationale behind the amendment is sensible. It is very straightforward and easily
understandable and gives the commissioners some flexibility. Of course, after 1995 the
city council will have the option to change its ward system and voting system, and so will
the towns.

Committee to Divide
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I move -

That the question be now put.
Division

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (25)
Mr C.J. Barnett Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith
Mr Board Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden
Mr Bradshaw Mr McNee Mr Tubby
Mr Cowan Mr Nicholls Dr Turnbull
Mr Day Mr Omnodel Mrs van de Kiashorsi
Mrs Edwaides Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Dr flames Mr Pendai Mr Bloffwicch (Teller)
Mr House MrPrince
Mr Johnson Mr Shave

Noes (15)
Mr M. Barnett Mr Grill Mr Riebeling
Mr Brown Mrs H-allahan Mr Ripper
Mr Catania Mr Kobelke Mr Thomnas
Dr Constable Mr Marlborough Ms Wanock
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mr Leahy (Teller)

Question thus passed.

Committee Resumed
Amendment put and passed.

Division
Clause, as amended, put and a division taken with the following result -
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Ayes (26)
Mr C.J. Bamnett Mr Johnson Mr Shave
Mr Board Mr Lewis Mr W. Smith
Mr Bradshaw Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden
Dr Constable Mr McNee Mr Tubby
Mr Cowan Mr Nicholls Dr Turnbull
Mr Day Mr Omodel Mrs van de KlashiorsL
Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Dr flames Mr PNdal .Mr Bloffwilch (Teller)
MrlHouse Mr Prince

Noes (14)
Mr M. Barnett Mrs Hallahan Mr Ripper
Mr Brown Mr IKobelke Mr Thomas
Mr Catania Mr Marlborough Ms Warnock
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mr Leahy (Teller)
Mrorill Mr Riebeling

Clause, as amended, thus passed.
Clause 12: Elections -
Mr MARLBOROUGH: We question this clause for the reasons given earlier in the
debate.

Mr Omodei: How can you oppose that? You oppose elections. That is very good! This
is an intelligent contribution. You are opposing elections under the Local Government
Act.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is a very intelligent approach. I am particularly concerned, as
1 have already indicated, about the City of Perth and having heard the Minister's
explanation why he has not created wards in the City of Perth I am more concerned. I am
amazed to hear the Minister simply say the thrust of his argument was that he did not
create wadt because the area of Perth is so small. Under the Bill the district of the City
of Perth is 940 ha. The town of Vincent is 1043 ha. There is less than 100 ha difference
in the two towns and this is what the Minister says was the principal reason for not
creating wards.
Mr House: Do you have a rough idea of what 100 ha is?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I will show the Minister. That is the area to be measured. It is
no use my explaining it.
Mr House: I would have a better understanding than you.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The Minister may well have. However, I am able to say it is
about one-ninth of that area. We can all understand that.
One must be concerned about the Minister's explanation. Clause 12 seeks to provide that
we should elect a mayor and councillors under the Local Government Act with the Perth
City Council being absolutely different in how those councillors are to be elected. On
what is that based? The Minister says it is based on its size; it is too small to create extra
wards. It is not a logical argument. I said earlier that, ever since this debate got under
way, the Minister went around the community and to the media saying that one of the
greatest weaknesses of the Perth City Council was that it was out of touch with the
community because the community was not properly represented because there was not a
community of interest that drew everyone together. As a result he wants to split up the
city into small market gardens to ensure there will be a community of interest. He has
drawn arbitrary lines on the inside of existing boundaries - he does not want to affect the
outside boundaries. To indicate to people whom he has disfranchised by not going to
referendum that he has some sympathy for their concerns, in May 1995 he will create a
system that will allow five commissioners to have a choice between two wards and four
councillors or four wards and two councillors. However, the choice the commissioners
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have will not be applied to the City of Perth. That is a nonsense. They are the same sorts
of people. They are all eligible to have a vote. However, the Minister went on to explain
that one of the other measons the Government does not want to create a ward is that the
city has a number of absentee landlords.
I have a particular concern that more people should get involved in local government and
we should be doing everything within our power to make them become involved. They
will become more involved if they genuinely believe that by making a decision to vote,
they can have an input into the decisions made by the council. One of the best ways the
Minister can achieve that is to create wards in the City of Perth. By not doing so, he will
be allowing the majority of business owners in a couple of streets, such as St George's
Terrace and Hay and Murray Streets, to better organise their votes to ensure -

The CHAIRMAN: I am enjoying the dissertation the member for Peel is providing us.
The difficulty I have is that in Committee we must address the clauses. The clause refers
to elections being conducted under the principal Act and the rules under which elections
are held, If the member can get to that point he will satisfy me.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I thought I was absolutely addressing that. Thanks for your
guidance, Mr Chairman. I am saying that the principal Act is diminished in its power to
give democracy to people in the City of Perth by the very nature of clause 11, which says
the City of Penth will have no wards. Why do we not give the other three towns no
wards?
Mr Lewis: It is a simple clause.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Yes it is; but it is wrong. The outcome of it will be that the
people who live in a suburban houses in Perth and want to vote under the Local
Government Act will have little impact on the outcome of the council elected because it
will be dominated by business interests. To be fair to the Minister, I could not, and do
not intend to, use that argument with the towns of Shepperton, Vincent or Cambridge.
Even though I disagree with what is being set up, at least once it is in place, the residents
of the towns of Shepperton, Vincent and Cambridge, using the powers of the local
Government Act to vote, will have a great opportunity to determine the outcome of the
councillors. That will truly reflect their interests within that municipality. Not only am I
not convinced of the folly of not allowing that criteria to be applied to the central City of
Perth but also I suggest the Minister will have a very difficult time convincing the home
owners in the city of Penth. That may not concern him because it is not his constituency.
However, it is already beginning to concern a number of his upper House colleagues.
They have had meetings up here today with a number of constituents who are concerned
that their vote will be diminished under his proposal. It can be rectified easily.
The argument of size of the municipality and of absentee landlords begins to point to
where he is really heading. The arguments in relation to both of those points are not
arguments that should be used by the Minister to support what he intends to put in place
before an election day.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I ask the member to return to the subject because for the last
five minutes we have not dealt with the clause before the Chair.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The Minister has grabbed the Local Government Act that allows
us to vote in local government elections and which allows our vote to have the maximum
input into the outcome of those elections and is setting rules that are not only unnecessary
but also, if I live in Perth, give me less power to influence the outcome. That is how he is
impacting on the Act. It is unfair and unreasonable. He should allow the same
opportunity as applies to voters in Vincent, Cambridge and Shepperton to apply to those
residents who live in the central city of Perth.
Mr C.l. BARNETT.: The 12 minute speech by the member for Peel reached the absolute
height of absurdity. Clause 12 simply says that elections will be held, they will be held
under the Local Government Act, and they will be held on election day. Yet the foolish
member for Peel and his foolish colleagues in the Opposition at 4.20 am have taken 12
minutes to decide to oppose it. Where is their credibility?
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Comm/ate to Divide
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I move -

That the question be now put.
Question put

Point of Order
Mr M. BARNETT: I want to raise a point of order.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I will entertain the point of order immediately after the
division is finished.
Mr M. BARNETIT: The division is improper. My understanding of the standing orders
and that of the Clerk sitting beside the Chairman is that it is improper in the extreme for
the Chairman to accept the motion that has been moved by the Leader of the House. It is
proper for him to say what he wants in this place. However, it is not proper, having said
that, for him to move that motion. It is appropriate for somebody else to move it when he
is finished or for him to have done it before he spoke. Precedents of this Chamber
indicate only one incident of this having occurred before and it was an improper
acceptance by you. Mr Chairnan, of the motion. I hope that on this occasion you will go
back on what you have said and apply the standing orders properly, impartially and
fairly.
Mr C.J. BARNETT. On the point of order -

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I will take argument on the point of order at the completion
of the division.
The division resulted as follows -

Ayes (24)
Mr CJ. Barnett Mr johnson Mr Prince
Mr Board Mr Lewis Mr Shave
Mr Bradshaw Mr Marshall Mr W. Smiith
Mr Cowan Mr McNee Mr Trenarden
Mr Day Mr Nicholls M~rTubby
Mrs Edwazdes Mr Omodei Mrs van de Kiashorst
D-r Hamnes Mr Osborne Mr Wiese
Mr House Mr Pendal Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)

Noes (15)
Mir M. Bamerti Mr Grill Mr Riebeling
Mr Brown Mrs Hallahan MrRipper
Mr Catania Mr Kobelkc Mr Thomas
Dr Constable Mr Marlborough Ms Warnock
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mr Leahly (Teller)

Question thus; passed.
Point of Order

Mr CiJ. BARNETT: [ put to you. Mr Chairman, that the member for Rockingham has
expressed an opinion. Under the previous Government the Leader of the House, Hon
Bob Pearce, would put his argumnent, sit down and immediately the call would go to the
Government Whip and the question would be put. This is effectively the same thing. I
told the Committee that the comments by members opposite were nonsense and then
moved that the question be put. The point of order by the former Speaker is a point of
view; it is not a standing order of this Chamber.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I took some advice before I made my decision. While a
convention of this Chamber indicates that this is rarely done, the precedent has been set.
The situation now is that the question has been put, the Committee divided and the
motion has been carried.
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Comminee Resumed
Clause put and passed.
Clause 13: Operation of principal Act not affected -

Comminee to Divide
Mr CJ. BARNEIT: I move -

That the question be now put.
Division

Question put and a division taken with the following result.-

Ayes (24)
Mr CJ. Barnelt Mr Johnson Mr Prince
Mr Board Mr Lewis Mr shave
Mr Bradshaw Mr Marshall Mr W. Smith
Mr Cowan Mr McNee Mr Tmenorden
Mr Day Mr Nicholls Mr Tubby
Mrs Edwardes Mr Omodei Mrs van de Kiashors
Dr Hames Mr Osborne Mr Wims
Mr House Mr Ponds] Mr Bloifwitch (Teller)

Noes (15)
Mr M. Banett Mr Grifl Mr Riebeling
Mr Brown Mrs Hallahan Mr Ripper
Mr Catania Mr Kobelke Mr Thomas
Dr Constable Mr Marlborough Ms Warnock
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mr Leahy (Teller)

Question thus passed.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 14: Commission to establish infrastructure -
Mr CATANIA: My firs: question relates to clause 14(1), which states that the
commission is to establish the infrastructure of the new towns. Does that refer to the
establishment of four separate budgets and the division of assets?
Subclause (3) refers to the costs incurred before election day of establishing the
infrastructure of the new towns to be paid in such proportions as the commission thinks
it. That is a pretty wide statement and I ask for an explanation. I assume if the
boundaries and terms of reference had been set, it would not be necessary to give that
wide authority to the commission. Subclause (3)(a)xi) refers to the proceeds arising from
the sale of endowment lands. How will the sale of those lands take place? Will it be
done by the commission and in what form will the sales be made? Subclause (3)(a)(ii)
refers to die surplus invested in the joint names of the City of Perth and the Treasurer. I
seek an explanation of that subparagraph.
Dr GALLOP: This clause provides the framework by which the infrastructure for the
new towns can be set up. It has a number of subclauses relating to the acquisition of
land, and the buildings, equipment, machinery and plant needed for the new towns. It
refers to the people who will be officers of the towns and also states that the
commissioners can do anything necessary or convenient to be done to give effect to the
purposes outlined in the first subclause. I am concerned about the people because when
the Government made this announcement, of course, it sent shock waves trough the
work force of the City of Perth. Those officers have established career structures within
a reasonably sized municipality within the State, and they also heard from the
Government that this was part of a general Government initiative to introuce a new
approach to the delivery of services. Indeed, whenever questions are raised about the
matter, the response of the Minister is to refer to the contracting out of services.
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Of course, the employees within the current City of Pet are very concerned about the
matter. They want to know what their futures will be under the new framework and,
more importantly, what agreement they would have with the Government for the
transitional process. The most important union involved, the Australian Services Union,
went to the Government on the question of the transitional processes to be followed and
put a draft agreement to the Government on the issues that needed to be dealt with. Ocher
unions are also involved in the local government area, although the ASU is the major
one. It proposed that a proper consultative process be set up with particular terms of
reference. The union also referred to the issue of redundancies that must be dealt with
and raised the possibility of quarantining of jobs. That issue had been raised when the
former Government dealt with the privatisation of the State Government Insurance Office
last year. Consideration must be given to the financial assistance that may be provided to
employees, their existing entitlements, the awards under which they work, and the City of
Perth superannuation fund. The unions went to the Government and said, 'This proposal
could have an impact on the working conditions of our members. We are not sure what it
will be, but we would like an agreement about the way in which we will proceed to do
these things." The Minister wrote back to the Australian Services Union and said that he
had raised the matter with the Premier. As a result of that meeting, the Minister indicated
that it was not appropriate for the State Government to negotiate a formal agreement to
commit the commissioners. He said that they would exercise the same privileges, rights
and responsibilities of any other council in Western Australia, and that he did not propose
to fetter that.
It is very important that the employees at the City of Perch have a well understood and
agreed framework within which they can move into the new system. It is most
disappointing that the attitude of the Government to this all-important question is to say
that it will be left to the commissioners. The only references in this report to the working
conditions of the employees is of course superannuation, where the continuing
membership of the City of Perth will be transferred to the new towns, and the
preservation of entitlement under sections 21 and 22 of the Local Government Act. All
sorts of other issues about which the union felt uncomfortable were referred to in the
document sent by the unions to the Minister. The union would like to be in a position to
properly defend the interests of its members.
I know that the Minister is very inexperienced in matters relating to relationships
between employers and employees, but he is not handling this issue very well. He is
simply writing letters to people; he is not responding to the concerns expressed on behalf
of union members. I urge the Minister to look carefully at the document. He might like
to amend it, but he will need a document like this if the transition is to be conducted in a
way that respects the rights and interests of employees within the current City of Perth. I
do not think the employees can look upon the transition with any security at all, because
the Minister will simply not give any instructions to the commissioners about the way
they should conduct those matters. Rather than talking to the Premier about this issue,
the Minister should talk to the Department of Productivity and Labour Relations. He
should not talk to die Minister for Labour Relatdons. He should seek advice from the
department about how to bring about this transition in a peaceful way, recognising the
rights and interests of the employees. He should then go back to the ASU and try to
reach a proper agreement.
This clause, which enables the commissioners to establish the infrastructure for the new
towns and to appoint people to be officers of the towns, needs some further
embellishment by the Minister regarding the mechanism he will use to ensure that the
commissioners will conduct the transition in a way that is consistent with the best
traditions of industrial relations in this State. I urge the Minister to rethink the strategy
he has adopted thus far. I urge him to sit down with the union officials to try to negotiate
a proper framework for the transition to the new towns.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The member for Victoria Park has already touched on one of the
major concerns about the future of the work force of the Perth City Council. I hope that
the Minister will go some way tonight towards clarifying some of the statements he has
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made. Those statements seem to jump all over the place. On die one band the Minister
said that no-one's job will be affected. That is, everybody will be given an opportunity to
apply for a transfer to the new municipalities. On the other hand, when asked a question
about the ability of the new municipalities to run the normal services that councils run -
the removal of waste, the creation of parks and so on - we heard a range of answers, such
as putting the services to contract. Recently on the ABC the Minister said that he would
see that a number of activities were contracted out, and that he thought that was the best
position.
Mr Omodei: That is misrepresentation in the extreme. You ame worse than the Leader of
the Opposition. I was quoted incorrectly in the newspaper.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Did you challenge the report in The West Australian?
Mr Omodei: No.
Dr Gallop: That makes it difficult for the member for Peel.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It was two weeks ago, so I am relying on memory. The
Minister said that a number of jobs would be contracted out. The Minister has an
opportunity now to clarify the future job prospects of people who work for the City of
Perth. This is an extremely important issue. We are already witnessing a process that is
out of kilter With the time fr-ame set by the Government when it put out the document to
the community. The time frame was that the legislation would be in Parliament by the
end of October.
Mr Omodei:- On 18 October it was brought to Parliament.
Mr MARLBOROUJGH: The intention was to have this Bill processed by the end of
October, on my reading of the document. The Minister knows as well as I do that much
concern has been expressed by the work force of the City of Perth, from the highest level
down, about its future. In making this decision the Minister continues to say that it will
benefit the State, but in the short term we will not see many benefits for the people
working at the Perth City Council. They do not know where they will end up. Parking
officers do not know whether the parking facilities will be sold; they do not know
whether they will work for the council. Outside workers, such as garbage collectors, do
not know if those jobs will be contracted out. The Minister should answer those
questions.
My other question relates to subclause (3) and lines 16 to 20 on the page. it reads -

The costs incurred before election day of establishing the infrastructure of the
new towns are to be paid, in such proportions as the commission thinks fit -

Can the Minister indicate from where the bulk of the money will come?
Mr Omodei: That is what your colleague asked a minute ago.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I realise that, but I am asking again. I asked whether money
would be included in the division of assets which had not been included in the Bill. I
understood that the Minister commented this morning that the Mindarie assets would be
included. Rather than my indicating the individual holdings, could the Minister provide a
list of the assets presently held by the Perth City Council which will be used by the
commissioners to pay for the division?
Mr Omodei: I did not mention Mindarie in this debate.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: If that is correct, I apologise. Will the Minister please forward
to us those assets not outlined within the Bill? Will the Minister also provide a list of all
the assets currently held -
Dr Constable: And their current value.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Indeed. Most importantly, can the Minister also provide a list of
assets which the commission intends to use in setting up the tiny town concept?
Referring to page 10 of the Bill, will the Minister list the areas from which the money
will come?
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Mr Catania: We must discuss our amendments.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: It is not necessary.
Mr Catania: I was asking the Minister.
Mr Omocii If the Opposition wants to be cooperative, the member for Floreat should
move her first amendment and we could then progress through the clause and answer all
the questions.
Dr Gallop: The questions should be answered as they are crucial.
Mr Omodei: I will choose when I answer them.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Is the Minister suggesting that he will not be able to answer
them tomorrow?
Mr Omodei: If the member allows the amendment to be moved, I will provide all the
answers.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I have asked the Minister to provide the assets presently held by
the Perth City Council and their value. Surely the Cabinet would have looked at that
matter in considering this legislation.
Mr Omodei: I will provide them but I do not have them with me.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I do not expect the Minister to have them, but it is not beyond
his capacity to have the details tomorrow as his department has been dealing with the Bill
for eight weeks. I have asked the Minister to advise the House of the assets intended to
be used in the basket of goods to pay for the establishment and running of the towns.
Some speculation has arisen about areas like Mindarie in which the Perth City Council is
die preferred owner in a 400 ha holding in Wannemoo, 30 ha of which is intended to be
used as a regional tip. The rest is to be divided into some type of urban block
development. It is important for the people of Western Australia to know what sort of
value is placed on that land and what the five commissioners intend to do with it. People
must be fully informed on what is happening to one of the most important ingredients in
making the restructure work- Also, people fear that they will lose out with a loss of
endowment land and the loss of income in the proposed towns, and that people will both
gain benefit and incur loss through the municipalities. These matters should be on the
record for everyone to see.
Dr CONSTABLE: I move -

Page 9, lines 20 to 23 - To delete the lines.
These lines refer to the aspects of my electorate which are of great concern. This relates
to the proposed town of Cambridge and endowment land, and the Lime Kilns Estate area,
as I said during my contribution to the second reading debate, is the heart and soul of the
proposed town of Cambridge. A community of interest has been established around
endowment land since 1920 when the land was established in that form. People have
bought blocks out there and settled and feel an emotional attachment to the area; they talk
about it with pride, and the area is sought after. It is a beautiful area of parkiand suburbs
in which people have a great deal of pride. The threat of this area being taken away has
caused a great deal of concern and anguish among people in my electorate.
People fear what will happen next. Bold Park and the endowment land are set aside for
possible development, and the time has come for these people's minds to be set at rest in
a number of ways. First, to ensure that wholesale development will not occur in the
area - as is the desire among people there and the wider Perth community - a large
reserve should be set aside, perhaps as a regional park based on endowment land.
I received assurances from the Minister earlier today and also earlier during Committee
on the endowment lands. I would like him to restate that and also give us a little more
information so that at least people living in this area may receive some comfort as to the
Government's intentions for the endowment lands. This part of clause 14 is contrary to
the City of Perth Endowment Lands Act. At present, $11l.5m in surplus funds is held in
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trust. As the figure of $15m has been mentioned, perhaps the Minister could clarify that
in his remarks.
The clause provides that the funds from that trust fund can be used for the infrastructure
costs of the new towns. I hope that those costs will not go cowards the new City of Perth.
The perception of the people is that the money raised from the sale of the endowment
lands should go back into the area in which it was raised.
It is probably fair that those funds be spent in setting up the three towns, but I hope that
there is some indication that that will be fairly equitably spread across the three towns.
The way this is set up, it is quite possible that the commissioners might decide that one of
those towns needs more money spent on it than the others and a large proportion of it
could be spent on a town that is not the town of Cambridge, and the town of Cambridge
might get only a small amount of that money. Perhaps the Minister could clarify how he
sees those funds being distributed.
Much has been said about the Bold Park area. A moment ago, I commented on the worry
in people's minds that large tracts of land may be developed to raise funds to establish
the towns. As the Leader of the House would know, that is a very sensitive
environmental area. Some recognition of that in the Minister's comments would also
help to set people's minds at rest. It is generous enough that the funds that have been
accumulated will be spent across the three towns, but the suggestion that more land and
large tracts of land might be sold to raise further funds is going a bit too far. Let us once
and for all set people's minds at rest that a reserve will be established and that, in future,
only small blocks of land at south City Beach and near the St Johns Wood area will be
under consideration for development. South City Beach has already been cut into blocks,
so it is obvious that that will happen there. It is important that that piece of bushland in
the inner city area and close to the ocean. should be set aside for future generations.
I was very pleased when the Minister announced that the Burswood area would be part of
the town of Shepperton. flat indicated that the Government was willing to listen to
people in that area and also to one or two of its own members about the need to do that. I
hope that, in the same spirit, he will indicate that he is listening to the concerns of the
people of Cambridge.
Mr OMODEX: I indicate to the member for Floreat that the Government will be opposing
her amendment because it is against the whole thrust of the Bill. I will respond to the
questions raised by members of the Opposition and, once the amendment is put, we will
then rise until a later stage and conclude the amendments. I thank the member for Floreat
for the positive manner in which she has approached this issue and for the receptive way
in which she has received some of my explanations. Many of these issues are very
complicated. However, I will attempt to explain them as best I can.
7he Bill provides that up until division day, I July 1994, the commissioners have to
establish the infrastructure of the new towns using the endowment land sales income
which was described by the member for Flom-at, which includes that area of land at south
City Beach which is already cut up into blocks and also that area of three hectares near St
Johns Wood within the Cambridge boundary, which will be valuable land. The other
infrastructure will be the endowment land surplus and also the parking funds maintained
under the City of Perth Parking Facilities Act. After division day, the endowment land
sales income and the endowment land surplus will be combined into the endowment land
account which is described later in the Bill under clause 17. That fund, together with the
parking funds maintained under the City of Perth Parking Facilities Act, will continue to
be available to the commissioners up until election day 1995. Later, I will be seeking to
amend clause 14 to clarify the commissioners' role in access to reserve funds under the
Local Government Act.
I reiterate the commitment to maintaining Bold Park. I expect that that area of St Johns
Wood will be included in Bold Park. Some of the other areas that have some rare flora
will also be included in Bold Park, making it a unique A class reserve.
I mention also the Nlindarie arrangement. I understand that there is tripartite ownership
of the Mindarie lands by the City of Wanneroo, the City of Stirling and the Perth City
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Council. I expect the commissioners will divide the one-third ownership of the Perth
City Council equitably amongst the towns and the city council.
As to the questions asked by the member for Peel about the people, as he knows full well,
I met with the people on the Esplanade and gave a comitment about their employment
and their ongoing employment. It will be a very delicate exercise to divide the staff. It
will be done on a voluntary basis in the interim. Of course, the commissioners will be
faced with a real challenge in making sure that the people are satisfied in their
distribution around the towns and the city. At the same time, they will also have to
distribute the assets such as rubbish removal vehicles and maintenance machinery. The
commissioners will need to advise me, as the Minister, of the distribution of those assets
and the land. [ will then make a recommendation to the Governor, under the Governor's
order. The commissioners will be empowered to set up the infrastructure of the towns in
the various municipalities as they see fit. In other words, they will assess each of the
sites and allocate funds accordingly. When debate is resumed later today, the
amendments on the Notice Paper will be considered.

Question to be put
On motion by Mr C1. Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -

That the question be now put
Commnintee Resumed

Amendment put and negatived.
Progress

Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Mr Omodei (Minister for
Local Government).

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE . SPECIAL
On motion by Mr C.J Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -

That the House at its rising adjourn until Thursday, 11I November at 2.00 pm.
House adjourned a: S.13 am (Thursday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

McCARREY REPORT - PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONER'S CRITICISM
711. Mr RIPPER to the Premier.

(1) Did the Premier or t Premier's office receive any written or verbal
advice from the Public Service Commissioner on the findings of the
McCarrey Commission?

(2) If so -
(a) when was that advice received-,
(b) what was its content?

(3) When did the Premier first become aware of the commissioner's criticism
of the McCarrey report in the July edition of Executive News?

Mr COURT replied:
I refer die member to my reply to question on notice 6 10.

WATTS, CAROL - SALARY
744. Mr RIPPER to the Premier

(1) Has Ms Carol Watts' salary been on the same level since 16 February
1993?

(2) Are the services Ms Watts provides to the Minister unavailable elsewhere
in the Public Service?

(3) if so, which services?
Mr COURT replied:
(1) Since 17 February 1993 Ms Watts has been engaged on the basis of

contract for service and as such has not received a salary.
(2)-(3) Ms Watts does not provide services to a Minister. Her consultancy

services are provided to the policy office on a range of issues requiring an
external perspective.

CONSULTANTS - MINISTER'S DEPARTMENTS OR AGENCIES
EMPLOYMENT

752. Mr RIPPER to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for
Education; Employment and Training:
(1) What consultants have been retained by the Minister and the Minister's

departments or agencies since 6 February l993?
(2) What amounts have been paid to each consultant?
(3) What services were provided by these consultants?
(4) For what period were these consultants engaged?
The answer was tabled.
(See paper No 565.]

THIRD PARTY INSURANCE - CHANGES, POLICE UNION'S CONCERNS
965. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:

(1) Given that the General Secretary of the Police Union has condemned the
Government's proposed changes to compulsory third party insurance
because they would deprive police officers of compensation for pain and
suffering arising from motor vehicle accidents occurring in the course of
duty, does the Minister intend rectifying this situation by appropriately
lobbying the Minister for Finance?
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(2) If the Minister intends to make anything other than token representations,
does the Minister, given the attitude of the Minister for Finance to other
groups similarly affected such as pensioners, children and mothers at
home, hold any hope that the inister's lobbying will succeed?

Mr WIESE replied:
(1)-(2) The General Secretary of the Western Australian Police Union has written

informing me that the union has concerns about the changes proposed to
the law relating to motor vehicle accident compensation. A meeting was
held between the Police Union, the Minister for Finance and myself to
discuss its concerns. The union agreed to provide further details about its
concerns and the matter would then be given further consideration.

POLICE DEPARTMENT - McCARREY CONSULTANT
976. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Police:

(1) What is the name of the consultant who reviewed the Police Department
on behalf of the McCarrey Commission?

(2) Why was the Alexander Proudfoot Productivity Management Company
chosen to review the Police Department?

(3) What is meant by the expression used in the McCarrey commission's
discussion of the police "essentially an overview assessment of Police
management practices"?

(4) Why was the Police Department particularly targeted for lack of
management techniques or suspect management practices?

(5) Would the Minister give an account from the police assessment of how the
methodology of the McCarrey review of the Police Department was
conducted?

(6) Which police personnel were interviewed?
(7) Which departments were examined?
(8) Which premises were examined?
(9) Which country police stations were examined?
(10) What country police officers were interviewed?
(11) What was the total number of days spent on examination of the Police

Department?
Mr WIESE replied:

(0)-0ll)
The information sought in the question relates to matters and decisions
made by the McCarrey commission. Questions on such matters should be
addressed to the commission which is totally independent of the
Government and is the only body able to answer such questions.

LEMNOS BUSHLAND - DEVELOPMENT RECONSIDERATION
998. Mr KOBELKE to the Premier:

(1) Has the Government reconsidered its position on the development of the
Lemnos bushland?

(2) If so, what are the Government's intentions for the site?
(3) What brought about the Government's changed stance?
Mr COURT replied:
(1) Yes. The site will no longer be redeveloped by WALA for industrial

purposes.
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(2) T1he site will be vested in the City of Nedlands to be used for recreational
purposes.

(3) The Government was approached by the City of Nedlands to reconsider its
position and, after discussions with the Department of Conservation and
Land Management, made die decision that it was inappropriate to develop
the property for industrial purposes.

HOMESWEST - McCARREY COMMISSION, COMMITTEE OF BUSINESS
PEOPLE TO REVIEW OPERATIONS

1032. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister for Housing:
(1) Who were the members of the committee referred to in page 63 of

Volume 2 of die McCantey report?
(2) What is each member's occupation?
(3) What organisations were these people representing or affiliated with?
(4) Who was the chairman of this committee?
(5) When will this committee's report be made public?
Mr LEWIS replied:
(1)-(5) In die preparation of its report, the Commission to Review Public Sector

Finances sought the views of a great many individuals including those
with long experience in the land subdivision and housing industries. The
identity of those persons is a matter between the commission and the
individuals and is immaterial to the published recommendations contained
in the commission's report.

POINT SAMSON, JOHN'S CREEK WHARF - IMPROVEMENTS
1085. Mr RIGEBELING to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:

(1) What action is to be taken about die concerns expressed by the users of the
wharf at Iohn's Creek, Point Samson about -
(a) improving the wharf;
(b) retention of the office at the wharf?

(2) if not, why not?
Mr LEWIS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(1) (a) Users of die facility agreed that the cost estimate of
$558 000 given for the requested wharf improvements was
difficult to justify. Fishing industry representatives are
reviewing the proposal to determine if their objectives can
be achieved more economically.

(b) The staffing arrangements at Point Samson were discussed
with industry representatives at Point Samson on
23 September. It was agreed that alternative management
arrangements that did not involve replacement of the local
marine officer should be trial led. A local contract to
provide day to day supervision was being considered.
However, arrangements have been made for the
Department of Marine and Harbours harbour masters, who
are principally employed to provide pilotage services for
Robe River, to carry out the day to day supervision at the
Point Samson, John's Creek boat harbour. These
arrangements will be reviewed periodically.

(2) Not applicable.
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MCCARREY REPORT - VOLUME TWO
Printer, Cost, Numbers, Members' Copies, Briefings

1096. Dr LAWRENCE to the Premier:
(1) (a) Who printed the McCarrey report volume 2;

(b) at what cost?
(2) How many copies were printed?
(3) How was the McCarrey report volume 2 distributed to Government

Members of Parliament?
(4) On what day and at what time were Government members of Parliament

provided with a copy of the McCarrey report volume 2?
(5) On what day and at what time were Government members of Parliament

briefed on the McCanrey report volume 2 by the commissioners and/or the
Premier Mnd/or Ministers and /or Government officers?

(6) (a) At what time were members of the media briefed on the McCartey
report volume 2;

(b) by whom?
(7) Were any media outlets given a briefing, or an advance copy of the report

before the official "lock-up" at noon on Monday, 30 August?
(8) If so. which outlets?
(9) How many copies of the McCanrey report volumes I and 2 have been sold

to date?
Mr COURT replied:
(1) (a) State Print.

(b) $34 274.30.
(2) 3 000.
(3) By courier and by mail.
(4) In the afternoon of 30 August 1993.
(5) In the morning of 31 August 1993.
(6) (a) 2.00 pm press conference 30 August 1993.

(b) Mr McCan'ey and the ocher members of the Independent
Commission to Review Public Sector Finances.

(7) Yes.
(8) The West Australian, The Australian and The Australian Financial

Review.
(9) Volume I - 737; volume 2 - 1 872.

MINISTERIAL OFFICES - PREMIER
Staff Names, Positions, Salary Levels, AlIlowances, Benefits; Motor Vehicle Allocation

1130. Mr RIPPER to the Premier-
(1) What are the names, positions, salary levels and ocher allowances and

benefits for each person working in the Premier's office as at
21 September 1993?

(2) How many and which of these have a Government motor vehicle allocated
for their use?

Mr COURT replied:
(1 )-(2)

As at 28 September, the following staff were employed in my office -
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Namne

Mr 1. Fletcher

Mrt J. Gilleece

Ms J. Squires

Mr D). Campbell

Mrs L. Rocchi

Miss J. Longton

Mr D.Durack

Mrts W. Ireland
Mrs E. Logan

Mrts R. Young
Mr T Papafilis
Mrs P. Sheehy
Mrs D.MacDonald
Miss M. Peel
Mrs S. Davis

Mliss D. Gibbons

Mrs D. Stringer
Mrs M. Johnston

Mrs C. Hayward
Mr F. Williams

Position

Chief of Staff

Executive Director

Principal Policy
officer
Principal Policy
Officer
Principal Private
Secretary

Senior Executive
Officer

Senior Press Officer

Executive Officer
Snir Appointmients
Officer
Adniin Officer
Policy Officer
Appointments Office
Liaison Officer
Liaison Officer
Liaison Officer

Secretary/
Receptionist
Secretary
Assistant Appoint-
ments Officer
Officer
Chauffeur

Salary pa Allowances/
Benefits

$121 685 As allowed for prescribed
officers under section
6(1)(e) of the Salaries
and Allowances Act

78 098 Vehicle under the exec-
utive vehicle scheme.
Telephone rental and
official calls

59 824 Nil

59 824 Vehicle under the exec-
utive vehicle scheme

54 563 Vehicle under the exec-
utive vehicle scheme.
Telephone rental and
official calls

52 721 Vehicle under dhe exec-
utive vehicle scheme.
Telephone rental and
official calls

56 567 Vehicle under the exec-
utive vehicle scheme.
Telephone rental and
official calls

45 126 Nil
39 993 Parking bay

pr

36688
34 669
33 399
30 696
30 696
18417

art time)
27236

26 533 Nil
26 533 Nil

14238 Nil
TWU Nil

Nil
Parking bay
Nil
Parking bay
Parking bay
Nil

Nil

Chauffeurs
Agreement

In addition, Mr R. Elliott is engaged as a consultant on terms outlined in
my response to question 27 1.

HOMESWEST - SECURITY BONDS FOR TENANTS
1140. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister for Housing:

(1) Is Homeswest planning to introuce security bonds for its tenants?
(2) When will this occur?
(3) How will this occur?
Mr LEWIS replied:

It is a recommendation of the Independent Commission to Review Public
Sector Finances and will be considered in due course.
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MINISTERIAL OFFICES - STAFF NUMBERS
1159. Mr RIPPER to the Premier

(I) What was the total number of staff in ministerial offices as at 30 June
1992?

(2) What was the total number of staff in ministerial offices as at 30 June
1993?

(3) How many staff in ministerial offices were at levels 6. 7. 8 and above as at
30 June 1992?

(4) How many staff in ministerial offices were at levels 6,7, 8 and above as at
30 June 1993?

Mr COURT replied:
(1)-(2) I refer the member to my response to question 708.
(3) 92.
(4) 66.
McCARREY, LES - UNDER TREASURER APPOINTMENT: PREVIOUS

POSITIONS
1184. Mr RIPPER to the Premier:

(1) Who appointed Les McCarrey to the position of Under Treasurer in 1974?
(2) What were Mr McCarrey's previous Public Service positions?
Mr COURT replied:
(1) On the recommendation of the Chairman of the Public Service Board,

Mr McCanrey's appointment to the position of Under Treasurer was
approved by the Governor in Executive Council on 13 August 1975.

(2) Assistant Under Treasurer, Deputy Under Treasurer.
McCARREY REPORT.- VOLUME TWO

Copies Printed; Cost; Quotes
1186. Mr KOBELKE to the Premier

(1) (a) How many copies of volume 2 of the McCarrey report were
printed;

(b,) at what cost?
(2) (a) How many printers or publishers quoted for this work;

(b) what were those quotes?
Mr COURT replied:
(1) (a) 3000

(b) $34 274.30.
(2) (a) Three

(b) Quotations for 2 000 copies were - $20 100; $28 525; $41 542.
HOVERCRAFT - SWAN RIVER TRIALS

1239. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister representing the Minister for Transport:
(1) What is the purpose of the trial use of a hovercraft on the Swan River near

the Maylands peninsula?
(2) Who is supervising these trials?
(3) Who owns the hovercraft?
(4) How long will the trials last?
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(5) How will this trial use be evaluated?
Mr LEWIS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided die following response -

(l)-(5) A five metre hovercraft has been issued with a certificate of survey
under the WA Marine Act to operate within gazetted smooth
waters which include the Swan River. The hovercraft is permitted
to carry one crew and four passengers. The hovertraft is owned by
Hoverspace (WA) Pry Ltd. The Department of Transport is not
responsible or involved with any trial use of the hovercraft. It is
understood that the Swan River Trust has approved an application
for the hovercraft to operate on the Swan River. It is suggested.
therefore, that further inquiries be directed to the Minister for the
Environment.

SCHOOLS - COMMUNITY FACILITIES AGREEMENT
1245. Dr EDWARDS to the Premier:

(1) What agreement has been signed recently with the Western Australian
Municipal Association to investigate using schools as a community
facility?

(2) How is this investigation being done?
Mr COURT replied:
(1) On 1 June 1993 a memorandum of understanding on capital resource

sharing of education and related facilities was signed by representatives of
State and local government.

(2) The memorandum outlines the coordination process established to review
die provision and management of community and school facilities.

PERTH CITY - BARREN SITES, TASK FORCE ESTABLISHMENT
1253. Mr KOBELKE to the Premier

(1) Has the Government established a task force to attempt to improve the
barren or un-utilised sites in the Perth city area?

(2) Has the Government given a name to this task force or working group?
(3) What are the objectives or terms of reference for this task force?
(4) Who are the members of this task force?

(5) Has a deadline been set for the completion of its work?
Mr COURT replied:
(1) No.
(2)-(5) Not applicable.

STATE BUDGET - CAPITAL WORKS $1527.4 MILLION, DEPARTMENT OR
AGENCY ALLOCATIONS

1254. Mr KOBELICE to the Premier
(1) What are the budget allocations for each department or agency which

aggregate to the State's total planned capital works outlay of $1 527.4m as
announced in the 1993 Budget speech?

(2) For each department or agency total given in answering (1) above, what
are the amounts allocated for each project or program within each agency?

Dr COURT replied:
(1)-(2) 1 refer the member to the 1993-94 Capital Works Program and the

summary of expenditure and funding on pages 40-45.
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MeCARREY COMMISSION - FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION AND AUDIT
ACT, COMPLIANCE

1262. Mr KOBELKE to the Treasurer:
(1) Was it required of the Commission to Review Public Sector Finances that

it comply with all the provisions of the Financial Administration and
Audit Act 1985?

(2) Has this commission of review complied fully with these standards of
public accountability?

(3) Has the Independent Commission to Review Public Sector Finances
sought exemption from any of the requirements of the Financial
Administration and Audit Act?

Mr COURT replied:
(1)-(2) Under the provisions of the Financial Administration and Audit Act the

commission was considered to be a non-government affiliated body. As
such there was compliance with the requirements of the Act.

(3) No.
GOVERNMENT MOTOR VEHICLES - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN

1294. Mr KOBELKE to the Premier
(1) What make and model of motor vehicle has been provided to each

Minister of the Crown to assist the Minister in the conduct of the
Minister's ministerial duties?

(2) From what daze was each vehicle available?
The answer was tabled.
[See paper No 566.]

DENTAL CLINICS - EQUIPMENT, STERILISING PRACTICES
1307. Dr WATSON to the Minister representing the Minister for Health:

(1) Do sterilising practices for equipment to be used in adult dental clinics
differ from those for children's dental clinics?

(2) If so, for what reason?
(3) How is equipment, including hand drill pieces, presently sterilised for use

in school dental clinics?
(4) Are such practices uniform?
(5) Do all school clinics south of the Swan River autoclave their equipment?
(6) If not, why not?
(7) What is the total actual or estimated cost of autoclaving equipment for

school dental clinics?
(8) How much per child would this cost amount to?
Mr MINSON replied:

The Minister for Health has provided the following reply-
(1) Yes.
(2) The autoclaving of handpieces has been progressively introduced

into adult clinics, as these clinics treat the vast majority of at risk
individuals.

(3) All dental instruments that can be sterilised, except for dental
handpieces, ame autoclaved after use.

(4) Yes.
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(5) Yes, except for handpieces.
(6) Not applicable.
(7) The cost of acquiring autoclavable handpieces in the first year is

$730 000 with an ongoing recurrent cost increasing from
approximately $50 000 in the third year to approximately $175 000
in the fifth and sixth years with total replacement in the tenth year.

(8) About $3 per child in the first year and about 600 per child per
year in die third and subsequent years.

POLICE - STATIONS AND OFFICES
Victoria Park, East Victoria Park, Rentley

1330. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Police:
(1) What police stations and offices are located in the suburbs of -

(a) Victoria Park;
(b) East Victoria Park;,
(c) Bentley?

(2) How many personnel are attached to each of these offices?
(3) How many personnel were attached to each of these offices in -

(a) 1990-91;
(b) 1991-92;
(c) 1992-93?

Mr WIESE replied:

(1)-(2)
Regional office 4
Police station 38

East Victoria Park
School based, Kent Street High School 1

Bentley
Criminal Investigation Branch 17
Community Policing and Crime Prevention 7
Youth Family and Ethnic Affairs 15

(3) 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93
Victora
Regional office 5 4 4
Police station 34 38 38
East -Victoria Park
School based 0 1 1
Kent Street High School
Benlc
Criminal Investigation Branch 16 16 17
Community Policing and 12 7 7

Crime Prevention
Youth Family and Ethnic Affairs 13 13 15

SCHOOLS - NORTHiERN RIVERS, CLOSURES
1336. Mr LEAHY to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Education:

(1) Are any schools within the electorate of Northern Rivers being considered
for closure?
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(2) If yes -

(a) what schools are under consideration;
(b) when is a decision likely to be made?

Mr TUBBY replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(l)-(2) At this stage it is not possible to positively identify individual
schools proposed for closure in 1995. The criteria for selecting
schools are currently undergoing a consultation phase with various
panics prior co submission to Cabinet for approval. When the
criteria have been approved it will then be possible to identify
individual schools which will then be assessed.

HOSPITALS - KOJONIJP AND GNOWANGERUP, CHANGES
1338. Mr TAYLOR to the Minister representing the Minister for Health:

(1) What changes does the Minister and/or the Minister's department have
under consideration for the Kojonup and Gnowangerup hospitals?

(2) What action is planned or under way with respect to the recommendations
contained in the report entitled Review of Health Service Needs - Central
Great Southern Health District and Great Southern Health District?

Mr MINSON replied:
The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

(1) A review of health services in the Central Great Southern Health
District has recently been completed by consultants Silver Thomas
Hanley. This district includes the Gnowangerup and Kojonup
Hospitals. The reviewer outlined a range of options for the
expansion of health services in the central great southern region.
The regional director of the great southern health region has called
for public comment on the report.

(2) The period for public comment on the options paper prepared by
consultants Silver Thomas Hanley concluded on 1 November and
the submissions received are being analysed.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - CANNING VALE
COLLECTION SEWER, SECTION 1. CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT

1340. Mr THOMAS to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) What was the Water Authority of Western Australia contract price for the

construction of the Canning Vale collection sewer, section 1?
(2) (a) Did this include the construction of a by-pass road;

(b) what proportion of the cost estimate did this comprise?
(3) Was there a collapse of the roadway during construction?
(4) If there was a collapse -

(a) on what dare and time did it occur
(b) could it have constituted a threat to the lives or safety of members

of the public or the work force?
(5) Who carried out the construction work on the Canning Vale collection

sewer, section 1?
Mr OMODEI replied:
(1) Two estimate figures were provided -

(a) open cut construction $674 000 - December 1990 dollars
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(b) micro tunnelling $773 000.
(2) (a) Yes for (a) above; not required for (b).

(b) 2.1 per cent for roadworks and 13.3 per cent for services
relocation.

(Q)-(5) As these works were carried out by private contract, these questions
should be referred to the contractor/developer.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA -ENDEAVOR DRIVE
PUMP STATION CONSTRUCTION

1341. Mr THOMAS to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) Did the Water Authority of Western Austraia construct the Endeavour

Drive pump station?
(2) What was the cost of this?
(3) Were quotes sought by the developers from contractors for this work?
(4) Who quoted?
(5) What were the prices quoted?
Mr OMODEI replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) $259 507 - December 1991 dollars,
(3)-(5) Not known.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - HUNTING DALE MAIN
SEWER CONSTRUCTION

1342. Mr THOMAS to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) When was stage I of the Huntingdale main sewer constructed?
(2) Who was it constructed by?
(3) What did it cost?
(4) When was stage 2 of the Hunuingdaie main sewer con stnicted?
(5) Who was it constructed by?
(6) What did it cost?
Mr OMODEI replied:
(1) December 1987 to March 1989.
(2) Constructed by WAWA project management construction branch's day

labour work force.
(3) Cost of construction was $1 880 000.
(4) November 1988 to July 1990.
(5) Constructed by WAWA project management and construction branch's

day labour work force as a research and development project.
(6) Cost of construction was $2 990 000.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - PARKLAND TRAIL
CANNING VALE PUMP STATION CONSTRUCTION

1343. Mr THOMAS to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) Did the Water Authority of Western Australia construct the Parkland Trail

Canning Vale pump station?
(2) If yes to (1), what was the price to the developer of this work?
(3) Who was the developer?
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(4) Did the developer obtain quotes from private contractors?
(5) If yes to (4) -

(a) who quoted,
(b) what were the prices submitted?

Mr OMODEI replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) $217085.
(3) LandCorp and Winthrop joint venture.
(4)-(5)

As these works were carried out by private contract, these questions
should be referred to the contractor/developer.

A CAPITAL CITY FOR WESTERN AUSTRALIA: RESTRUCTURING TH4E CITY
OF PERTH - COST; DISTRIBUTION

1344. Dr LAWRENCE to the Minister for Local Government:
(1) What was the total cost of preparation including -

(a) artwork;
(b) printing;
(c) distribution;
of the document entitled A Capital City for Western Australia
Restructuring the City of Perth?

(2) To how many ratepayers and residents was it distributed?
Mr OMODEI replied:
(1) Brochures - text $1 500.00

Brochures - photography $25000
Brochures - preparation $20 003.00
Brochures - envelopes and postage $59 955.47
Total $81 708.47

(2) 75 893.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT~ NOTICE

LIGHTFOOT, ROSS - ABORIGINAL CIVILISATION REMARKS
413. Mr BRIDGE to the Premier:

I draw the Premier's antention to the remarks of a North Metropolitan
member of the Legislative Council, Ross Lightfoot, reported nationally in
The Australian and the News Chronicle today, in which he says in pant -

Mr Yunupingu, like the former prime minister, Mr Hawke, speaks
of Aboriginal people as "civilised" or "Aboriginal civilisation".
This is not only distorted, but about as wrong as you Could
possibly get. Aborigines were never civilised. Even in their
primitive state today, they are only the bottom colour of the
civilisation spectrum.

Iaskthe Premier -
(1) When will the Premier condemn these remarks as ignorant,

extremist and divisive?
(2) When will the Premier take strong action against the member for

his regular outbursts in this vein?
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Mr COURT replied:
(1)-(2)

I am no: aware of the comments referred to by the member for Kimberley
but I can certainly say that I would never use such language. I ask the
member to give me that information, and I will raise it with the member
concerned. As the member for Kimberley knows only too well, it is
certainly no: something I would condone and I certainly do not s upport it.
If that is the language used by the member referred to, I will certainly
raise the matter with him and express my concerns.

DEFENCE - CAPITAL EXPENDITURE, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
ALLOCATION

414. Mrs van de KLASHORST to the Premier:
Having just had lunch with my son who is on leave from the Royal
Australian Navy, I ask the Premier to inform the House of his plans to
press the Federal Government for Western Australia to obtain a rater
share of defence capital expenditure.

Mr COURT replied:
Today I held a press conference at the shiplift facility at Jervoise Bay to
outline that the Government will provide every support it can for a
consortium to win the minehunter contract, and for these boats to be built
at Jervoise Bay. If the Opposition has not been briefed yet, I think it will
be briefed on this matter in the near future. This Government, when in
Opposition, provided aJl the support it could to the then Government in its
attempt to win the submarine and frigate contracts, Unfortunately,
Western Australia was not successful in those bids, but everything
possible will be done to win this contract.
Tomorrow I will meet the Federal Minister for Defence, Mr Ray, in
Canberra and present the detailed submission prepared by the
Government. This contract is worth Si b and it will involve seven years of
construction, with some 500 people being directly involved in the project.
Our concern arises because in 199 1-92 Western Australia received 0.2 per
cent of the defence procurement budget - an amount of $2.7m. Victoria in
the same year received $500m, as did South Australia. Western Australia
has been receiving an abysmally small amount of the defence procurement
budget, and this Government will do everything it can to win this contrct.
The word is that the Federal Government is keen for this contract to go to
Newcastle. Thai is a matter of concern because two of the three
consortiums bidding for the contract have said that the work would be
carried out in Newcastle. Therefore, we shall need all the support possible
to help the consortium, Transfield Shipbuilding Pty Ltd, which is prepared
to build the boats at Jervoise Bay. We must explain to the Federal
Governiment that bearing in mind the small amount of defence money
spent in this State, and the fact that the commercial shipbuilding industry
in this State has supplied 65 per cent of the commercial ships built in this
country - earning $225m of export income - Western Australia is the
logical place to which to award the contract. I hope that when the tenders
close at the beginning of next month the Federal Government will be
prepared to give Western Australia at least a fair chance of winning its
first major naval defence contract.

SMITH, WAYDE - FINANCIAL REPORT
Commissioner of Police, Copy

415. Mr CATANIA to the Premier:
I refer to the report on the finances of the member for Wan neroo. If the
Premier maintains the view that the member for Wanneroo's financial
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affairs are completely beyond reproach and if he has no intention of
altering the report in any way, why will he not immediately send a copy of
the report to the Commissioner of Police rather than wait for dhe outcome
of the review by Mr Stephen Mann?

The SPEAKER: Order! I ask that the question be passed to me so that I can
determine whether it falls within the responsibility of the Premier.

SMITH, WAYDE - MANN, STEPHEN, CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT
416. Mr RIPPER to the Premier:

I refer to the report in today's issue of The West Ausstralian on the member
for Wanneroo's attempt to bind Mr Stephen Mann to a confidentiality
agreement in his assessment of the member's financial report, and ask -
(1) Why is the confidentiality agreement still being negotiated almost

two weeks after the Premier announced he would refer the member
for Wanneroo's report to Mr Mann?

(2) Is the community to conclude from this delay that Mr Mann has
not started the substantive task of reviewing the member's report?

(3) When does the Premier expect to receive Mr Mann's advice, given
that the review has now taken twice as long as it took the member
for Wanneroc, to compile the original report?

The SPEAKER: Order! I believe the question asked by the member for Balcatta
is not in order. It does not fall within the responsibility of the Premier to
be involved in the question as set out. The question asked by the member
for Belmont may be similar, and I would like to see that question also. I
rule the question asked by the member for Balcatta. to be out of order.

HOMESWEST - WISE CHOICE PROGRAM, REGIONAL TOWNS
417. Mr TRENORDEN to the Minister for Housing:

(1) Is the Homeswest program, Wise Choice, available to regional towns?
(2) If so, is there a limitation on the number of units and does the policy allow

for the involvement of local government?
Mr LEWIS replied:
(1) Clearly, yes because there are same projects in the south west and

currently a program is being negotiated in Geraldton.
(2) There are no limits. The principle is based on the need to meet the

requirements of the recipients, that is, those who will live in the units.
Local government can be involved in joint ventures. At this time no local
governments are involved; however, some interest has been shown by the
Town of Kwinana.

Points of Order
Mr RIPPER: You, Mr Speaker, ame now considering whether a question I asked

is in order.
The SPEAKER: No, I anm not because it has not yet been passed to me.
Mr RIPPER: I have a concern about your ruling on die question asked by tihe

member for Halcatta. Perhaps the same issue arises on the question I have
asked. It seems to me that the Premier, acting in his capacity as Premier,
has sought and received a report on the finances of the member for
Wannerao and is now proposing to take further action on it. That fits
within his ministerial responsibilities. I do not believe that the Premier on
this occasion is acting as a private citizen. He is acting as the Premier in
pursuit of what we hope would be standards of good conduct within the
Government.
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Mr M. BARNEUM: With your indulgence, Mr Speaker, I would like to put this
question to you, and ask you to advise me because I am rather confused
about why it does not conform with the standing orders. The question
asked was as follows -

I refer to the report on the finances of the member for Wanneroo.
If the Premier maintains the view that the member for Wanneroo's
financial affairs are completely beyond reproach and if he has no
intention of altering the report in any way, why will he not
immediately send a copy of the report to the Commissioner of
Police rather than wait for the outcome of the review by
Mr Stephen Mann?

You and 1, Mr Speaker, have been here for a long time, and I must admit
to being somewhat confused as to why you might rule that particular
question out of order - although I am aware of Standing Order No 1, 1 do
not think that is one you should be addressing when ruling this matter our
of order. I would appreciate your advice - white not canvassing your
ruling - as to why the question should be ruled out of order. We on this
side of the House would not like to continue to ask questions in an
improper way, if that has occurred.

Speaker's Ruling
The SPEAKER: When these questions began a week or so ago, on at least two

occasions I said that I did not believe that the questions came within a
ministerial responsibility in one case or more - that is, that of the Premier
and the Attorney General - but I gave them the opportunity to answer if
they wished, having indicated I did not believe that they came within the
person's ministerial responsibility. On reflection, I came to the conclusion
that I was not being fair to the person who was to provide the answer. I
wvas giving a choice which, if accepted, could be seen to be squibbing the
issue. I decided I would not let that go further, that I would take
responsibility myself. That was clearer.
In regard to the question asked by the member for Balcauta and the
question now being asked by the member for Belmont, in my view they do
not come within the ministerial responsibility of the Premier. They may
relate to his duty as party leader but do not relate to his ministerial
responsibility. It has always been my view - and I think it was the former
Speaker's - that if a question did not come within the ministerial
responsibility of the person to whom it was addressed, it was not in order.

Mr M. BARNETT': It is. I am very reluctant to move dissent from your ruling,
Mr Speaker, so I will not at this stage do that.

The SPEAKER: Can you advise me what you are doing?
Mr M. BARNETT: I want to ask you again: You have made a fairly broad

statement that it does not fall within the Premier's ministerial duties to
answer this question. I am inclined to think that it does. It is a matter of
State, and whether a member in this place is behaving in a proper way:
whether a member of the Premier's Government is behaving in a proper
way; whether a member of the Government has acted illegally or
improperly in any way. I submit this very much is his responsibility. It is
not another Minister's responsibility. It is certainly the Premier's
responsibility.

Several members inteijected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr M. BARNETT: My point is that!I sincerely do not want to take the next step

to disagree with your ruling. This is not an issue which will go away. It is
an issue which is properly addressed in this place. Any Opposition worth
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its salt has a basic obligation to ask these questions. Mr Speaker, you
have an absolute obligation to allow these questions to be asked - not to
say that this does not fal within the Premier's ministerial portfolio -
because it certainly does.

The SPEAKER: As the member will know, I should not have allowed him to say
that. I allowed him to speak in the hope that it would be for the benefit of
members of this House, but it is my decision. I came to the decision last
week when I was giving Ministers the opportunity to answer or not even
though I said the questions did not come within that ministerial
responsibility. I believe the responsibility must lie with me, and my
opinion and the advice I have been given concur, flat is, this matter, in
terms of the questions asked, does not come within his ministerial
responsibility.

Point of Order
Mr KOBELKE: Mr Speaker -

The SPEAKER: The member understands he cannot canvass my ruling by use of
the standing orders.

Mr KOBELKE: I ask for your ruling, Mr Speaker.
The SPEAKER: Order! I will not give the member the same liberty that I gave

to the former Speaker.
Mr KOBELKE: I seek your ruling, Mr Speaker, on a point of order relating to

Standing Order No 106 which states, in part -

Notwithstanding the foregoing questions may be put to the Leader
of the Government on matters pertaining to general government
policy.

As the Premier has stated on this issue what is the policy of Government
and commissioned that certain action be taken, I assume that falls very
much within general Government policy. I ask for your ruling as to the
definition of general Government policy -

The SPEAKER: Again, you are canvassing my ruling. In my view questions
about the financial position of Government members are not a matter of
general Government policy.

Questions without Notice Resumed
The SPEAKER: The member for Geraldton -

Mr M. BARNETT: I move to dissent from your ruling -

The SPEAKER: I have given the call to the member for Geraldton.
Several members inteijected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I said clearly that I was happy to take his question on a

previous occasion. I have given the call to the member for Geraldton. I
wish to give it again. I am more than happy to take the member for
Rockingham's motion as soon as this question is answered-

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS LEGISLATION - FEDERAL POWERS THREAT
418. Mr BLOFFWITCH to the inister for Labour Relations:

Is the Minister aware of renewed claims by the Federal Industrial
Relations Minister that the Federal Government will override State awards
through use of external affairs powers in its new industrial legislation?

Mr KIERATH replied:
It was with great concern that I heard of the latest threats by Mr Brereton. -
I was going to say "statement" but it was not a statement. He is called
"bumbling Brereton" - and that name seems to hold up. He says that he
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hopes the legislation will be brought in before Christmas. He has about
70 amendments forced on it, but no doubt it is his intention to try to
override the rights of all States. We should compare Brereton's proposals
with the comments of the Prime Minister. What did the Prime Minister
say in relation to the Constitution? The Prime Minister called for calm,
rational and responsible debate on the future of the country's Constitution.
We have seen an attempt by Brereton to deliberately tear up the
Constitution to try to use Federal powers to override the rights and
interests of the States. We must return to the days of Gough Whitlan to
find such a vandalistic approach to the Constitution - where he also tried
to rear up the Constitution. What is the Opposition's stance here? Do
members opposite support the State or Brereton? Can they give an
answer? Members opposite are condemned by their silence!

Several members interjected.
Nfr KIERATH: They have not maintained their silence for long! Either they

agree with the direction of our industrial relations legislation, Or they
simply do not have any statements or ideas! It is time that this Opposition
took up a position: Either it supports the State of Western Australia or it
supports Brereton - it cannot do both.

Several members interjected.
Mr Graham: You should be ashamed of yourself.
The SPEAKER: Order! Is the member for Pilbara saying that I should be

ashamed of myself?
Mr Graham: That is exactly what I am saying.
The SPEAKER: I name the member for Pilbara

Suspension of Member
Mr CiJ. BARNETT: I move -

That the member for Pilbara be suspended from the service of the House.
Division

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (28)

Mr CJ. Bamnett Mr House Mr Shave
Mir Blaikie Mr Kienith Mr W. Smith
Mr Board Mr Lewis Mr Strickland
Mr Bradshaw Mr Marshall Mr Trenorden
Dr Constable Mr Minson Dr Turnbull
Mr Court Mr Nicholls Mrs van de Kiashorsi
Mr Cowan Mr Omodel Mr Wiese
Mr Day Mr Osborne Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Mrs Edwaides Mr Penctal
Dr Names Mr Prince

Noes (21)

Mr M. Barnett Mr Grahami Mr McGinty
Mr Bridge MrGrll Mr Ripper
Mr Brown Mrs Haitahan Mr Taylor
Mr Catania Mrs Henderson Mr Thomnas
Mr Cunningham Mr IKobelke Ms Warnock
Dr Edwards Dr Lavrennce Dr Watson
Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough Mr Leahy (Teller)

Question thus passed.
[The member for Pilbara left the Chamber.]
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Motion - Dissent from Speaker's Ruling
Mr M. BARNETT: I move -

That the House dissent from the Speaker's ruling.
Mr Speaker, in all sincerity, you know as well as I do that I am taking this action very
reluctantly. It is a course of action which was taken against me on only two occasions - I
think - early in my position as Speaker in this place. I might say that I feel particularly
uncomfortable about taking this action. I do not do it lightly, and I know exactly how
you feel. Having said that, I honestly beli~ve, after 20 years in this place, that it will not
continue to operate as a genuine Parliament if you take a course of action designed to
thwart the Opposition's questioning of this Government with what, in my view, is a very
proper method of questioning.
The royal commission pointed out in very vivid terms a number of ways in which the
Executive of this Parliament was not operating properly. One of those ways that it
pointed out was the process of question time. You, Sir, have an absolute obligation,
irrespective of whether you like what is being said, to allow it to be said in this place,
provided always that it fits within the standing orders. I think you and I both know that
chose two questions which you ruled out of order today do fit within the standing orders.
I think you are misusing your position in ruling those questions out of order. I think you
are uncomfortable. I think pressure has been brought to bear on you by Government
members. I know that to be a fact because, irrespective of what has happened in this
place over 20 years, faces change, but words do not. Equally, pressure was brought on
me in various ways while I was the Speaker.
Mr Thomas interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Cockburn will cease interjecting.
Mr M. BARNETTl: It may be that, during those times when a similar motion was moved
against me, I had succumbed to that pressure. I am not perfect. But after it was done 1, at
least, did my utmost to look after the Opposition. All members do not think that way.
particularly the Minister for Planning. However, it is a fact. If the member for
Applecross took the time to talk with some of his colleagues, he would know that my
attitude changed immensely after that time. The sort of behaviour that he adopted in this
place was not acceptable. I knew that if the Government wanted to take action against
him, it had the numbers. The Government certainly did not need me to do its job for it. I
believe today you art doing the Government's work, and it is not your job.

Point of Order
Mr C.J. BARNETfT: The member for Rockinghami is reflecting on the Chair.
Several members interjected.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: The member for Rockinghanm can make his case on the ruling as he
may wish, and should do. That is the issue we should debate. In making the case as to
the interpretation, I put it to you, Mr Speaker, that he does not need to, nor should he,
reflect upon the Chair.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I will be taking action against you shortly because you are
interrupting your own colleague. I cannot hear what your colleague has to say, and I am
most interested to hear it.
Mr RIPPER: Mr Speaker, if ever there was a time when questions might be raised about
the view which a Speaker has taken on a particular matter, that time is when a dissent
motion has been moved. It would be impossible to debate a dissension motion if
questions could not be raised about the Speaker's view on a matter.
The SPEAKER: Order! Despite the fact that I do not agree with the accuracy of points
being said by the member for Rockingham - I reject them out of hand - I get the
opportunity to say that because the point of order has been raised. I would not have had
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the opportunity to comment about it otherwise. I suppose there has to be proper
decorum. However, within proper decorum the member for Rockinghanm is entitled to
make allegations in a substantive motion of this type.

Debate Resumed
Mr M. BARNEflT: I am being very careful about the words]I choose. Although I feel
very passionately about the way this place is run nowadays, I do not feel that this should
be an opportunity to denigrate you, Mr Speaker. It is rather a course of action which is
designed to draw to your attention, Mr Speaker, the fact that a large number of people in
this House are dissatisfied entirely with the way the Speakership and the Chairmanship of
this place has been run since the beginning of this Parliament. We do not see any
changes for the better.
I finish by saying - you will concur with this, Mr Speaker - it takes great courage to sit in
that Chair and not be swayed by Government members to their course of action, to
simply sit in that Chair and be impartial. I will remind you of what I said earlier in this
session. The Government does not need you; it has the numbers in this place to do as it
wishes. The Opposition needs you to be able to put its point of view.
The royal commission beseeched you to make sure that the Opposition could ask its
questions in this place - not just ask them, which you are denying, Mr Speaker, but also
have them answered properly.
Mr Speaker, I ask you to think about that. I sincerely believe that today you have taken
an improper action which harms the Parliament and the way it should operate.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Premier) [3.11 pm]: I certainly oppose this motion and those
outrageous comments by the member for Rockingham saying that members of the
Government have pressured the Speaker.
Mr Taylor interjec ted.
The SPEAKER: Order! I call on the Deputy Leader of the Opposition not to interject in
that way. I would not stop him from making an interjection, but repeated interjections
designed to shout down the member concerned are not appropriate in the discussion of an
item such as this.
Mr COURT: I want the House to understand what your ruling was, Mr Speaker. You
said that it was not my area of responsibility to answer these questions about the personal
details of members. In the last couple of weeks, we have been answering questions about
the private details of one of the members of Parliament in this House.
Mr Marlborough interjected.
The, SPEAKER: Order! The member for Peel!
Mr COURT: When allegations and comments were made in the media about one of the
members of Parliament, the member for Wanneroo, I asked that member to give me a
report on his financial dealings, and to ensure that that report is properly verified I have
asked Mr Stephen Mann to verify it.
Dr Lawrence: Who is paying Mr Stephen Mann? Who is footing the bill for that
verification?
Mr COURT: A further question was asked today about the signing of a confidentiality
agreement. The Opposition wanted me to get into the detail of it. In the process of my
comments. I will answer that question and say that any confidentiality agreement that
Mr Mann signs is a matter for Mr Mann. He has taken on a job for the Government,
Mr Ripper: Aren't you paying him? Who is paying him - the taxpayers?
Mr COURT: Yes. Mr Mann has been given the terms of reference, and it is those terms
of reference between the Government and Mr Mann that are important. I will tell
members why I asked for that report from the member. I asked for it because of the
speculation that had been going on and comments that had been made publicly on the
matter.
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I have also received comments and concern has been expressed about the financial
dealings of the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr Ripper: Here we go.
Mr COURT: The Opposition wants the same set of rules. Those concerns are related to
when the Leader of the Opposition had $5 000 for two and a half years and earned $1 000
interest on those moneys. The question that I am being asked is: What did die Leader of
the Opposition do with the $1 000? Was tax paid on that?
Mrs Hallahan: You are unbelievable.
Mr COURT: The member says "unbelievable", but other questions have been raised.

Point of Order
Mr RIPPER: Although the Premier's comments are revealing of his approach to life and
morality. I ask whether they ame relevant to the motion before the House.
Mr COURT: It is about the personal finances of members.
The SPEAKER: Order! There is no question about it that a motion dealing with the
House having no confidence in the Speaker is a motion which is broad in itself, but the
Premier would be better served if he would now come back to the motion before the
House.

Debate Resumed
Mr COURT: The point I make is that the whole reason we are having this discussion is
that there has been a lot of public concern -

Mr Marlborough interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Peel will come to order.
Mr COURT: Members opposite were making the point that it was not for the Leader of
the Opposition to account -
Mr Marlborough interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Peel.
Mr COURT: It is all right for members opposite to ask about the personal details of a
member, which I have sought and have asked a person to independently verify that
member's personal dealings! The police had an investigation into an imprest account
system. They found that $5 000 -

Points of Order
Mr RIPPER: Mr Speaker, earlier, I raised a point of order and you made a ruling. I do
not believe that the Premier is acting in accordance with your ruling.
The SPEAKER: Order! I take it that the Premier has argued that this motion to disagree
with my ruling is because I ruled out of ordler a question asked about the private financial
interests of a member and that it was not within the Minister's ministerial responsibility.
Comments are now being made about the financial interests of another member. Only as
far as they are relevant would I allow them to continue. If they were relevant to the
question of the ruling out of the financial interests aspect which has led to the whole of
this motion, I would take chat as being acceptable; if they were not relevant to that, I
would ask the Minister to refrain.
Mr RIPPER: Mr Speaker -

The SPEAKER: Order! The member is not canvassing my ruling?
Mr RIPPER: Certainly not. I am asking you, Mr Speaker, to take the ruling one step
further and rule on the relevance of the remarks being made by the Premier at the
moment.
The SPEAKER: I thought that, after I made my earlier ruling, the Premier did relate his
remarks back to the financial responsibilities of a member. Although it was not the same
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member, I think that he was using it as an argument to indicate why it was appropriate for
the Speaker to rule the question out of order. While he does that, I find that acceptable; if
he moved away from that, [ would find it unacceptable.

Debate Resumed
Mr COURT: The meason I raise this matter is that within our party system it is my
responsibility as the Leader of the party to get the members on this side to explain those
matters. But the difference between the matter I raise about the Leader of the Opposition
and that about the member for Wanneroo is that they were the member for Wanneroo's
private affairs - no taxpayers' money. In the case of the Leader of the Opposition, it was
taxpayers' money. This Parliament has every right to know. I ask the question: Why
was there not an independent report into the financial dealings of' the Leader of the
Opposition? I will go a step further.
Mr Taylor: I thought the police looked at it. Isn't that independent enough for you?
Mr COURT: Did not the police look at the member for Wanneroo? The point I am
making is that, unlike members opposite, we have been prepared to have an independent
verification of a report concerning a member's personal financial dealings. However,
when it comes to taxpayers' funds being spent while the Leader of the Opposition was in
Government a different set of rules seem to apply.
Mr Taylor: Two inquiries were held and both of them cleared the Leader of the
Opposition. Do not give us the nonsense about people looking at these things in an
independent fashion. You should know about the issue -

Mr COURT: Mr Kyle looked into Mr Wayde Smith's personal financial dealings. What
camne out of it? The police put a bug in his house and they have since apologised.
Several members interjected.

Withdrawal of Remark
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Fremantle just referred to the stench of
corruption about the Government. I call on him to withdraw.
Mr Taylor: They say that all the time about us.
The SPEAKER: Order! They do not.
Mr McGINTY: I withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Mr COURT: There are pretty good reasons why a certain amount of discretion must be
shown in this House concerning the personal financial dealings of members of
Parliament. Members opposite think it is pretty smart to go on the attack of one member
here. However, when it comes to one of their members who happens to be their leader,
no independent verification is sought.
Mr Taylor: Your argument does not stand up and you know it. I can give you two good
reasons why it does not.
Mr COURT: We art questioning a member's personal financial dealings, not taxpayers'
money. Has the Leader of the Opposition ever used Government money for personal
use?
Dr Lawrence: Have you stopped beating your wife?
Mr COURT: No -
Mr Taylor: That was a stupid question by the Premier.
Mr COURT: It was not a stupid question. I asked whether the Leader of the Opposition
had ever used Government funds for personal purposes.
Mr Taylor Have you ever made a private phone call on your taxpayers-paid phone?
That question was a nonsense and you know it. Have you ever driven your Government
car down to the shops to get the groceries?
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Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Taylor Have you driven the Government car down to the shop to pick up the
groceries?
Mr COURT: Members apposite are very quick. They want to know the ins and outs of
all the dealings of Mr Wayde Smith. I will rephrase the question: Has the Leader of the
Opposition used her Government credit card for persona] expenditure?
Mrs Hallahan: Why are you putting your head on the chopping block in this way today?
Mr COURT: Certain allegations have been made in relation to those matters and, if I
were to apply the same rules as the Opposition. I would call for a report on the Leader of
the Opposition and then have an independent accountant verify it.
Mr McGinty interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Fremantle.

Point of Order
Mr RIPPER: I have listened carefully to the Premier's argument, such as it is, and I have
not yet heard him address why the questions we asked on this side of the House were out
of order. He has raised many other issues, but not dealt with the issue before the House.
Mr COURT: I will conclude my comments. The issue before the House is a relatively
simple one -

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! I was about to agree with your point of order, but I thought
there was no point doing that when the Premier indicated he was going to cease his
speech.

Debate Resumed
Mr COURT: In the past couple of weeks I have answered many personal questions about
the member for Wannerno. I have done something that the Labor Party has never done.
Even though they were found to have acted improperly by a royal commission, no
independent verification of figures provided by members opposite was requested and the
Opposition was not prepared for that independent report to go to the Police
Commissioner. I believe the Government is playing this matter straight down the line
and members opposite am being hypocritical in the extreme. They seem to have two sets
of standards. I support your ruling Mr Speaker.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Leader of the Opposition) [3.25]: We have just seen
the Premier use, again like the Attorney General, a device available in this Parliament;
that is, to debate a dissent - quite properly made - from your ruling Mr Speaker, to make
a set of other allegations that had nothing whatsoever to do with the question at hand. I
could engage in a bit of tit-for-tat concerning the dishonest nature of the Premier's
statements, the fact that he has chosen to personally attack me in the way he has -

Mr Court interjected.
Dr LAWRENCE: No. I anticipated the questions he put to me. I said to members of our
Caucus last week that because we are persisting, as we properly must, in asking questions
about the affairs of the member for Wanneroo, the role of the Attorney General, the role
of the Parliamientary Secretary to the Cabinet and others, it is almost certain that this
Government will retaliate. It will find it more convenient to attack members on this side
of the House, to dig up dirt, to make allegations or to throw mud than to deal with the
questions being put to it. I am sure members who were at that meeting will agree that
that is what I said. I do not often talk about discussions we have had in the party room,
but I said to members that we could expect the Government to use any trick in the book
to deflect attention from what is a very real problem for it. Far from actually dealing
with this issue in a straight up and down way, in our view, Mr Speaker, you are
effectively being drawn into protecting members of the Government from answering
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reasonable questions put to them chat fall within their ministerial responsibilities. The
latest example of that was today and that is why we are dissenting, but it is by no means
the first example.
On a number of occasions the Attorney General has refused to answer very
straightforward questions that would establish whether, as the firt law officer of the
Crown - not as a private citizen - during the term of her office or indeed as shadow
Attorney General, she has had any contact, directly or indirectly through a third party
with the fugitive Dr Wayne Bradshaw. The Attorney General has refused to answer that
question. On one occasion, Mr Speaker, you came very close to suggesting that she had
no responsibility to answer it. At that time the Attorney General chose to stand and
purport to give an answer. Nonetheless, she avoided it completely, but she did not at that
stage draw the decision that you, Mr Speaker, were about to make - that it was not correct
to ask the Attorney General whether, as Attorney General, she had had contact with a
man who was sought by Interpol and had charges, if not laid against him, certainly about
to be laid against him if he were found. He has not been found. That is the reason for
this concern. The Premier, in his general spray of attack on anyone who is within
shooting distance, chooses to ignore the problem we face here. It is a problem the
Opposition will not ignore and why it will dissent from your ruling, Mr Speaker, on any
occasion that you prevent a proper inquiry by the Opposition of the Ministers of the
Crown. Certainly, the financial affairs of the member for Wanneroo, beyond those
required to be placed before the House under the pecuniary interest declaration, are not
the business either of the Premier or anyone else here unless they were found to be in
disorder. However, in this circumstance we are talking about a man who is a director of
companies with, and has been in partnership with, a fugitive from justice and who is
being sought by police for very serious offences which were in part outlined in the Kyle
report. In addition, there are a number of matters associated with the member for
Wanneroo and former Councillor Edwardes that have not yet been answered by the
events flowing from the Kyle report. Mr Edwardes says that he wishes to dispute that
report and its justice, and that is his perfect right to do so. Yet, we have an Attorney
General in a very difficult position - a conflict of interest - and we must pursue those
questions. Both Mr Edwardes and the member for Wanneroo were alleged to have made
certain approaches to another member of the City of Wanneroo and that allegation
amounts to blackmail. That matter has not yet been finally cleared and the Kyle report
has not concluded. If the Opposition were to sit back and say that these matters are of no
importance to the people of Western Australia it would not be doing its duty.
Mr Omodei: Have you read the Kyle report?
Dr LAWRENCE: Yes, I have.
Mr Omodei: The recommendations do not mention such a thing.
Dr LAWRENCE: Mr Speaker, your decision today, under Standing Order No 106. that
the question the Opposition put to the Premier did not fall within his area of
responsibility, effectively means that as representatives of the people of Western
Australia and, in particular, the Opposition needing to keep the Government answerable,
we cannot get an answer to two questions. One of them is not about the member for
Wanneroo's financial affairs, but it is specifically about whether the Premier's statement
that he would refer the matter to the police really did require the "independent
accountant" - I put that in inverted commas since he was appointed by the Premier. He is
a good deal less independent than the police and the Official Corruption Commission
who investigated my affairs. However, the independent accountant was appointed by the
Premier and is paid by the taxpayers. The question was basically not about the financial
affairs of the member for Wanneroo, but about a report commissioned by the Premier, as
he indicated, to confirm the accuracy or otherwise of the report given to him about the
member for Wanneroo's finances. It is a report which the Premier said he would send to
the police for their further investigation. Presumably, if he thought the police had already
cleared the member for Wanneroo in these matters he would not so refer it. If he was
confident that the report was correct, why did he not send it immediately, rather than wait
for the independent accountant to provide information to him? It is a perfectly
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reasonable question, given two things: Firstly, that it was the Premier, acting as die
Premier and the head of the Cabinet, who asked for one of his members to provide
information which turned upon the question of the business associations of the member
for Wanneroo with a fugitive from justice. I cannot think of any more important matter
to ask the Premier than chat. Yet, we are told that it is not the business of the Opposition
to ask such questions of the Premier. My first paint is that the Premier in commissioning
the report was acting in his role as Premier, not as the leader of the parliamentary Liberal
Party and not as Richard Court, private citizen. My second point, which I make very
clearly, is that this particular report, to which this and the subsequent question refer, was
commissioned by the Premier and, by his own acknowledgment, is paid for by the
taxpayers. Again, it is not as though it is a private report which has been paid for by the
member for Wanneroo or out of the Premier's pocket; it is being paid for by the
taxpayers and, in effect, it is being done for, and on behalf of, the people of Western
Australia. Again, for that reason, to suggest that the Premier should not be required to
answer questions about that matter is in my view to seriously distort that standing order.
As a former Premier I know that on many occasions I answered questions, including
about the matter that the Premier chose, in a quite demeaning way, to raise today. The
question he raised about my persona] financial affairs I answered in this House on a
number of occasions although I might have argued and called for the Speaker's
protection to say that it had nothing to do with my role as Premier. The question of
public interest was in question then and it is in the questions asked today. It is clearly the
role of the Premier to provide information to this House.
Mr Speaker, I am not sure whether you ruled on the second question - the question asked
by the member for Belmont - but the same issue obviously occurs; that is, the Opposition
is asking why there has been a delay in beginning the so-called confidential, independent
report by Mr Mann and why has it taken so long to get it under way. Again, the
Opposition was not asking questions about the financial affairs of the member for
Wanneroo; it was asking about a report commissioned by the Government and paid for
by the taxpayer. It is a report which I understand has not yet got under way and because
of the confidentiality agreements entered into by the member for Wanneroo's
accountants is unlikely to see the light of day in any case. It may well be a totally
fruitless exercise. Again, it is a reasonable question for the Opposition to ask.
Mr Speaker, in the several months that you have been the Speaker I have had occasion to
notice that you do unfortunately, as t member for Rockingham has said, lean toward
correcting the Government's mistakes and supporting Government members when they
are in difficulty. it is an extraordinary role for the Speaker to play. I will give a simple
example from yesterday: I was asked to withdraw the word "scurrilous". I found that
extraordinary at the time. In a preamble to a question [ said very clearly that, "At the risk
of drawing some even more scurrilous comment from the Premier", and then I was about
to go on and ask the question when I was told by you, Mr Speaker, that the use of the
word "scurrilous" was unparliamentary and that I should withdraw it. If I had never
heard that word used in this House before, I might have been inclined to accept your
ruling with some equanimity. I knew I had heard it used in this place on many occasions
and, I thought, quite recently, and when I checked I found that was indeed the case.
Mrs Hallahan: I had to withdraw the word "goose"!
Dr LAWRENCE On Wednesday, I1I August in this House with you, Mr Speaker, in the
Chair, in reply to a question from the member for Bunbury the Premier said, "The
member for Mitchell got it straight-out wrong. I believe it is quite scurrilous that he
should release such a statement when the proper procedure is being followed." There
was no request from anyone on the Government or Opposition sides of the House to
withdraw that and there was no intervention by the Speaker. On the same day, in answer
to the same question, the Premier also used the word again. He said, "Not only did the
member make these scurrilous allegations . . .". It appears it was his favourite word for
the day. On two occasions on the same day he used that word. On 12 August the
Premier used the same word again - it must have been his favourite word for the week!
When members on this side of the House are often asked to withdraw remarks - there was
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one a moment ago about the word "corruption" - which we have heard time and again
emanating from members opposite but are explicitly told that we cannot use those words
then we are inclined to dissent not only from this ruling, but also to dissent from the way
in which you conduct the business of this House. If, from time to time, you enjoy less
than full cooperation from this side ofte House, I draw your attention to the fact that in
the view of many members on this side your rulings are far from impartial. It is
extraordinary that so far five different Opposition members have been removed from this
House and today one of those members was removed for a second time. They are not
people who do that in a perverse fashion. They do it because they have little choice -
when they want to make a clear statement to the House they are told that they cannot
make such a statement.
Mr CJ. Barnett: You are so weak.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Leader of the House is a problem for the Government and that
may well be resolved in time.
Mr Speaker, I ami talking about your ruling and I am most disappointed that in the matter
of words and phrases used in this House you display a degree of partiality which from
time to time provokes considerable anger from members on this side of the House. I can
think of many examples, but the one I used is the most recent and t most pungent. The
member for Rockinghamn used the word today and you took no action whatsoever. I
would think that if a word is unparliamentary, it remains unparliamentary. On another
occasion I said the Premier was guilty of telling lies and again I was asked to withdraw it.
It is something that you, Mr Speaker, do some of the time, but not all of the time. Two
days later the Premier called me a liar in question time and there was no request from you
to him to withdraw it.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: Did you take a point of order?
Mr Taylor: The Speaker can ask the member to withdraw it there and then.
Dr LAWRENCE: I did not hear the comment at the time, but I read it in the ilansard.
There was no correction subsequently. It did appear in the Hansard and there was no
comment made by the Speaker at a later time.
Mr Speaker, in relation to this matter I can assure you and members opposite that proper
questions relating to the responsibilities of the Attorney General, the Premier, the
Minister for Police and the Minister for Local Government will be asked. We will frame
them in such a way that they clearly do turn upon the responsibilities of those members
and Ministers; and if from time to time we stray a little from that, we will seek your
guidance. Mr Speaker. However, we will not stand by idly and allow a line of
investigation and inquiry which is mounted and worded properly to be deflected by a
ruling from you which bears no resemblance to the standing orders. Reading these
standing orders and listening to your ruling, Mr Speaker, I cannot see for the life of me
any resemblance between what the Parliament has said it will tolerate and what you will
tolerate. Mr Speaker, your standards are not those that are reflected in the standing
orders, and they are partial, not impartial.
MR COWAN (Merttdin - Deputy Premier) [3.41 pm]: I find it interesting indeed that
the Leader of the Opposition. can offer to you, Mr Speaker, some confession that she is
about to instruct her colleagues to reword or rephrase their questions so that they may
comply with the standing orders, and then conclude with a direct contradictory statement
that indicates that what -

Several Opposition members interjected.
Mr COWAN: She did say that. The Leader of the Opposition cannot continue to
contradict herself and have any credibility. For the benefit of members of this place, I
remind them that we are debating a motion of dissent from the Speaker's ruling. The
motion of dissent was prompted because you. Mr Speaker, in my view quite correctly,
ruled two questions out of order. I have had the benefit, as have, I would imagine, most
members on both sides of the House, of examining those questions. Clearly, one of those
questions asks the responsible Minister to express an opinion. Mr Speaker, you know, I
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know, and everyone in this place knows, chat a Minister should not be asked a question
which requires him to express an opinion. I regret as much as anybody else that nine
times out of 10 when a question without notice is asked, an opinion is expressed by the
Minister, but that is the way questions have gone for some time. In regard to the question
asked by the shadow Leader of the House, once again your ruling, Mr Speaker, is
perfectly correct. The shadow Leader of the House asked the Premier about martens
which have no relationship with the responsibilities of the Premier.
Mr Kobelke: Are you saying he has no responsibilities at all in this State; he will pass
the buck on everything?
Mr COWAN: One of the great failings of the member for Nollamama is that he has a
tendency to make assumptions about what other people are saying without reflecting
upon what he says himself. It would be advisable for the member for Nollamara to spend
a little more time thinking about what he is going to say before he says it, rather than
continually attempt to put words in everybody else's mouth.
Mr Taylor: I challenge you. Show us where those two questions ask for an opinion.
Mr COWAN: I make the point, and I will not go into it to any great extent, that the
member for Balcatta asked, "If the Premier maintains the view." That is an expression of
opinion.
Mr Taylor: No. You know you are wrong. That is why you are smiling.
Mr COWAN: I am not wrong.
Mrs 1-allahan: Don't sit for the TEE in English! They ask for interpretation and
understanding of the language.
Mr COWAN: I an' sorry to tell the member that I sat for the Tertiary Entrance
Examination a long time ago, and while the member may think that members on this side
of the House do not have her intellectual capacity - and hers is about two above plant
life - I have got my TEE, so let us not worry too much about that. I did not want to be
distracted to any great extent by the comments made by previous speakers on this
subject, because the question before the Chair is a motion to dissent from the Speaker's
ruling. Clearly, the two questions are out of order, and you, Mr Speaker, were properly
obliged to advise the House that those questions were our of order. The Leader of the
Opposition acknowledged that questions had been framed in such a way that they could
be ruled out of order, because she stated in her concluding remarks that she would advise
her colleagues to reconstruct questions that were asked so that they would comply with
the standing orders of this place.
I would like to move away from the motion to dissent from the Speaker's ruling, and
because other speakers have done so already, I am sure you will offer me that indulgence,
Mr Speaker. The member for Rockingham acknowledged that when he first became
Speaker of this place, he was subjected to a degree of pressure from his party colleagues,
but he thought that it would be more appropriate to protect the privilege of this place, and
towards the end of his time as Speaker, that was the course of action that he took. Never
has a truer word been spoken in this place, because, as far as I can see, that is what
happened during the time that the member for Rockinghanm was Speaker. In the initial
part of his time as Speaker, he certainly, as he acknowledged, found himself placed under
tremendous pressure from members of his political party. -However, towards the end, he
felt that he was making a contribution towards protecting the privilege of members and of
this Parliament; and I agree with that.
A number of points of order were taken today while the Attorney General made a
ministerial statement to this Parliament. One of those points of order was taken by the
member for Rockingham, who stated that some of the comments contained in chat
ministerial statement were more appropriate to be dealt with in a substantive motion so
that the House could make a decision. Once again, Mr Speaker, you made a correct
ruling about that matter, and also about a number of other issues. The next process that
this House went through was question time, and we found that members opposite put into
a question some disorderly matters which they might have, had they wanted, submitted to
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this House in the form of a substantive motion which could be debated. Members
opposite cannot have it both ways. They cannot argue that a ministerial statement should
not be made because it should be the subject of a substantive motion, and complain about
that, when, at the next stage of proceedings of the House. the very things to which they
took objection previously they try to slip through the system themselves. That farm of
inconsistency will get the Opposition nowhere.
Mr Catania: My question did not ask for information on the financial dealings of the
member for Wanneroo - about which the Speaker said it was not the responsibility of the
Premier.
Mr COWAN: I maintain that the question did ask that. The question does two things
contrary to standing orders. First, it requires the Premier to have an opinion.
Mr Catania: He expressed one.
Mr COWAN: Of course he does that, if he wants to acknowledge the question.
Second, it is a matter which is not the responsibility of the Premier's portfolio. The
member knows, and I know, that the standing order relating to questions make it clear
chat no Minister should be asked a question or be expected to answer a question outside
his or her portfolio responsibility. The member knows that, I know that, everybody
knows that. Without question, Mr Speaker, you are right. This Parliament should always
protect the position of the Speaker so that in its turn the Parliament receives the
protection of the Speaker. We reject the motion to dissent. I ask all members of the
House to oppose it strongly.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [3.51 pm]: Mr Speaker,
once again you find yourself in the unfortunate position of having a motion of dissent
moved against one of your rulings. We arc now in a situation in this House where
undoubtedly, at least in the opinion of the Opposition, the Speaker is biased. The
Speaker is carrying out the will of the Government that put him in that Chair, not the will
of this House. The Speaker is the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, not the Speaker
of the Liberal National Party Government. I cannot believe that in the circumstances we
faced at question time you could have ruled out of order either of the questions, or both.
One need only look to Standing Order No 106, which states that questions may be put to
Ministers regarding public affairs for which they are administratively responsible. It
states also that Ministers must answer questions on other public matters connected with
procedures pending in Parliament.
Already we have discovered during the course of this debate that the report being done
on behalf of the Premier or on behalf of the Government in relation to the member for
Wanneroo is being paid for by the taxpayers. I cannot for the life of me understand how
the Premier could not be asked questions that relate to issues that fall directly within his
responsibility. Mr Speaker, he commissioned the report; he set the terms of reference for
the report; as Treasurer, he gave approval for taxpayers' funds to be expended on the
commission of the report. Under those circumstances, without doubt, the Premier should
be required to answer the questions - as difficult as they may be. As to the opinion of the
Deputy Premier that both the questions require opinions from the Premier -
Mr Cowan: I did not say both.
Mr TAYLOR: Even one - the Deputy Premier should read the question closely now. I
am sure he did not read it closely before he rose to his feet. The question does not
require an opinion from the Premier. It asks why he will not immediately send a copy of
the report to the Commissioner of Police rather than await the outcome of the report.
That is not a request for an opinion.
Mr Cowan: Why are you asking him to send a copy of the report?
Mr TAYLOR: Why is he not taking that action? The question was not asking for an
opinion. It was asking the Premier, within his responsibility as Treasurer and as Leader
of this Government, to answer die question.
As to the outcome of actions taken in relation to the member for Pilbara. today, that
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member found himself in a situation last week where the Minister for Labour Relations
accused him of misleading the House. The member for Pilbara said that it was die
Minister for Labour Relations who was misleading the House - and yet the member for
Pilbara was town out. Today, we have seen the Minister for Labour Relations do the
same thing to the member for Pilbara. Yet again, the member for Pilbara has been
expelled from the House.
Several members inreijected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr TAYLOR: Mr Speaker, standing orders state - and I expect they are your guide for
any action in this House - that if any member uses objectionable words which he refuses
to withdraw, or persistently and wilfully disregards the authority of the Chair, you may
name him. Today the member for Pilbara responded to outrageous comments by the

inister for Labour Relations, but without any warning or any request that the member
for Pilbara withdraw his remarks, you named him. I have no doubt whatsoever that the
member for Pilbara would have withdrawn his remarks but he was not given the
opportunity. He was not even given the courtesy of the opportunity -

Mr Kierach: It was a reflection on the Chair, and you know it.

Mr TAYLOR: Reflection on the Chair or not, the member for Pilbara was not given the
opportunity to withdraw his remarks. Having spoken to the member for Pilbara, I have
no doubt he would have withdrawn but he was not given the opportunity. Mr Speaker, at
the very least, you owe a private - if not public - apology to the member for Pilbara for
the way you once again have treated him in this House, as you have treated at least four
or five Opposition members who have been thrown out during the time you have been
Speaker.
Mr CiJ. Barnett: And with justification.
Mr TAYLOR: The role of the Speaker is to chair this House. The chairing of the House
requires a great deal of commonsense and, as pointed our by the member for
Rockingham, it requires a Speaker with the ability to withstand all sorts of pressures. We
find now in Western Australia that we have the same circumstance in our lower House as
the Victorian Speaker has created for himself and the Kennett Government in that
Parliament.
Several members interjected-
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister for Labour Relations!
Mr TAYLOR: The Victorian Speaker has sought the opportunity to protect his Premier
from the sorts of things addressed to the Premier and has given that Premier the
opportunity to escape the scrutiny of that Parliament. Mr Speaker, today in your ruling
on the first question - and I think with the second question - you have given the
Government the opportunity to escape the scrutiny of this Parliament. That is not the
proper role of a Speaker. Clearly, taxpayers' funds have been expended in the
commissioning of a report to be made available to the Premier. The Premier and
Treasurer has a responsibility to answer these questions.
Mr Speaker. I do not know the situation in which you have unfortunately left the House.
It may be that your ruling today means that whatever action the Opposition will wish to
take in relation to what has become "Wanneroo Inc", can no longer be taken at question
time. Whatever action we wish to take - because private members' business time has
been cut - can be taken only by the suspension of standing orders; and, as the Leader of
the House made clear yesterday, the Government is not prepared to cop that. Within the
short time that this Government has been in power, we find ourselves in the situation
where the Opposition virtually no longer has any opportunity to question the Government
about these issues. By giving the Government this opportunity, Mr Speaker, you have let
the Government off the hook. Whether that was done knowingly or in cahoots with the
Government, only the Speaker can answer. However, clearly we cannot accept as part of
the role of the Speaker the action you have taken today in relation to your ruling on these
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questions and against the member for Pilbara. I have no doubt, Mr Speaker, you no
longer have the confidence of the Opposition, and that is the way it should be.
MR RIPPER (Belmont) [3.59 pml: For some weeks the Opposition has been pursuing
matters relating to the member for Wanneroo, the Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet,
and the Attorney General. We have seen the Autorney General slip and slither and
become incoherent in the face of questions put to her in this House by the Opposition.
This matter has attracted great public interest. The public could and should conclude that
the Opposition has been acting properly in pursuit of the accountability of this
Government and its standards to the Parliament and the public. What has happened?
Your ruling today, Mr Speaker, has meant that the Opposition's proper pursuit of
accountability has been severely frustrated. More importantly, this ruling has damaged
one of the most important mechanisms by which the Government can be held
accountable to the public and the Parliament; namely, through question time.
Standing Order No 106 reads -

Questions of which notice has been given may be put to Ministers of the Crown
relating to public affairs, for which they are administratively responsible;

Was it Mr Richard Court, private citizen, who ordered a report on the financial affairs of
the member for Wanneroo? Was it Mr Richard Court, private citizen, who asked that the
report be reviewed by Mr Stephen Mann? Is it Mr Richard Court, private citizen, who
will receive that review from Mr Mann, and who may pass on that report to the
Commissioner of Police and others? Can the Premier give an assurance that not one
office facility he has as Premier was used in conducting those matters? Can he assure the
House that, if Mr Court, private citizen, conducted these matters, no Government Media
office staff were used in preparing press releases, media monitoring or transcript
preparation?
These questions answer themselves: Of course Government facilities have been used.
Of course the Premier's Office and the Government Media Office facilities have been
used. It is not Mr Richard Court. private citizen, who is responsible for all these matters;
if it were Mr Court, private citizen, who was responsible, it would raise a further question
of the misuse of taxpayer provided facilities. It is Mr Court, Premier, who is responsible
for these matters - and so he should be. Taxpayers are paying for the conduct of these
matters. Mr Stephen Mann's review is being paid for by taxpayers. We do not know
who paid for the report on the member for Wanneroo's finances, but it may have
involved taxpayers' funds. Undoubtedly, when a letter is sent to the Commissioner of
Police when the report is referred to him, taxpayers will fund the postage. It is nonsense
to suggest the Premier is not administratively responsible for these matters. Taxpayers'
funds and office facilities are involved. The member is not acting in a private capacity,
but as Premier and Leader of the Government. It is intolerable that we cannot ask the
Premier questions about a matter for which he is responsible.
Mr CJ. Barnett: You can if you ask the question properly; chat is the point.
Mr RIPPER: Let me refer again to the question I asked.
Mr CJ. Barnett: Is it beyond you to rephrase the question?
Several members interjected.
Mr CJ. Barnett: I could rephrase it for you, as could anyone in this House.
Mr RIPPER: 'The Premier is administratively responsible for commissioning the review
by Mr Mann. I asked why the confidentiality agreement was still being negotiated. That
is a matter for which the Premier is administratively responsible as taxpayers are paying
for the review; hinds will be drawn from the Premier's budget, and he is the Minister
responsible to the House for that budget. Therefore, he is required to answer the
question.
I asked also whether Mr Mann had commenced the substantive task of reviewing the
member for Wanineroo's report. The Premier, on behalf of taxpayers, has commissioned
a review by Mr Mann. Is a member of Parliament not entitled to ask whether that review
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has commenced? Parliament in due course will formally appropriate funds for the
review, and the Premier is the responsible Ministr. Surely such a question would fall
within the terms of Standing Order No 106.
My third question was when the Premier expected to receive Mr Mann's advice.
Taxpayers are paying for chat review, and members of Parliament axe entitled to ask
when it will be received. If the Premier is not administratively responsible for a taxpayer
funded report, which Minister is? The administratively responsible Minister should
answer questions under Standing Order No 106.
The Deputy Premier made some play of the suggestion that the question by the member
for Balcatta asked for an opinion. In effect, be asked: Why will the Premier not
immediately send a copy of the report to the Commissioner of Police rather than wait for
the outcome of the review by Mr Stephen Mann? Where is the request for an opinion in
the question? He is simply asking the Premier the reasons he will not send the report
immediately to the Commissioner of Police. That is not a request for an expression of
opinion, but a question within the terms of Standing Order No 106.
Another pant of that standing order requires the Premier to answer the question; namely,
the final sentence which reads -

Notwithstanding the foregoing questions may be put to the Leader of the
Government on matters pertaining to general Government policy.

Is not one of the most important matters of general Government policy the standards
required of Government members, and the conduct of members who support the
Government and hold executive positions within it? That is a matter of general
Government policy for which the Premier is responsible, on which it is proper for
members to put questions to him.
If this House allows your ruling to stand, Mr Speaker, question time will be severely
restricted Questions have been ruled out of bounds on matters for which the Premier has
demonstrable administrative responsibility, and on matters of general Government
policy. it was not Mr Richard Court, private citizen, who has taken the action we seek to
question, but Mr Richard Court, Premier. He is using taxpayers' funds and facilities and
he is administratively responsible. He also has the responsibility as Leader of the
Government for general Government policy regarding the standards which apply in his
Government. Therefore the House cannot allow your ruling to stand, Mr Speaker,
because it severely damages the very important accountability mechanisms of question
time.
MR STRICKLAND (Scarborough) [4.09 pm]: Briefly, I speak with some concern. It
is totally offensive that the member for Rockingham has insinuated that you, Sir, were
prepared to make some sort of deal with the Government to protect Government
Ministers from awkward questions.
I have known the Speaker outside of this place for many years. One thing I know about
the personality of the Speaker is that if anyone tried that sort of stunt he would tell them
to get lost. It is totally offensive that that has been insinuated and that is one of the main
reasons I have risen to speak. When the member for Rockingham was in the Chair -
many members opposite have had the opportunity to be in the Chair - and difficult
matters arose where there were shades of grey, the Chair often sought some advice and
reflected on the advice as well as the standing orders, and, of course, drew on his own
knowledge and thoughts to give a ruling. During the previous week or so when questions
of a personal nature were asked - it was my opinion that they were not within the direct
responsibility of the Minister of whom they were asked - you, Sir, alluded to that by
indicating to this House your opinion was that although they were not questions that
required answering because they were not the direct responsibility of the Minister
concerned you would invite the Minister to give an answer should he or she wish. That
set the precedent. I entirely agree with the conclusion you have reached, Mr Speaker,
that is, you have given Ministers a Claytons choice by saying that, and upon reflection
you have taken the responsibility to rule on this matter. I support your ruling. I know
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you are a person of integrity and I find it totally offensive for members opposite to have
dragged debate in this Parliament to the depths of the gutter to which it has gone.
MR CATANIA (Balcanta) [4.12 pmj: 1 rise to speak because I asked the first question
which was ruled out of order. I have looked at the question zo see how it could be
changed to fit within the new model which you may allow, Mr Speaker. You stated that
you had pondered over the past couple of weeks and now you had decided not to allow
personal questions about members' finances. Mr Speaker. I refer you to my question. It
does not relate to the personal finances of any member of this House. Other members
have put it succinctly: It refers to a report commissioned by the Premier and paid for by
the taxpayers of this State. It asks when that report would be given to the Minister for
Police. I cannot see anything of a personal nature in that question. It asks whether the
Premier, the responsible person who commissioned the report, would take the next step
and give that report to the Minister for Police, to whom the Premier had already said he
would give the report eventually. I cannot see how that could be ruled out of order. It
would have been better had the Premier stood and given a very simple answer. I believe,
Mr Speaker, that you, unwittingly or by design, have helped the Premier add to the
speculation about the finances of the member for Wanneroo by refusing what is a very
simple question about not the personal finances of any member of this House, but
certainly an action by the Premier who said that he commissioned the report in the first
place. Mr Speaker, your ruling, which I find unacceptable and certainly questionable,
has added to that speculation.
1 have read my question a number of times and 1 cannot see how 1 could rephrase it.
Your ruling is inappropriate. You have shown you have not been impartial in this
instance, and, as another member put it, you have allowed the Government of the day to
escape the scrutiny which it preached about so much while it was in Opposition. [ agree
with the motion that has been put, and I find it difficult to accept that my question, which
was a very clear and concise question about an action of the Premier, was not allowed.
MR TRENORDEN (Avon) [4.15 pm]: This is my eighth year in this House and I have
been through several similar debates. I point out to you, Mr Speaker, and to the member
for Rockingham that in 1986 when a similar debate was taking place in this House I
suppressed my anger to support the member for Rockingham who was in the Chair. That
was against a great deal of pressure from my colleagues.
Part of the difficulty today is that we have an Opposition not prepared to accept that it
lost the last election. I say that in all sincerity because that is the case. That was the
position I was in in 1986, and the feelings were similar. At that time when a matter
similar to this was put before this House, I supported the Chair, as I will be doing today.
The Opposition members who spoke in the past hour on this debate have pointed out that
because the Premier has charge of the taxpayers and all parliamentarians that is his
responsibility. Mr Speaker, if one follows that logic through, if the Premier sent each of
the members opposite a letter asking for the same information that he asked of the
member for Wanneroo they would be honour bound to reply to it. Members opposite
should think about that.
MR KOBELKE (Nollamara) [4.17 pm]: A dissent motion against a ruling of the
Speaker is obviously a very serious matter. I know you, Mr Speaker, would certainly
trat it in that way. Although for you and some of members directly affected it is a
matter which they would not take lightly, it reflects on the total functioning of this
Chamber and the respect the public has for the processes of this louse. Although one
hopes that the proceedings in this Chamber largely stick to the standing orders and
attempt to do that in a rational and logical way, we all know that is not the way things
often happen in this House. In the end it comes down to who has the numbers, and that is
democracy. But when people use numbers to fly totally in the face of what are the
standing orders and what is logical and correct, we will all find that this place will not
function efficiently or in a way which will command the respect of the people of this
State. When we come to a ruling such as this we need to refer to the standing orders and
try to place in the perspective of the standing orders the particular matters that are
brought before us. Although some members have already touched on this, it is necessary
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to look at Standing Order No 106. The margin note says, "Questions respecting
Government business". Quite clearly the two questions on which you, Mr Speaker, have
ruled related directly to Government business. I will come back to that again in a
moment. The latter part of Standing Order No 106 states -

Notwithstanding the foregoing questions may be put to the Leader of the
Government on matters pertaining to general government policy.

If a question were incorrectly directed to one Minister when it is the responsibility of
Mnother, that might be a reason for ruling that question out of order, but when it is a
question to the Premier, relating; to general Government policy, the Premier cannot duck
it on that ground. At the bottom of page 45 the footnotes say -

Questions cannot be directed to the Premier in connection with statements made
by other Ministers, but questions to the Premier on Government policy made by
other Ministers are in order.

There it is further substantiated ini the footnotes, that questions can be directed to the
Premier on Government policy. We also note that no Minister is bound to answer any
question. It is within the rights of the Premier on this particular question simply to refuse
to answer. We are not suggesting he has to answer it. We have seen in the conduct of
question time in this Chamber for some time that the Premier and his Ministers have
clearly refused to answer questions. They have not said that they would not answer a
question but have ducked it. Mr Speaker, you have painted out to us on numerous
occasions that they can answer questions in any way they wish. They put forward a
number of words, rattle off sentences and totally refuse to answer the question. That is
their right. The perception of someone not awart of the issue is that they are answering,
but they are not answering the specifics of the question. We have had that time and time
again in this place. That is within the standing orders, and we have no problem with that
whatsoever.
Here we have two questions put to the Premier relating to a report, and the leader of
business on this side of the House has clearly outlined that this report is the responsibility
of the Premier, and it is a report which he, as Premier, has sought. He has acknowledged
today that his department is paying for it and, therefore, it is a matter of Government
policy and a matter for which the Premier is responsible. One can do it with the
numbers, but it is not possible factually to rule either of these matters out of order
because they are questions which cannot be directed to the Premier. They are seeking
answers on Government administration and policy for which the Premier is responsible.
Government members, and the Deputy Premier in particular, in tying to defend that
ruling have totally misrepresented what is in the question. Because the report the
question alluded to referred to the finances of the member, they tried to deflect the whole
issue by saying that it related to the personal finances of the member for Wanneroo.
Though the report might refer to that, that is not what the questions were about at all.
They quite clearly related to when the report would be available and, when he got it, what
the Premier might do with that report. That is something totally within his administrative
responsibilities. Trying to duck the issue, by saying that it related to the personal
finances of the member for Wannerco, is not addressing the point at issue, which must be
taken up within the standing orders. If that is not clear to members opposite, I will
quickly take the introduction of the question by the member for Balcatta. "I refer to the
report on the finances of the member for Wanneroo" it starts off, and it asks the Premier
about that report. Similarly, the question from the member for Belmont said, "I refer to
the report in today's The West Australian," and it goes on to ask the Premier about that
report and what might happen with it. It does not ask about the contents or aude
directly to what may be contained in the report about the finances of the member for
Wanneroo. Clearly, the questions related to something within the administrative
responsibility of the Premier. As I said, he does not have to answer the question but it is
a proper question within standing orders.
It was suggested by the Deputy Premier that the questions could be ruled out of order
because they asked for an opinion. Perhaps I did not hear you correctly. Mr Speaker, but
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in your ruling I heard no reference whatsoever to tern being ruled out of order because
they asked for an opinion. If members care to look at those questions, they will find they
do not seek an opinion from the Premier. It is stretching the meaning of words, if one
asks the Premier when he expects to receive a report, to say that is a matter of opinion.
When the Government commissions work to be done and the Government is paying, it is
right and proper to expect it to be returned by a due date. It would be semantics in the
extreme to suggest that is seeking an opinion. When the work was commissioned part of
the conditions would be a clear expectation of when it might be completed. There are
other examples where the Government may wish to totally misrepresent the meaning of
words, which they do quite regularly, and suggest that somehow there is an opinion. if
these questions were taken, as suggested by the member for Armadale, and shown to the
thousands of students who are sitting their TEE in English, one would find there were
very few who, looking through either of those questions, would suggest that an opinion is
being asked for. There certainly is not. The Premier is being asked to answer a question
regarding that report, which he has commissioned, which the Government is paying for
and which he must accept is his responsibility as Premier. Any other suggestion would
not be a true reading of what is contained in those questions.
I will make a few comments about question time generally and how this, unfortunately, is
just one example of what is happening with question time in this place. I timed question
time on my wristwatch for two days. and I found that the amount of time taken up by
questions from the Government far exceeded the time taken up by questions from the
Opposition. One might like to put the story about that the Government members are very
keen and want to seek information, If that were the case, I would suggest that they refer
to the questions on notice and have a look at how many questions on notice there are
from Government members. They are very hard to find because the Government
members are not eliciting information from the Government. If they were, one would
find there were some questions on notice and some questions without notice, but that is
not the case.
The SPEAKER: Order! There has been quite a deal of tolerance given on the debate so
far, and that is traditional on this sort of motion, but I ask the member to bring his
argument back to the question before the House.
Mr KOBELKE: Thank you, Mr Speaker. I accept your direction. The dissent from your
ruling relates directly to questions without notice in this Chamber. The whole process of
questioning the Government is being brought into a state of disrepute, where people will
not acknowledge the proper functioning of this Chamber at question time unless the
Opposition has an opportunity to put questions to the Government. We do not expect the
Government to answer questions, because it certainly has not so far, but we should have
the right to ask questions. What we find is that this Government fills up over half of
question time with dorothy dixers - questions asked with the single motive of stopping
the Opposition having any time. It certainly adds insult to injury when quite properly
formed questions are ruled out of order when they are totally within the standing orders
of this Chamber. If that is to happen. Mr Speaker, we will see a change in the way that
this House operates. Thbis House is a dynamic Chamber and will change as time
progresses. One would hope that those changes might see an improvement in the form of
the House. One might hope that we would see a greater level of accountability but,
unfortunately, we see is going very much the other way. That is something that will ebb
and flow wish time. A ruling on a matter as important as this will directly affect the
future functioning of this Chamber. The members on this side are totally committed to
making this Government accountable, and if question time is not available as a proper
process of this Parliament to call this Government into question, we will have to find
other means. That is our responsibility. While the Government has the numbers and
while it can ride over us whenever it wishes, we will find other means in this democratic
society to obtain information. We still have a free Press so far and we still have freedom
of assembly, although this Government may want to go back so the bad old days.
Mr Cowan: And we still have a Parliament which allows you to ask relevant questions
which clearly you do not have the capacity to do.
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Mr KOBELKE: The Deputy Premier's contribution to this debate was factually wrong
and without foundation. However, he sounded very good. He is an accomplished
speaker so that, without facts or logic, he seemed totally plausible.
Mr Cowan: The questions were out of order for two reasons. The first is that they
canvassed an opinion.
Mr KOBELKE: They did not.
Mr Cowan: That is your opinion. The second and more important reason for their being
ruled out of order is that they have nothing to do with the portfolio responsibilities of the
Premier. You are going to have to lift your game.
Mr KOBELKE: The Deputy Premier has raised two points which I have been trying to
cover. I think he must have come into the Chamber late. He made those points when he
was on his feet and, when the Deputy Leader of the Opposition challenged him to
provide facts to substantiate his comments, he could not because although the brilliance
of his rhetoric was evident, the lack of logic flawed his argument. I welcome his
interjection because it made it clear to the Chamber and to the Press that his points of
view were without foundation.
The last point I want to make is that the functioning of this Chamber requires that both
sides have respect for the Chair, and that we are willing to submit to the standing orders
and to use the standing orders for the proper processes of this House. The Deputy
Premier has made it absolutely clear that he cannot substantiate his arguments by
showing where in the questions opinions were canvassed. He cannot refute the
comments made by the member for Belmont and the Leader of the Opposition that the
points raised in the question are a direct administrative responsibility of the Premier. If
the ruling is upheld, we will change how the standing orders function.
Some months ago there was another motion of dissent from your ruling, Mr Speaker. At
that time I attempted to put before the Chamber the precedents to a ruling given by the
Chairman of Committees. In making my case, flawed as it may have been, I referred to
Erskine May's Parliamentary Practice, the practices of the Commonwealth Parliament
of Australia and the practices of the New Zealand Parliament. Of all the cases I could
find none was contrary to my point of view. However, in making your ruling,
Mr Speaker, you did not refer to any parliamentary precedent whatsoever. I have read
your ruling in Hansard and it was based on the fact that there was an alternate definition
of a word in a dictionary and that definition overrode other definitions in the dictionary
and the precedents on which this Parliament is established. If we accept that approach
and interpret the standing orders whichever way we like, and if common English usage
and not precedents is to be used to measure the import and real meaning of the standing
orders, we must call into question the functioning of this Chamber. More than that, we
are calling into question the functioning of the legal system. How can we, as members of
Parliament, abuse standing orders by putting whatever meaning we like on them and ride
roughshod over them and then go out and tell our constituents that they must obey the
laws of this State.
Mr Cowan: You are about to flux4 out that you can't.
Mr KOBELKE: That is what Mis Government is trying to do. This Government may
have the numbers in here, but the standing orders do not support it or the facts in this
matter. Members opposite should mark my words: The crude use of numbers to try to
abuse the forms of this Parliament will come back to haunt this Government. Then this
Government will not function at all. For months now this Government, which is not
willing to be open, accountable or to work cooperatively at least in part with the
Opposition, has made us stay here until the early hours of the morning night after night
because it cannot manage the Parliament and because it has no commitment to honesty or
the procedures laid down in the standing orders. That will be the undoing of this
Government.
It is unfortunate that we have had to move this motion against you. Mr Speaker, because I
know, having sat there as an Acting Speaker, which is a far less onerous job than you
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have to fulfil, that the job is extremely difficult. I know that you try to uphold the
standing orders of this Parliament. However, in this case you have been pushed into a
corner by this Government and your role is being undermined and the standards of this
Parliament are being dragged down by an incompetent aovemnment.
MR C.J. BARNETIT (Cattesloe - Leader of the House) [4.36 pmn]: I want to address
two principal issues in this debate and I hope that will conclude it. The first issue,
Mr Speaker, is whether you ruled correctly on whether the questions were properly asked
and dhe second issue is the use of that first issue to move a motion of dissent against you.
The Deputy Premier explained very well that the questions asked suffered because, first,
they canvassed opinions and, secondly, they did not relate to the responsibility of the
Minister, in this case, the Premier. Were opinions canvassed? Standing Order No 109
states -

In putting any such question, no argument or opinion shall be offered, nor any
facts stated except so far as may be necessary to explain such question.

The member for Belmont asked -

If the Premier maintains the view that the member for Wannerco's financial
affairs are completely beyond reproach and if he has no intention...

Clearly, he is canvassing an opinion. These are things about which it is not necessary to
ask questions.
Mr Ripper: That is your judgement.
Mr C.J. BARNETT': The question comes down to whether he would "send a copy of the
report to the Commissioner of Police".
Mr Ripper: That is a valid question.
Mr C.J. BARNETT': Why was it not beyond the wit of the member for Belmont to
reword the question and ask it correctly. The Speaker gave him that opportunity.
Mr Ripper: That was the member for Balcatta's question.
Mr C.). BARNETT: I apologise. Clearly, the member for Balcatta did not have the wit
to reword die question. He had that opportunity. When the member for Rockingham
was the Speaker, 1, as a new member, asked several questions which he ruled out of
order. I reworded them and they were allowed. That is all the member had to do. The
second issue, which was also referred to by the Deputy Premier, was whether the matters
referred to in the question related to the responsibility of the Premier. The question asked
by the member for Belmont was as follows -

I refer to the report in today's issue of The West Australian on the Member for
Wanneroo's attempt to bind Mr Stephen Mann to a confidentiality agreement ...

I do not know whether the member for Wanneroo did that. However, whether he did is
clearly a matter for him. It is a matter that relates to his financial affairs and if he wants
the report to remain confidential, he can ask for that to happen.
Mr Ripper: The Premier commissioned the report.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: Yes, he did. Hang on! The question the member asked related to
actions by the member for Wanneroo. If the member had wanted to ask a question -

Mr Ripper: I am asking about the progress of the review for which the Premier is
administratively responsible.
Mr C.J. BARNETlT: The member prefaced his question with statements and opinions
about what he believed the member for Wanneroo would do. The question continued.-

Why is the confidentiality agreement still being negotiated ... ?
Presumably, if there is one, the member for Wanneroo is negotiating it. It is not a matter
for the Premier. The member opposite needed only to have the wit and intelligence to
ask the correct question. Again, he had the opportunity. The Speaker ruled the question
out of order, and gave the member the opportunity to simply reword the question and ask
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it again. I ask members opposite why they did not avail themselves of the opportunity
given to them on the advice of the Speaker to reword the question, just as the previous
Speaker has done on numerous occasions, and this Speaker has done when questions are
inappropriately worded. If members opposite wanted to get to the issue of expenditure of
money by the Treasurer, they could have asked questions but they failed to do so.
Questions must be asked in a proper way.
Mr Ripper: Running for cover, that is all you are doing.
Mr C.J. BARN=: How can one argue with an intellectual pygmy?
Mr Ripper: You have to do it every day in your party room.
Several members inteijected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr C.J. BARNETIT: Both questions suffered because they canvassed opinions and did
not relate to the responsibility. It would have been possible in both instances to ask a
question which complied with the standing orders, and would have received an answer
from the Premier. The Premier was willing to answer those questions. I suggest that
members opposite go away and get advice - perhaps from the member for Rockingham -
and ask their questions properly. They will then receive some answers. There will be no
problem if questions comply with the standing orders.
What happened next? This is the part that disturbs me. The former Speaker, of all
people, used that ruling to move dissent and did so in an environment of turbulence and
outcry in this Chamber. He did so in an environment where the member for Pilbara
launched a direct, premeditated, I assume, assault upon the Speaker and the office of
Chair. The comment was made that he should have been allowed to withdraw his
remarks. However, I think the Speaker was absolutely right in his decision. If the
member had made that remark of me, he should have been allowed to withdraw it.
However, when a member directly assaults the authority of the person in the Chair, he
does not have that indulgence. No Speaker of this House should be expected to, nor
should he, accept a direct attack on the authority of the Chair in that way. There was no
excuse. It was shameful and, I assume, deliberate. I hope in due course that the member
for Pilbara will apologise for that action. I think he is a pretty good bloke, but be let
himself down badly on this occasion.
Where did the Opposition then shift the argument? It moved away from the wording of
the questions, and then said the Government had closed private members' business and
that it is not cooperating. What have we seen this week? Members opposite came into
this Chamber chaffing at the bit on Tuesday. and intended to move a motion relating to
the member for Wanneroc and to have a go at my colleague the Attorney General.
However, they did not use the vehicle available - a matter of public importance. Instead,
they tried to suspend the standing orders; they ran around in circles with the two most
boring and ineffectual speeches. Yesterday I challenged members opposite to come back
today and use an MPI so that we could see how good their argument was. Why has the
Opposition not done so? Yesterday in the public arena the Opposition told the
community that it had some red hot attack. Had the Opposition come into this Chamber
today with that attack, it had to perform, yet it had nothing to perform on. That is typical
of Opposition members. When brought to the line, they fall over and they do not follow
through. They did not do it yesterday, they had an opportunity today and did not take it,
and I bet they will not do it tomorrow.
Several members inteijected.
T'he SPEAKER: Order!
Mr C.1. BARNETT: If members opposite come into the Chamber tomorrow with an MPI
they must have something substantive. If they do not have anything of substance, it will
prove beyond doubt that their attempt to suspend standing orders yesterday was a sham,
and their move to dissent from the Speaker's ruling today was an absolute sham. The
onus is on the Opposition to put up or shut up. Can they do it? I hear little nervous
laughs from members opposite.
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Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr C.J BARNETT: The Attorney Genera, perhaps like the Mlinister for Puimary
Industry, was a little angry at me yesterday because she wanted to defend herself and her
husband, and I did not give her the opportunity. I invite members opposite to move an
MPI tomorrow and allow the Attorney General to have her say. The Opposition will not
be willing to do that because its members do not have an argument.
Mr Ripper Suspend standing orders now.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: Members opposite have had their chance today.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! Order! It is just bedlam in heme -

Mr Taylor: I'll say it is.
The SPEAKER: Order! I call on the Deputy Leader of the Opposition not to interrupt
me when I am on my feet, although I will not take the action against him that I have
taken against others. I ask for some cooperation. This motion has been moved by a
member of the Opposition. It is possibly the most serious motion that can be moved in
this House, and it is not appropriate for members to interrupt with this gross cacophony.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: The Speaker ruled that the questions were not properly worded. It
is legitimate for the House to debate that ruling but 1, along with other speakers on this
side of the House, particularly the Deputy Premier, believe that the Speaker ruled
correcdly. Clearly the questions canvassed opinions, and clearly they related to alleged
actions by the member for Wanneroo. It was clearly possible, quite simply, for members
opposite to reword both questions so that they complied with standing orders without any
doubt Members opposite failed to do so and, instead, decided on the stunt of moving
dissent from the Speaker's ruling. They did not take the sensible course of action and
simply reword the questions and ask them correctly. Two days in a row we have seen
stunts in this House; die first was an attempt to suspend standing orders and to move
against the Attorney General, and the second was to move today against the Speaker.
What will be the stunt tomorrow? The Government is ready for the Opposition to move
its MPI against the member for Wanneroo, the Attorney General, the Speaker, the
Premier, me, the Minister for Primary Industry and our close friendship, or anything else.
Bring it on and we will see how the Opposition goes. I know that you, Mr Speaker, are
not a gambling man, but I will have a bet that the Opposition will not take that action.
Mr BROWN: I raise three issues, and I will not take the time of the House unduly on
these matters. The first issue concerns the assertion by the Leader of the House that the
question asked for an opinion. That may be the case, but he must have read the question
differently from the way I read it. What does the question ask? It asks -

If the Premier maintains the view that the member for Wanneroo's financial
affairs are completely beyond reproach, and if he has no intention of altering the
report in any way, why will he not immediately send a copy of the report to the
Commissioner of Police rather than wait for the outcome of the review by
Mr Stephen Mann?

That was a question relating to an action.
Mr C.J, Barnett: if you took out the preface and simply asked a question along those
lines it may well have been in order.
Mr BROWN: The question was not whether the Premier believed in those things, but
whether the Premier intended to forward a copy of the report - although it was perhaps
asked in a longer way. It was clearly a question which related to actions, not opinions. I
do not know how members opposite can produce the lame excuse that it was a matter
relating to opinion. Ordinary English - with which I realise some members have
difficulty - indicates that it is a question relating to actions, Any proper translation of
that question shows that to be the case.
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I accept that the Speaker's job is extremely difficult. I have never had the opportunity of
chairing the Parliament, but I have chaired many meetings at which I have had to give the
call and run the proceedings fairly. It is not an easy task. Anyone who has taken on such
a responsibility knows the difficulty. It is a lonely task. Anyone who is committed to
carrying out the Speaker's job impartially and effectively will find it lonely. Same of
one's nearest and closest colleagues must be pulled into line and sat down - even
members of one's political party - if they go off the rails. It takes a great deal of courage
to do that, more because of what may be said outside rather than inside this place. We
are all human and ame subject to pressures. It is not a question of whether unnecessary.
illegal or wrongful pressure is brought to bear, but of human nature. To occupy the Chair
and carry out the job effectively will be lonely. It requires a professional attitude,
especially when exercising discretion. The Chair cannot have regard for old association.
close friendships or the political agenda of the day. Therefore, it is an exceedingly
difficult job.
Until it is clearly recognised that the Speaker must adopt that professional attitude, this
House is destined to have more of this type of debate. It is important in the running of
this House, as with any meeting, for those who sit in the body of the meeting to have
confidence in the person at its head. Regardless of whether one agrees with that person,
whether one is ruled against or whether that person is of the same political persuasion,
the question must always be asked at the end, has that person exercised discretion fairly
and impartially? That question must be asked repeatedly. Sometimes members on both
sides of the House will not agree with the Speaker's rulings. Sometimes members on
both sides of the House may vehemently disagree with the ruling. However, at the end of
the day members may walk away disagreeing with the Speaker's politics and his rulings,
but they must agree that the Speaker was fair and impartial - that is the best compliment a
Speaker can be paid. Such a situation will go a long way to ensuring that the business of
the House is conducted in a proper and professional manner.
Undoubtedly the Speaker is entitled under standing orders to rule questions out of order,
but how should the Speaker exercise that discretion? The Speaker must do so with great
care. As the Speaker and others have recognised, many questions are in a grey area; it is
not known whether they fall within or without standing orders. Such questions arise on
many occasions. Nevertheless, only those questions which clearly fail foul of standing
orders should be ruled out of order. The Speaker must use this power as a last resort, as it
is inappropriate for the Chair to rule questions out of order if any shadow of doubt exists.
Why do I say that? Thie royal commission said that the role of the Opposition in this
House, regardless of political persuasion, is to ask the Government searching questions
and to demand from the Government answers to those questions. That is a hallmark of
the Westminster system. All members know what was said in the royal commission. We
are all aware of the criticism the royal commission had of question time in the past and of
Ministers neatly avoiding answering questions. The only way to obtain the truth is
through searching questions.
The history of this session shows that sometimes a question must be asked day in day out
to reach the facts. On how many occasions this year have we had to askc a question one
day, almost the same question the next day and a slight variant on the question the
following day? Ministers have found it necessary to clarify the first answer given, or
have said that they realise that the first answer was not complete or the information given
was not correct. None of that information would have come to notice unless searching
questions were asked. Therefore, the Speaker must be extremely careful and hesitant
about ruling questions out of order. Gross breaches of standing orders should be knocked
out, but other questions should be allowed, If not, the searching questions this
Opposition needs, and has a duty, to ask will not be answered, and the information will
not be brought to the notice of the public of Western Australia.
The role of the Opposition is to scrutinise and to ask searching questions. We must keep
Ministers on their mettle. A competent Minister will be able to meet questions asked of
him or her by the Opposition. A Minister who has difficulty holding his or her portfolio
will seek to avoid those questions. We must ensure that the truth is brought out in this
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Parliament. Thai can be done only by ensuring that members wanting to ask searching
questions arm not inhibited in any way. Therefore, I sincerely ask that when matters like
this arise, whoever is occupying the Chair will not rule a question out of order if it falls
into an area of grey in standing orders. Questions which clearly are in breach of standing
orders should be ruled out of order. The Opposition must be able to do its job, and as a
consequence the Government can be made answerable. That is the proper role of this
place.
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park) (4.59 pm]: Mr Speaker, one could treat this motion as
dealing with a specific ruling that you gave to a specific set of questions. Indeed, many
of the speakers who have risen to discuss the matter have addressed that issue.
Mr C.J. Barnett: That is wonderfully to the point.
Dr GALLOP: Yes; it is. It is also important to note that the ruling that you gave on the
question that was asked is of extreme importance to the people of this State. We are not
just arguing here about a ruling; we are arguing about a current matter of public
controversy; we are arguing about the role that the Opposition will have in bringing that
public controversy to the only proper forum that exists within our community to deal
with it. What is ultimately the best forum in which to deal with controversies? It is the
Parliament of Western Australia.
Parliamentarians are given certain privileges to raise matters of public importance which,
for example, segments of the media cannot raise. The reason for that is that in our
tradition of Government the only way in which we can expose some issues and bring out
the truth is through the forum of Parliament. When I mingle with members in the
community, have a haircut or go to sporting clubs, what are they all talking about? They
are all talking about Wanneroo Inc. That is the issue that concerns them and the one in
which they are most interested. They are interested in how the Government will deal
with that question. They are also interested in three or four other issues.

First of all, they are interested in how the Premier of this State will deal with the
allegations and claims that have been made about a member of this Parliament,
Secondly, they are very interested in how the Attorney General will deal with the claims
that have been made by her husband about the way in which the Kyle inquiry conducted
its affairs. Thirdly, they are very interested in the relationship between the Parliamentary
Secretary of the Cabinet, who is in a very important position in the Executive arm of
Government in this State, and the business dealings of his brother, the fugitive Dr Wayne
Bradshaw. T7hey are interested in al these things because they relate to good
Government. They relate to the fact that when something goes wrong in our community,
it is expected that the truth will come out and those who may have made mistakes will be
properly judged as our system of justice requires.
For members of the community these are vital matters. These. are not just passing matters
that concern private citizens; they are matters that go to the heart of good government.
These same people know only too well what was said in part 1 and part 2 of the report of
the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters.
They expect the Opposition to raise these matters of public importance in this Parliament.
They expect that the Premier will answer the questions that are put to him about the way
in which he conducts his office in dealing with the problems thrown up in the Kyle report
as they relate to the member for Wanneroo. They expect the Attorney General to conduct
herself properly in the way in which she administers the department for which she has
ministerial responsibility, and also as Attorney General.
Mr Speaker, if you are to rule on the questions that I will ask of the Attorney General
about the way in which she conducts herself as Attorney General, about whom she meets
in respect of her business and whether those meetings would in any way have any
relationship with matters that relate to Wanneroo Inc, it is crucially important that you
allow mne to ask those questions. It also crucially important that members on this side of
the House can ask the Premier about the way in which he is dealing with the matters that
relate to the member for Wanneroo.
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These matters have not simply been raised by the Opposition; they are in the Kyle report
already. The Premier has already responded to some of those issues. He has already
asked the member for Wanneroo to report to him on the member's financial dealings.
From our point of view in Opposition, as representatives of the people of Western
Australia, through the most important forum that they have in which to raise matters of
public importance, your ruling today on a specific question and the rulings that you gave
to other questions I raised about the Attorney General last week simply will not allow us
to do our job as members of the Opposition.
Mr Speaker. I ask you to reconsider that ruling in the moments of reflection that you will
have over the next day; place yourself in the role of a member of the Opposition; go back
a few years and remember the issues that were raised with you as a member of the
Opposition, the public gatherings that you were in when your constituents said, "We want
you to look into this matter, it is crucially important;, we warnt good government; we warnt
Ministers of the Crown who can stand the test of scrutiny in Parliament"; and then ask:
Was my ruling a proper one, one that can really withstand the test of the Westminster
system of parliamentary Government?
I do not think your ruling will withstand the test. I also ask all members opposite to put
themselves in the position of members of the Opposition. How can they say that it is not
proper for us to ask the Premier about the terms and conditions that he is putting on the
accountant for his analysis of the financial report of the member for Wanneroo? Is it
proper also that I should be restricted in the questions I should ask of the Attorney
General, the first law officer of this State, about any meetings she may have had with a
person who has been charged by the Police Force in this State with corruption and
improper conduct? They are fundamental matters of public importance. T1hey relate to
the Premier's responsibilities and to the responsibilities of the Attorney General,
Mr Speaker, I ask you to reconsider and I also ask members of this Parliament to
reconsider these martens when we come to vote on this dissent ruling.

House to Divide
Mr Bloffwitch: I move -

That the motion be now put.
Division

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (28)
Mr CJ. Barnett Mr Johnson Mr Shave
Mr Blaikie Mr IKierath Mr W. Smith
Mr Boad MY Lewis Mr S irickland
Mr Bradshaw Mr MarshallI Mr Trenorden
Dr Constable Mr Minson Dr Turnbull
Mr Cowan Mr Nicholls Mrs van de Klashorst
Mr Day Mr Omodei Mr Wiese
Mrs Edwardes Mr Osborne Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)
Drilamnes Mr Pendal
Mr House Mr Prince

Noes (2 1)
Mr M. Barmnt Mr Grill. Mr Riebeling
Mr Bridge Mrs Hallahant Mr Ripper
Mr Brown Mrs Henderson Mr Taylor
Mr Catania Mr Kobelke Mr Thomas
Mr Cunningham Dr Lawrence Ms Warnock
Dr Edwards Mr Marlborough Dr Watson
Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mr Leahy (Teller)

Question thus passed.
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Division

Question (dissent front Speaker's ruling) put and a division taken with the following
result -

Ayes (21)
Mr M. Barnett
Mr Bridge
Mr Brown
Mr Catania
Mr Cunningham
Dr Edwards
Dr Gallop

Mr CJ. Barnett
Mr Blaikie
Mr Board
Mr Bradshaw
Dr Constable
Mr Cowan
Mr Day
Mrs Edwazdes.
Dr Hames
Mr House

Mr Grill
Mrs Hullaban
Mrs Henderson
Mr Kobelke
Dr Lawrence
Mr Marlborough
MrMcGinty

Noes (28)
Mr Johnson
Mr Kiemibh
Mr Lewis
Mr Marshall
Mr Mnson
Mr Nicholls
Mr Omnodei
Mr Osborne
WrPendal.
Mr Prince

Mr Riebeling
Mr Ripe
Mr Taylr
Mr Thomas
Ms Warnock
Dr Watson
Mr Leahy (feller)

Mr Shave
Mr W. Smith
Mr Strickland
Mr Trenorden
Dr Turnbull
Mrs van de Kiashorsi
Mr Wiese
Mr Bloffwitch (Teller)

Question thus negatived.
The SPEAKER: Order! Question time has now concluded.
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